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Get "Bent"
Portland's Mollyhouse Productions, a new gay and lesbian arts group,
presents their premiere production, the 1979 Broadway hit "Bent." Th~
play affirms gay desire even within the confines of the Nazi death camps.
The group chose "Bent" as part of their plan "to embrace music, dance,
painting and literature... all of a certain bent."

--
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NEWS

Making hay
from the gay
rights fight
• By Mishe Pietlciewicz
In June, when Concerned Portland Citizens
(CPC) collected enough
signatures to put Portland's
gay rights ordinance to a
November referendum,
Jasper Wyman, executive
director of the Christian
Civic League, said the
league would only be
involved "in an advisory
capacity."
"It's a local campaign
and local citizens will have
to lead it," Wyman said.
But the league may soon
be offering leadership and
money to the CPC campaign. At the least, the
league is using the referendum to enrich its own
coffers.
In a Jul y 24 fundraising
letter, Wyman called the
Portland ordinance "the
most critically Significant
moral issue facing Maine
people, probably in the
hiStory of the state."
The four-page letter
appealed to Maine Christians to finance the league's
support of CPC's fight
against the ordinance.
"If we are going to
represent you and your
family, then I must ask you
today to send as generous a
financial gift as you
poSSibly can," Wyman
wrote.
"If you will stand with
us - if you will send your
support today - then we
will go on with the battle in
Portland ... We must not let
our adversaries in Portland,
and the gay rights groups
nationally, know that the
Christian Civic League is
not being supported."
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A young New Britain Red Sox fan watches the action at home plate with binoculars during a
recent double-hellder at B~hlve Field In New Britain, Conn.
.

CBW/Tonee Harbert

The last best hope for baseball in Portland
Millionaire TV ~xecutive Dan Burke wants to bring professional baseball to Portland.
But some Portlanders are balking at the deal. Will the City Council go to bat for
baseball, or will Burke's.bid prove an impossible dream?
• By Bob Young
Despite threatening skies, 1,317 kids
and 1,719 adults buzzed into Beehive Field
on Sunday, July 26 to see the New Britain
(Connecticut) Red Sox battle the Albany
Yankees in a Double A double-header.
After two innings, some fans were
hoping for rain. The Yankees had already
pounded Red Sox hurler Gary Painter for
five runs on eight hits.
The Sox sagged even lower in the third
inning, when their star slugger Greg
Blosser got tossed out of the game for
arguing a called strike. Sox manager Jim
Pankovits bolted out of the dugout to
defend Blosser. Pankovits went belly-tobell y and jaw-to-jaw with the umpire. He
got heaved too.
But Pankovits' antics lit a fire under the
smoldering Sox. They took the lead on Jeff
McNeely's homer to dead center - which
cleared the 417-foot mark next to a sign for
"Mr. Joseph, World Champion Hair
Surgeons" - and won both games.
New
vs.
Welcome to another crowd-pleasing
Albany (N.V.) V.nkees, July 26.
Sunday in Double-A baseball, the kind that
millionaire executive Dan Burke wants to
bring to Portland.
Although 13 cities - including New
Orleans and Atlantic City - are vying for

only two new Double A teams, baseball
insiders say Portland is a cinch to land a
team because of Burke's stature.
But Burke's bid hinges on Portland
paying for $1.5 million in renovations to
Hadlock Field. And some Portlanders are
balking at the idea of the city raiSing taxes
to fund baseball at a time when it's laying
off police officers.
"1 don't want to pay a penny more for a
baseball team that may fail," said Al
Waxler of the Portland Taxpayers Association. ''What they're doing is rolling the
dice with taxpayers' money. That's not
what taxes are all about. The primary
focus of government is to maintain the
infrastructure, to plow the streets and
provide police, fire and schools."
The City Council will vote on a bond
for stadium renovations on Aug. 24. Seven
of nine council votes are needed to
approve the bond.
Ten years ago, city councilors faced the
same decision. In 1982, baseball came up
one vote short. Will Portland see a replay
of its impossible dream for baseball?
Judging by what councilors said, the
decision will go down to the wire again.
Or, as baseball philosopher Yogi Berra
said, "It's deja vu all over again."
Continued on page 11
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Price put on
secession bid

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: July 29 through August 4, 1992.

SUMMER CLEARANCE GOING ON NOW!
UNITED COLORS
OFBENETION.

A woman has recanted her story that she was
raped at gunpoint in an Old Port garage on July 4. The woman
still says she was raped, but the attack happened somewhere
else in the city, according to Portland Police. A group called
Feminists Against Rape recently held a rally outside the garage.
Although the woman changed her story, FAR member Laura
Bradley said it doesn't change the fact that reported rapes in the
city have nearly doubled over last year' s rates.

56 Main St. Freeport, ME 865-6369

Former street toughs want to patrol Portland
after dark to help rid the city of crime. Some of the so-called "XMen Posse" have criminal records, but the l1-member gang
helped police make a drug bust on Jul y 28. Police Chief Mike
Chitwood expressed concern that the youths could become
vigilantes.

Shape Inc. cut 119 workers on July 31 because of
competition from Chinese manufacturers who have reduced
their prices to break into the audio and video cassette-making
market, the company said. Employment is now down to about
700 at Shape plants in Biddeford and Kennebunk.
Saco Defense got an $11.6 million contract
from the Army to make machine guns and the mounts used to
fasten the guns onto vehicles. Maine's second largest defense
contractor expects to complete the jobs by July 1994.

wYllle
164 Middle Street, Portland, 773-4340
Open daily 11:30-1 AM, Sun. 5PM-1AM

~

~

Leo Martin was endorsed as the state's new education ~ommissioner by the Legislature's Education Committee,
despite protests from anti-AIDS activists. The activists criticized
Martin's refusal to allow condoms to be distributed at
Kennebunk High School, over which he presided as superintendent. The commi~ voted 12-1 to endorse Martin, with only
Sen. Dale McCormIck of Kennebec dissenting.
Bungee Jumping was shut down in Old Orchard

• Tues Night Prime Rib ... $9.95• Wed Night Complete Dinner
for "2" ... $22.95
• Daily Specials Including Lobster
• One of Portland's Best Wine Lists

Beach. The Town Council voted 3-1 on July 29 to revoke the
license of Bunji Mania Inc. for violating zoning laws by erecting
a crane that was about 25 higher than the 75-foot limit imposed
by the town. Recent state regulations on bungee jumping did
not deter the town's decision. "Although the state is taking the
ball to deal with safety issues, we still had the height to resolve,
and we felt strong about that," said Councilor Valerie Landry.

The U.S. attorney's office is probing the death
of Katherine Hegarty to determine if federal charges should be
brought against three police officers who shot and killed the 51year-old Hegarty at her camp outside Jackman. Richard Cohen,
the U.s: attorney for ~aine, said calls from the public prompted
the declSlon to mveshgate the May 16 shooting of Hegarty, even
though a state probe concluded that no charges were warranted .

HAPPy HOUR DAILY
4to 7PM
PUB MENU DAILY & NIGHTLY

• Freshest Raw Bar in Town.

Cool Jazz CPri~a8 ~ight:5
CHAMPAGNES BY THE GLASS
ACCOMPANIED BY OYSTERS.

Serving Daily
Reservations Call: 773-4340

Hegarty's death will be protested in Portland on
Sunday, Aug. 9 from 1 to 3 p.m. in Monument Square. The '
protest will mark the 11 th straight Sunday that p]1)testers have
gathered in the state. For the first eight weeks, protesters met in
Skowhegan. But in recent weeks they've taken to the road. The
rally will feature members of Hegarty's family, victims of police
abuse and local politicians.
Linda Bean passed the $600,000 mark in
fundraising for her campaign to unseat U.S. Rep. Tom
Andrews. Bean's campaign finance report was filed nearly two
weeks after the Federal Election Commission's July 15 deadline.
An FEC official said it wasn't clear whether Bean would be
penalized.
De~ocrat~ flied a complaint against Bean
chargmg she VIolated election laws by filing late. Bean resp-onded by accusing the Maine Democratic Party of "throwing
up a smokescreen" to divert attention from her criticism of
Andrews' v~ting record. The next campaign finance report is
due Oct. 15, Just weeks before the election.

Long Island's bid to secede
from Portland will be more
expensive than islanders
expected.
An arbitration panel
working on the terms of
secession decided that Long
Island should pay $1.63
million to Portland to cover
the island's share of the city's
long-term debt, its share of
1993 Cumberland County
taxes and its share for closing
the island's dump.
The island's secession .
movement was driven by
Portland's rising property tax
rates. The city's rate is
currently $24.66 per $1,000 of
valuation.
Property taxes on the
island will have to be nearly
as high as Portland's in order
to pay the debts. But in the
future the island's property
tax will not increase like
Portland's, claimed Mark
Greene, who co-chaired Long
Island's negotiating team.
"Our (tax ra tel will go
down every year as the debt
gets paid off," Greene
contended. "We're not
adding on any new debt." He
predicted that Portland's
property tax will increase in
coming years due to deferr.ed
salary hikes and the unfunded pensions of city
employees.
Long Island residents will
vote on secession on Nov. 3.

Freeport man
seeks pedal power
A Freeport man has
organized a coalition aimed
at giving bicyclists more
political clout in the state.
Charles LaFlamme started
the Maine Bicycle Coalition in
the hope that bicyclists would
peddle influence and power
in Augusta. LaFlamme
already serves on a committee advising the state transportation department on how
to implement Maine's new
transportation law. The
citizen-initiated law requires
the state to consider alternatives to highway construction, such as public transit
and better traffic management.
A federal law has freed up
millions of dollars of what
was once highway money for
alternative transportation.
LaFlamme proposes earmarking 1 percent of Maine's
annual $272 million transportation budget to expand
roads for bike lanes.
"Sometimes by adding a
little pavement you can keep
a lot of cars off the road,"
said the 43-year-old state
social worker, who routinely
rides a bicycle to government
meetings.
LaFlamme also wants
cyclists to have a voice inside
the state Department of
Transportation. The federal
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
requires every state to hire a
full-time bicycle and pedestrian advocate. LaFlamme
has applied for the job, which
has yet to be fill~.

The Bicycle Federation of
America is also promoting
cyclists' lobbies across the
country. "We have told the
bicycle and pedestrian
communities that this is an
opportunity to make a
difference," said federation
director William Wilkinson.
,"But if you don't get involved
you will get nothing."

Carter peddles
wind, sun power
After completing his own
pedal-powered version of Bill
and AI's Excellent Bus
Campaign, Green Party
congreSSional candidate
Jona than Carter said the
federal government should
pay for renewable energy
sources with a tax on gasoline.
Carter rode his 20-yearold, American-made 10speed bike across the state's
2nd District to emphasize his
environmental record. Carter
ended his ISO-mile trek in
Bucksport, where residents
are fighting a proposed coalfired power plant.
It would cost $100 billion a
year for 10 years for the
nation to convert from fossil
fuels to renewable sources,
such as solar and wind
power, Carter said.
He wants to use some of
the money now going to the
defense budget, plus higher
gas taxes, to fund the switch
to renewable reso~rces.
Carter said technology exists
to double automobile efficiency, quadruple lighting
efficiency and cut heating
and air conditioning by 75
percent.
Carter, who taught botany
and biology at the University
of Maine at Farmington, is
trying to unseat U.s. Rep.
Olympia Snowe.

Obscenity law
repeal stalled
A Portland adult bookstore owner ended his
attempt to repeal the city's
obscenity ordinance this year
but vowed to put the question before voters in a 1993 or
1994 referendum.
Vincenzo DePaolo, owner
of the Treasure Chest, halted
his repeal drive because he
said there was not enough
time to get the question on
the November ballot.
Before a question goes to
voters in a referendum, the
city must verify petitioners'
signatures and hold a hearing
60 days before the election.
DePaolo's said his repeal
drive could have met those
requirements for a May 1993
election, but he wants the
question to be put on a
November ballot because of
the higher voter turnout for
fall elections.
DePaolo was fined for
violating the obscenity
ordinance in 1988 after his
store sold bondage magazines to undercover police
officers. He said he wants to
overturn the ordinance
because it is too vague.
Continued on PIIge 4
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Dear Senator Cohen;
Not all underground nuclear test
explosions in Nevada vent into the
atmosphere like this one did. But with
the Cold War over, every additional U.S"
nuclear test is unnecessary, dangerous,
and a waste of another $60 million.

Russia and France have stopped their
testing programs. Now it's our turn.
This August 6th is the forty-seventh
anniversary of the atomic bombing of
Hiroshima. What could be a more
fitting tribute to the victims than
ending nuclear testing once and for all?
Please, Senator Cohen, support the
Nuclear Testing Moratorium Act.
Sincerely,
(name and address)

This ad paid for by members and supporters of the Maine Chapter of Physicians for SooIa! Responsibility,
work1n8 to prevent nuclear war, protect the enV1rOnment, and re-order national spencllng pI1oI1t;tes.
For more informatlon, write to PSR/Maine, P.O. Box 4202 statlon A, Portland, Maine 04101.
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Restoration and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.
We cony supplies a nil glass
Continued from page 3

630 Forest Avenue
Ponland, ME
774-4154
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Phone books
become furniture

ONE MONUMENT WAY oPTLDo 772-7299 0 FAX 772·9662

Teacher Seminar
The Bath Institute of Writing
with John Brogan
. & SAT. AUG. 7th &
*in rear parking lot*
'0\15

these quality Chila

/~/)J• Keds • Weebok • Willits S.-?,
• Sam & Libby
o~s
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ATH

Course located at:
Morse High School, Bath, Maine.
Classes begin at 8:30 a.m.

• •

~~~~

walltabout

S63 Forest Ave.

°

ME. 207-773-6601

Pre-Writing
Conferencing
Journals
Portfolios
° Writing to Learn
• Workshop Model

Information: 865-6512

Also: Clothing, Jew/ery. Adult Footwear and more ...

•

•
•
•
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August 17-21

• Toddler University
.. just to name a few

Sale

Hours

FRI. 10·6

4.5 CEUs. Tuition $250. Scholarships available.
Make checks to John Brogan,

7 Dennison Ave., Freeport. ME 04032

SAT. 10-5

8ummer Rose
8pecial
12 Qoses for $15 .
~ci8l1y Wrnpped. 1()'14 inch f'O!leS

Bring in your color
Photos/Slides to
make a fun
T-SHIRT
(1hr turn around)
of your vacation,
your pet, your
child, your

FUN TIMES
only at Generated
Image
in The Old Port.
We
mail
anywhere!

GENERATED
IMAGE
•
Monday - Friday s.e • Saturday 10 -4
Comer of Market & Middle Sts. • Portland °774·4455

lIMINE
04 10 1

774·1500
fiNE HAIRCUTS
·' AND FINE ART
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Making hay from
gay rights
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"Life is what
happens to you
when you're making
other plans. ,.
-Betty Talmadge.
(1924. American)

EAT GOOD FOOD
AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS.
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS.
484 STEVENS AVE.

772-3961

Greater Portland will soon
be flooded with new NYNEX
Yellow Pages, but local
residents and businesses can
recycle their old telephone
books through the Regional
Waste System.
Residents and businesses
are urged to bring their old
directories to 54 drop-off
locations in Greater Portland,
including nine sites in
Portland. To find the nearest
drop-off bins, residents can
call the Neighborhood
Recycling Program at 871SORT or refer to the page on
recycling information in the
Community Pages section of
the Yellow Pages.
Many of the directories
collected will be recycled in to
core board for use in building
materials and office furniture.
Last year nearly 60 tons of
phone books were collected
and recycled in Greater
Portland, acoording to
NYNEX. The oompany will
deliver more than 227,000
copies of the 1992-93 Yellow
pages to local homes and
businesses from Aug. 7-28.

Health care bid
hits the streets
The Maine People's
Alliance has kicked off a
statewide campaign aimed at
garnering support for a state
universal health insurance
plan.
On nearly every weekday
evening until November 3,
the alliance will send canvassers door-to-door across
the state asking citizens to
cast votes on mock ballots for
a statewide heal th plan.
In postcard form, the
ballots will be sent to Maine's
legislative candidates to
compel them to support
health care reform. The
campaign will focus on
Maine's escalating health care
crisis, according to Harry
Brown, a spokesman for the
alliance, a statewide coalition
with 14,000 members from 60
labor, senior citizen and
health care organizations.
According to Brown, the
state's health care crisis
symptoms include: 130,000
Maine citizens are currently
without health insurance; 30
percen t of the uninsured are
children; Maine has 40
percent more child deaths
than Canada, which has a
universal health care system;
the average Maine family
spent $4,000 for health care in
1991; businesses spent an
average of $2,000 for every
employee in 1991; and total
health care spending in
Maine increased by 174
percent between 1980 and

1990.
Continued on page 6

Despite his letter's plea for Christians to
join the battle against Portland's gay rights
law, Wyman refused to say anything more
specific about what role the Christian Civic
League will play in the referendum campaign.
"The role is still being decided. Certainly
we won't announce our internal strategy to
our adversaries," Wyman said.
But, he added, "the league has already
invested oonsiderable time and resources to
the battle in Portland."
Wyman also claimed he is not trying to
capitalize on the battle in Portland to raise
money for the league's other activities.
Yet his letter contains the following
solicitations in just its last three paragraphs:
• "We need your gift of financial support."
• "We need your prayers. We need your
moral support. But we also need your financial support."
• "As we face the many critical battles
ahead .. . I await word that you believe in what
we're doing and that fighting for our children
and our families is important enough to
deserve financial support."
"Any fund raising has as one of its goals to
arouse people to the extent that they will offer
financial assistance," Wyman explained. "And
if we weren't planning on being involved in
some capacity in Portland, 1 wouldn't have
included that issue in our letter."
The letter also asks for oontributions
because the summer months are the league's
"worst possible time financially:' and "in the
past, our summer months have resulted in
mounting debt."
But Wyman sooffed at the suggestion that
the league is in dire financial straits. '1 hardly
think so," he said.
Wyman's letter further appealed to
Christians by asserting tha t "we are living in
"post-Christian America."
The letter cited the Portland Press Herald's
decision to print Jeff Pert's "Jasper Wyman
Fan Club" cartoon as an example of bigotry
against Christians.
"A generation ago, even the most permissive of newspapers would not think of
publishing a cartoon making fun of Christianity," the letter said.
Quoting Yeats' poetic prophecy that "the
center cannot hold," Wyman's letter also cited
sex and violence on television and popular
criticism of Vice President Dan Quayle as road
signs to these "perilous times."
But Wyman denied that the league is trying
to impose its own version of morality on the
public. "We do not seek to impose our beliefs
on the citizens of Maine against their will," he
said.
Wyman's letter also warned of a larger gay
"anti-family agenda." He defined that agenda
as the demand by gays and lesbians for the
right to be foster parents and to be legally
married.
He argued that these were "implied rights"
not covered by the Constitution.
While he does not support Portland's
ordinance or any gay rights ordinance,
Wyman claimed he doesn't support
homophobia either. '1f 1 owned a business, 1
would hire homosexuals," he said . "And I
would not fire someone simply because they
were gay. 1 just don't want a law that imposes
that decision on me."
Wyman was quick to add, however, that
the league was not a suitable place of employment for gays and lesbians.

Brunswick school fight
thwarts McKernan appointee
Brunswick's battle over a new high school
site (CBW 7.23.92) sank resident Phil Dionne's
appointment to the state Board of Education.
Dionne had been nominated for the post by
Gov. John McKernan. But the Legislature'S
Joint Committee on Education refused to
reoommend that the Senate oonfirm Dionne's

S

nomination.
The oommittee voted 6-6 on Dionne's
nomination July 29. In a tie, nominees receive a
negative recommendation from the committee.
Legislators said they voted against Dionne
because of his lack of qualifications and his
prominent role in the school site debate that
divided Brunswick.
As chairman of the High School Building
Committee, Dionne was a leading proponent of
the Maquoit school site. Despite concerns about
environmental hazards to nearby Maquoit Bay,
voters approved the Maquoit site over the
downtown Spring Street site in a June 9
referendum.
Democrats on the committee, who were
barraged by letters and phone calls from
Brunswick residents opposed to Dionne's
appointment, held a caucus before the vote.
Legislators mostly discussed Dionne's qualifications, according to Rep. Jim Oliver, who
voted against Dionne.
Dionne, a construction contractor with an
associate's degree in engineering, "was marginally qualified" for the post, Oliver concluded.
"I usually give nominees the benefit of the
doubt," Oliver added. "But what really upset
me was the intense personal feelings of people
in Brunswick."
Both Oliver and Rep. Sophia Pfeiffer of
Brunswick argued that voting for Dionne
would prolong the town's feud over the school
site.
"They really had a bloodbath in Brunswick
and I though tit would be wrong to gi ve one
side a victory. I hope the two sides come
together. The town needs to heal," Oliver said.
Dionne conceded that he was defeated by
the school site deba teo
"It was not the total cause of the vote. But
it's fair to say it made the difference when
you're only one vote short," Dionne said.
Spring Street advocates suggested that
Dionne's appOintment was intended to ensure
that the $18.9 million Maquoit site got funding
from the state Board of Education.
Dionne said he would abstain from any
votes the board took on Maquoit. But even if he
lobbied for Maquoit in Augusta, he'd be
carrying out the voters' mandate, Dionne
argued.
"If everybody agreed. to stick to the referendum results and if all 1 oould do (in Augusta)
was to promote the school, is that not ideal? Or
am I wrong?"
Dionne was also perplexed by criticism
about his qualifications.
"Having never seen a description for the job,
I'm not sure what the qualifications are, except
to be a legally registered voter in the state," he
said.
The nine members of the Board of Education
oversee state regulations governing Maine's
210,000 public school students and $1.3 billion
in school funds. The non-paying posts on the
board of education require members to attend
two meetings a month, as well as subcommittee meetings.
Dionne said he wanted to take the job
because of his oommitment to ed ucation. Since
1971, he has served on Brunswick school
boards and oommittees, the Maine State
Council on Vocational Education and the
Northeast Regional Council on Vocational
Education.
McKernan had touted Dionne's expertise in
vocational education when he nominated the
Brunswick resident.
Now McKernan must decide whether to
push Dionne's nomination in the Senate where
it will require a two-thirds majority to overrule
the oommittee's negative reoommendation.
Nominees are expected to bow out of the
running in such situations, legislators said.
Dionne said he has not spoken to McKernan
about withdrawing his nomination .•
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$5 OFF
ANY CHEMICAL

SERVICE

Our Throws are HOT!
'Best selection ami 6est price,
great gift for wr1iingsJ 6irtfu£aYSJ
nouse,wannin/y 6actto·scfwo{ ...
100% cotton full-JUred u.rOllJ. priced from $28.95.
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of our Cliri~lmas ~hop!

Country potpourri
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2 Wharf Street· In the Old Port
772-7400 Open 7 days. M-S 10-8. Sun 10-6

• SPIRIT SHELLS
° PAINTINGS
° PRINTS
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POTIERY
QUILTS
HAND PAINTED TEES
PHOTOGRAPHY
BOOKS&CARDS
WEAVING
WREATHS
The Creators Guild is a consignment gallery.
° NEEDLEWORK Participation is open to all individuals who halofl
suffered from mental or emotional illness. ~
• GIFTS
° KNITTING
provide members a means of displaying and
marketing
items they have created.
• JEWELRY

CREATORS GUILD
Art & Craft Gallery
81 Ocean Street. So. Portland, 207 799-a575. call for Gallery hours.

NOW THRU AUG. 31stl

SAVE
UP TO

$1200

K idS'StuH

THE QUALITY RESALE SHOP

Gently Worn Items for Chi Idren
Always Buying' All Seasons • Infant - Size 10
Drop Off or Call for an Appointment
, Mall Plaza· S. PerHand (by Ames and Boekland) • Mon.-Sal. 9:30am - 8:30pm

Bob Young

772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333
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Proud Recipients of
the Gourmet Diners
Club of America's
Silver Spoon Award

'Personal InJury

Workers Compensation

CIVIL LITIGATION
'Free Initial Consultatlon In Injury Cases and Fees paid only upon recovery.
Evening and weekend appointments aVailable.

JOHN J. SEARS

Dinner seroed
M-Sat, 5 - Wpm
Located I mile north of Route 302 on Rt 85 in Raymond.
Reservations Accepted 655-7841 . Visa & Me Accepted

- - Attorney At law-174-7500 • 1-800-780-4555
97A Exchange St., Portland, Me.

"SUMMERTIME AND THE LWIN'IS EASY"... at

anUnfinish

SonG

A NEW MUSICAL BY JAMES J. MELLON
TUES.-SUN. TICKETS: $15/$17
AT MAD HORSE-THEATRE • 955 FOREST AVE. PORTLAND
BOX OFFICE: 797-3338
Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor activities .. . it's all
right up the street or just around the comer from BACK BAY TOWER. Or if
you prefer the comforts of home - you can share a cool drink on the terrace
with friends, swim in the private pool, workout in the exercise room and
enjoy a sauna. Whatever you choose - out on the town - or the comforts of
home - Back Bay Tower can make your summertime Hving easy. We provide
state of the art security.

"STUNNIN
MI
SS TIDS GSH"'ODO\'j'T
W.
"A PERSONAL
CRY FROM
THE HEART."
\c\\ hll-k 1"101l::;

772-7050
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

Best take out sandwiches... hands down!
Boston Globe

Wonderfully imaginative sandwiches!
New York Times

Fast Service! Great Food!
Tom,A Box Lunch Regular

Terrific Sandwiches!
First Magazine
Hours:
M - F 7AM -7PM
Sat 9:30AM - 4:00PM
Sun 11AM - 4PM

82 Exchange Street
Portland
774-0014

Here's a few more great reasons to try Box Lunch todaYI(we've got over 40 more):

Captain Chicken

Philli-O-Fish

<::hicken salad, served with lettuce,
tomato, avocado & mayo, all rolled in
a bakery fresh Pita bread

Tuna & cream cheese with onions,
pickles & lenuce; a Box Lunch
original - guaranteed delicious

A special thanks to our fabulous suppliers of food and beverage:
Try Maine's Own

970 WMI Cheslf1\.ot Street

Brockton Mass 02.01 · 5590

Nillion.1 Distribute's Inc .
116

W~II~,~

A ... "nv~.

Soulr. Por".n(J. Millnt 0" lOb

Continued from page 4
Because the federal
government has failed to
pursue a national health care
program, Brown said "the
only way reform will come
about is with a statewide
system."
Canvassers started the
campaign on July 30 in
Windham. The alliance aims
to collect over 40,000 postcards-demanding health care
reform by the November
election.

Affordable housing
gets boost

J.mc Umbo Press Herakl

Stop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment.
Open Sun. 12-4, Tues & lhurs 10-6. (Closed this Sunday, July 5th.)

"The Real Thing"

Maine Festival
gets parking

jCAPECOD.

~SNACKS

The Box Lunch has 8 locations from Cape Cod to Maine, with more on the way!

Advocates for affordable
housing in Scarborough are
close to purchasing a 43-acre
site in town, on which they
hope to build up to 90 homes.
"~e're hoping to wrap up
a deal in the next ample of
weeks, then apply to the
Maine State Housing Authority for funding," said Dan
Warren, chairman of the
Scarborough Affordable
Housing Alliance.
Warren would not disclose
the location of the site, except
to say it is on Broadturn
Road. "If I told you, somebody might call the landowner and start a bidding
war," said Warren, a former
town councilor and state
legislator.
He said the alliance's
efforts were prompted "by
the fact that average residents
cannot afford to buy average
homes" in Scarborough.
The median value of
houses in Scarborough
jumped 177 percent between
1980 and 1990, from $49,000
to $135,000, according to
Warren.
.
In 1980, he added, a
Scarborough family needed
an income of $21,928 to
afford a median-priced
house. Now a family needs
an income of $50,000 to
afford the same house. But
the median income of
residents is onl y S40,718.
The alliance has not yet
drawn up plans for the kind
of housing it wants to build.
• But it will probably be a mix
of single-family and duplex
units. The Portland chapter of
Habitat for Humanity wants
to build some of the units and
aims to sell them for less than
$40,000. In return, the
homeowners will be required
to spend 500 hours of "sweat
equity" building other
affordable homes.
Warren said he doesn't
expect the alliance's plan to
encounter much opposition.
"Typically, such controversy
deals with location and the
not-in-my-back-yard syndrome. (But alliance members) are smart enough not to
go to a part of town filled
with colonial homes and
historical artifacts and
propose affordable housing
there."
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The Brunswick Town
Council voted for emergency
changes in the town's zoning
to allow Maine Festival
organizers to park cars in
fields adjacent to the
festival's Thomas Point Beach
site.
Area residents and festival
promoter Patricia Crooker
have been battling over
parking for several years.
Crooker has sought to use
land she owns adjacent to the
27-acre Thomas Point Beach
site for parking for the Maine
Festival and other events.
Zoning laws prohibit
Crooker from parking cars on
the property. Last year,
neighbors got a court order
enforcing the zoning, but
decided to let parking spill
onto Crooker's other property for the Maine Festival.
When Crooker parked cars
on the property during two
other festivals last summer,
the neighbors balked .
But neighbors' objections
failed to sway the Town
Council, which voted 8-1 on
Aug. 3 to grant the festival
special parking privileges.
The festival runs Aug. 6-9. It
drew 15,000 people last year.
"The big thing for me is
the safety hazard presented
by the alternative of parking
all the cars on the narrow
streets in the area," said
Town Councilor Ruth Fraser,
who voted for the parking
provision.
"We should be able to
accommodate (all cars)
within Thomas Point Beach
and the adjacent fields," said
festival organizer Bruce
Hazard_ Parking will cost
each driver $2, he added.
"We've been encouraging
car pooling. By making
people pay, we hope it will
add some incentive," Hazard
said.

AREA
RUGS
:
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5 X 8, bound
.nds Augusl22 ~

$3 95
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Traditional Pakistani Dinners
llam-IO:3O pm, Take-Out Welcome
629 Congress St., Ptld • 874·2260

-

featuring
Authenti& Tandoori Chl&ken Ti/eka.

C.A.RPETS

We'll cut our best price
on fitness
if you will.
r--------------------I

:Three Months. $129:
With Coupon,
Offer Expires August 31, 1992
L ____________________

I
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I
I
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You can save an additional $10 on our popular 3 months for
$139 trial membership, That's a big deal from the
area's best in health and fitness. So come and
see the difference great fitness can make.
But first, you have to make the cut.

Casco
Bay
Weekly,

You'll never know 'til you try!
(207) 772-5444

One City Center • Portland, ME
*New joining members only.

Sell your sole
for a skate?
Groundfish are getting
smaller and more scarce than
ever in the Gulf of Maine,
according to federal scientists.
At the same time, commercially valuable ground fish
like cod, haddock and
flounder are being outnumbered by predators with little
economic value, such as
dogfish and skates. The
changing environment
underscores the need for
tougher fishing regulations,
scientists said.
During the hundreds of
years that commercial fishing
has existed in the Gulf of
Maine, fish populations have
always fluctuated . But the
changes of the past two
decades are by far the most
dramatic ever recorded, said
Mike Fogarty, a biologist at
the federal Northeast Fisheries Science Center.
On Georges Bank, the
fishing ground that forms the
northern border of the Gulf of
Maine, groundfish made up
about 70 percent of the fish

LIFE
RlJBBING
YOU THE
WRONG
WAY?
'VB can help!
WE now offer
FULL BODY MASSAGE!

AUGUST 6-16th

Carolann Present, certified massage
therapist and member of At"lTA comes to us
with RAVE REVlliWS!
Make an appointment now
and let us rub you the RIGHI' WAY.

(,.~~~~

773-4457

StHP Dlscountl oa .11 N.... Br."
Skll, Ski Equlp ....nt, Saowbo.rdl,
Ski W•• r & Acc.llOrl.l.
H. Coaw.y Co __ ally C...er

We're Maine's only A'v'EDA concept salon

NOW OPEN

1'IO~T))AYS%

ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXClIANGE STREETS
INTllE OLl) PORT

Continued on p"ge 8

TUC~ERMAN'S
The Ski People~ Since 1936

"Ia 51., II. 16
la 1M wlll•• e ef H. Coawoy, HM
H ours: Moo . Fri . 9am-8pm
Sat &: SWl 9 am-6pm

Phone. (603)356·3121

Free Puking
Major CRldil Canis
Accepted
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Delicious. Homemade

MEXICAN e
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~ Live Entertainment on

the Patio all summer

AMr~os.
.

.
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mistakes

Continued from page 7
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Try Our New

Zucchini Bagel

with veggie cream cheese
OPEN EVERYDAY AT 7AM
15 Temple St. Portland 879-2425

By Al Diamon

stocks in 1963, while skates
and dogfish accounted for 22
percent. By the late 1980s,
only 15 percent of the stocks
were ground fish and 74
percent were dogfish and
skates.
A recent study of 19
species by the governlI\ent
found that many fish are also
reaching sexual maturity at a
younger and smaller size.
Scientists speculate that the
growing presence of predators causes the ground fish to
grow faster and triggers their
sexual maturation at a
. younger age.

For one weekend in August,
four ofMaines dance companies
will come together as one.
Portland Ballet Company . Maine State Ballet
Ram Island Dance . Casco Bay Movers

28 & 29 AT 8:00
30 AT 2 :00 PM

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, AUGUST
SUNDAY, AUGUST

PM

Tickets: $12, Ca11774-0465
To charge tickets or for more information
Portland Peiforming Am Centl!r
25A Forest Ave, Portland
/"

Related Activities on Saturclay, A ugwt 29
12:00 Developing Dance Activities in Maine, Free
2:00 A performance by Perennial Effects, Tickets: $5
Sponsoru/ by Casoo &y W« kly.nd WCLZ,

o r

t
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With its exercise room,
lockers, day-care center and
spacious offices, the new
headquarters of the Division
of Motor Vehicles is coming
under fire for being too
grand.
Secretary of State William
Diamond defended the $8
million building, which is
slated to open in September.
Diamond said it will enhance
employees' productivity and
reduce turnover.
But state General Services
Director James Keil criticized
the building design for
allotting too little space for
workers while giving managers 50 percent more office
space than called for by state
guidelines.
Keil alS? said the sta te
ought to spend "judiciously"
on equipment for the exercise
room.
Diamond said no exercise
equipment is in the budget.
But employees may use their
own, or use the exercise
rooms, showers and lockers
as a base for running or crosscountry skiing on nearby
trails.
No one has been hired to
provide child-care services,
but the operation is supposed
to be self-supporting from
fees paid by the parents at no
cost to the state, Diamond
said. Many of the division's
employees are single mothers
who need dependable care,
he added.
The 75,OOO-square-foot
building, which faces the
Statehouse from across the
Kennebec River, was controversial from the start. It drew
fire from local residents
because it occupies state land
that residents had used for
recreation.

Jesse speaks
Jesse Jackson will speak in
Portland but the public isn't
invited. Jackson - and
possibly Bill Clinton - will
appear at a national convention of election officials that
visits the city Aug. 8-13.
Continued on page 10
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THOUGHT I HAD LOST EUROPEAN

~ . STYLE SKIN CARE WHEN I LEFT
l' '
See what y our s)/ ill has

CANADA. BUT AT L'ESTHETIQUES
been missing .. L'Eslh cUqlll:s IT'S AS _CLOSE AS PORTLAND."
DR MF."\IN'W1(K
home of the two-hall I' f aC ial.

Tumbling dice

Lavish state
digs draw fire
MOESW26·1
Surface mount

U

I
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Joe Brannigan's bid for the preSidency of the Maine Senate is
something of a crap shoot for Portland . Democratic state Sen.
Brannigan announced July 30 he'd challenge Senate President
Charles Pray of Millinocket for what's arguably the second most
powerful position in state government. If Brannigan pulls it off,
Portland gains negotiating strength in the Legislature. If he
fails, the city could suffer at the hands of revenge-minded
senators from northern Maine.
Brannigan is currently the state chairman of the Appropriations Committee, a job that allows him to oversee the budget
process. That gives him bargaining power, which he's used to
Portland's benefit on numerous occasions. Pray elevated
Brannigan to the chairmanship last year, but Pray undoubtedly
believes he' s being repaid with disloyalty. Brannigan can hardly
expect to continue as appropriations chairman if his preSidential bid fails. He may not even be given a key to the bathroom.
But Brannigan said he's not worried about ending up on the
Joint Standing Committee on Foliage and Lawn Management.
While he thinks losing his leadership of the budget· committee is
"certainly a possibility, I don' t think I'd be relegated to an
insignifican t role in the Senate if I were to lose."
There's some precedent for Brannigan's optimism. In 1984
Pray and Peter Danton of Saco faced off for the Senate presidency. Pray won a bitter contest, but did not remove Danton
from his chairmanship of the Transportation Committee. On the
other hand, Pray wasted no time ushering Danton's southern
Ma.in~ loyalists out of the loop. For instance, state Senator Mary
NaJanan of Portland was removed from her position as leader
of the Appropriations Committee and placed on the obscure
Aging, Retirement and Veterans Committee.
The North-South split in the Legislature will be a major
factor in the Brannigan-Pray battle. Northern legislators vote for
their own with a fierce devotion born of pride at having been
raised well beyond commuting distance to the Old Port. (The
enmity between the urban South and the rural North is so
strong that, ironically, Brannigan's challenge could help Pray
win what's likely to be a tough fight for reelection to his Senate
seat. Pray's campaign theme: Vote for me, or you'll be turning
the Senate over to a liberal from Portland.)
To Brannigan's advantage: Most of the senators most
dissatisfied with Pray are from the South; Pray has more open
seats to worry about up North; and, with abortion looming
large as an issue, Brannigan is pro-choice, while Pray is pro-life.
In addition, Pray and House Speaker John Martin have become
focal points for much of the voter anger over legislative failures.
Senate candidates may get pressure from the electorate to
support changes in leadership.
The new Senate president will be chosen after the November
election by a caucus of the majority party. Democrats control
the current Senate 21-14 over Republicans. Brannigan figures
he'll need commitments from 13 or 14 Democrats to assure
victory. Currently he said he has three or four.
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4 Kelly Road, just off Roule 1
Falmouth, Maine
781 -5100

.
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... on,e of New Enalana's best spots
SophIst,Irated, exciting
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LUN( ~inners from $6. 95 '
H·MON-FRI.:' DINNER E'JER'i NIGHT

PLEASANT ST. PORTlAND 774· 0

Imagine! Your hair!
Thicker; longer; more
beautiful!
The HairBuilders System
can make short hair
long ... thin hair thick. ..
sparse hair full ...

Ch-ch-changes Portland Democrats will caucus Aug. 10 to
choose a successor to state Rep. Peter Manning, who's dropped
out of the race. (The caucus will be held at 7 p.m. at the Law
School building on Deering Street. Call 773-3456 for more info.)
The new candidate is almost certain to be longtime party trench
worker Mike Brennan, executive director of the Cumberland
County Affordable Housing Venture.
Meanwhile, the Republican candidate in Manning's Back
Cove district has also called it quits. Deborah Donovan will be
replaced by her husband, Michael, a small business consultant.

Our unique process uses
your own hair to create
more hair permanently!
Wear it in any style you
like.
And it's all perfectly
natural!

Feelln' all right Portland Republican Chairwoman Ellen
Bickmore plans to resign soon. Bickmore said she will give up
the job her moderate wing wrestled away from Paul Volle's
conservatives earlier this year to allow herself time to recuperate from her second kidney transplant operation. She's said
she's handling her departure carefully because the possibility of
"the Volle group resurfacing makes me a little nervous."
Odd couple Republican state Chairman Ted O'Meara has
been hired by the secretive group planning a 1993 referendum
to impose term limits on Maine legislators and constitutional
officers. O'Meara joins former Democratic state Chairman Rick
Barton as a consultant to the petition drive. O'Meara said the
real leaders of the term-limit campaign are "recognizable
names" and will go public in September.
Hot rumors, tepid information and cold lies about politics are always
welcome. Send them in c1imate,;ontrolled packaging to this column, care
of Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress 5t., Ponland, ME 04101 . Or check
the temperature at 775~601 .

L' Esthetiques
Skin Care Clinic

HairBuilder's
for mC2n

&

womcm

Call 'or an
appointment today

883·8400
Oak Hill Plaza
Scarborough, ME

LOCATION IN: BURLINGTON, VT., SCARBOROUGH & BANGOR, ME
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How to use

How to find us
Casco Bay Wukly's office is at

Philiphose
Chiropractic
Clinic ~

551A Congress St. in downtown Portland. We are open
Monday through Friday from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Every Thursday, Casco BRy
Wtekly, distributes 24,500 copies
at 260 high-traffic locations. To
find a distribution site near you,
call Customer Service Manager
Robyn Barnes at 775-6601 .
Casco BRy Weekly is available ·
free of charge, limited to one
copy per reader. No person
may talce more than one copy of
each issue of Casco BRy Weekly
without written permisSion
from the publisher.

How to buy a back Issue
Back issues and extra copies
of the current issue are available
for $1 each at our office. Mailed
copies are $2 each.

How to subscribe
Casco &y Weekly is available
by mail. Subscriptions cost $29
for six months or $49 for one
year, payable in advance.

How to place a classified
If you ha ve a MasterCard or
Visa, you can place your ad
simply by calling 775-1234.
Otherwise, you can fax, mail or
deliver your ad in person. Ali
classified ads must be received
by 6 p.m. on Monday for that
Thursday's issue, and all must
be paid in advance.

Continued from page 8

$25
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $25•
•
This Coupon Worth $25.00 When Presented By New
:
•

$25

Patients For Services Rendered on Initial Visit.
Offer Expires September 3D, 1992.
Philiphose Chiropractic Clinic
778 Main Street South Portland 828-1490 ,

I

:
I
~25

.------------------------~
Today's
chiropractor does much more
than just get backs to work.

Real Health Care For Real Problems
778 Main Street, South Portland

828-1490

How to list your event
To have your meeting or
event listed in "Entertainment
Weekly: mail or fax complete
information to Arts Editor Ellen
Liburt. Include all the details
and don't forget to include a
phone number. Listing
information must be received in
writing by noon on the
Thursday preceeding the issue
in which the listing is to appear.

How to submit a letter
Casco &y Weekly welcomes
letters on all topiCS, but will not
print unsigned letters or letters
that have been sent to other
publications. Letters are printed
in the order they are received,
on a space-available basis.
Be brief and to the point.
Letters of more than 300 words
may be edited for length. Be
sure to include your signature,
full name, address and daytime
phone number. (Addresses and
phones are for verification only
and will 710/ be printed.)

Colony

Anne Rivers Siddons

nne IVers
ODS

Book Signing
Friday, August 7
Saturday, August 8
...".--..;;;;;;;;;=-.,., Anne Rivm SUtdans
is a best SlUing auliwr:

•

Hertalest ""till is sll
on

,n. coosI of Mai...

How to submit a cOl'n!ctlon
Casco Bay Weekly strives to
report the news fairly and
accurately. If we have published
a misstatement, we will
endeavor to correct it quickly
and in an appropriate place in
the newspaper. Please contact
News Editor Monte Paulsen
about mistakes in news stories.
Please contact Arts Editor Ellen
Liburt about mistakes in
"Entertainment Weekly."

Cauo Bay Weekly
551 A Congress 51.
Portland, ME 04101

Harper GoUins.

Aug 7th Monument Way
772-4045
Portland 12 - 1pm
Mill Creek
799-2659
S. Portland 7 - 8pm
Aug. 8th Cooks Corner
775-2313
Brunswick 12 - 2pm

Please note:
these dates and times reflect a schedule change.

2077756601
f •• 775 1615

bool{land
.
ojMaine
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

A new company seeking
to buy Borden's vacant dam
factory in South Portland
withdrew its bid when
Borden said it couldn't make
clam chowder at the plant.
The fledgling American
Fine Foods company offered
to buy Borden's building and
equipment at Pine Point for
$975,000, according to real
estate broker Gregory Nisbet.
But the company wouldn't
approve the deal without the
chowder ban. Borden makes
Snows chowder.
"They just didn't want to
encourage the competition.
It's simple as pie," Nisbet
said.
American Fine Foods is
looking for other sites in
Greater Portland, Nisbet
added. "They're not interested in being told what not
to make, (even though) dam
chowder is just one of the
many items they're interested
in producing," he said .•
Reported by Michael Reagan, Bob
Young and The Associated Press

weird nevus
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mill store

Chowder ban
foils sale

backaches, disc pains, sciatic problems or
whiplash ... you don't know modern
chiropractic.

I

NOW IN

Jackson is slated to take the
floor at the Holiday Inn by
the Bay on the convention's
opening day. Clinton will
address the gathering on
Aug. 12 if his schedule
allows.

If you think chiropractors just treat

How to find the paper

TRUCKLOAD
SALE

fir Treasure hunters
searching for a massive cache
of gold in New Mexico are
using a map supplied by a
Portlander.
John Ruminski, 19, stands
to get an undisclosed cut of
the bounty from the searchers
using a map Ruminski found
in a family book.
The group is looking for
buried gold bars supposedly
seen in 1937 in a cavern on
Victorio Peak. Searchers
believe up to 100 tons of gold
worth $1.25 billion remains
hidden in the cavern, which
is now part of the White
Sands Missile Range.
Ruminski entered the
picture in 1989 while watching a story about Victorio
Peak on the TV program
"Unsolved Mysteries."
He recalled that he had
seen the name "Victoria
Peak" in one of his family's
collection of rare old books.
He found the map drawn on
blank pages between chapters of a first-edition book.
Ruminski hired a Portland
attorney and then Signed a
contract with the searchers.
So far, treasure hunters,
stymied by bad weather and
inadequate drilling equipment, have failed to find the
entrance to a cave they
believe may lead to the
mother of all treasures.

1/2
•
price
on a selected
group of Vel lux
blankets, comforters,
and comforter sets ...
while supplies last!
•

Joe Nape, a wedding and baseball photographer, shoots a member of the Albany Yankees at Beehive Field.
A failed in Old Orchard Beach, goes the debate, why would
Double A stand a chance in Portland?
Maine Guides owner Jordan Kobritz and others said the
reasons baseball failed in Old Orchard Beach are the same
reasons it can succeed in Portland.
• The location was bad. "People ask me why I think baseball
can succeed in Portland if it failed there recently," Eshbach
said. "I tell them we never had a team in Portland."
Burke and other baseball boosters argue that Portland is the
heart of southern Maine's population. They also pOint out that
Hadlock Field, which sits just off Interstate 295, is easily
accessible to people coming into the city. It's even more
accessible to the 12,000 residents who live within a mile of the
field and all the people who work within walking distance of
the field.
Old Orchard Beach, on the other hand, has a year-round
population of just 8,000. The team was never popular with the
summer tourists in town. Still, even in their worst year, the
Guides averaged 1,766 fans per game. That might be enough to
make a Double A team successful. But with the Guides' higher
expenses, the team needed to draw more than that.
• The team wasn't promoted properly. Kobritz disagreed,
but others said he didn't market and promote the Guides
aggressively enough. '1 worked with, and for Jordan," said Old
Orchard Beach Chamber of Council Director George Ouellette,
who announced Guides games. "I liked the man. But he didn't
take the operation to the last step to make it a success. He didn' t
realize baseball is entertainment. He was too much of a baseball
purist. He was not promotion-minded and you've got to be
today."
Burke shouldn't have the same problems ·promoting a team.
"He runs a damn TV network," explained Ouellette.
• The Guides weren't affiliated with the Red Sox and they
didn't win enough. "People say a Maine team affiliated with a
Boston team will draw more. But I tend to disagree," Kobritz
said. "Look at the Mariners (hockey team)." The Mariners' best
box office years came when they were affiliated with the
Philadelphia Flyers, not the Bruins.
In the Eastern League, neither a winning record nor affiliation to a nearby parent club seems critical to success. In 1991,
Harrisburg ended their affiliation with the playoff-bound
Pirates and became affiliated with the lowly and distant
Montreal Expos. Still the team averaged 3,300 fans per game
and set an attendance record . .
• Kobritz and his partners carried too much debt. Those
most familiar with the Guides agreed this was the key reason
the team ·didn't survive. Kobritz and his partners assumed half
of the $4.5 million tab for a new stadium in Old Orchard Beach.
Kobritz said the Guides made more than they spent each year.
But the team didn't make enough to offset the $600,000 annual
bill for stadium debt and taxes. "You can't handle debt on a
stadium and survive," Eshbach agreed . "People said Jordan
couldn't do it and he didn't."
If Burke doesn't have to pay for stadium renovations,
"there' s no question in my mind he will be tremendously
successful," Kobritz said.
"Does that mean Portland is a good sports town? I don't
know and I don't care," Kobritz added. "Whether or not pro
sports is successful in Portland or an ywhere in Maine is a

function of who pays for what. If somebody wanted to pay for
the cost of a facility I'm convinced a good businessman could
operate baseball, whether it's Double A or Triple A, and make
money. If Dan Burke is as good a businessman as 1 think, he's
going to make money. If I could do it, Dan Burke can do it."
With the right deal, a Portland team doesn't even need to
meet the league average of 2,700 per game to make a profit.
With its low rent ($30,000 per year) and low overhead, New
Britain needs only 800 customers a game to break even, according to New Britain General Manager Gerry Berthiaume.

Will the City Council play ball?
Burke's bid for baseball in. Portland depends on seven city
councilors going to bat for city-funded stadium renovations.
Most councilors said they need more details before they
make a call. But once they get beyond that caveat, only Ted
Rand sounds likely to vote against baseball. Councilors' support
for baseball runs from John McDonough, who said he's '1eery"
but "optimistic," to Charlie Harlow, who's "emphatically"
enthusiastic. In between, the three female councilors are more
supportive than their three male counterparts.
Even Rand is not dead set against baseball. But he wants
some questions answered before he votes. "I might be a supporter if the answers came out right, but I could never support it
if the money comes from where it appears to be coming."
Rand pitches questions like Nolan Ryan fastballs. He wants
to know how the city can justify paying for stadium renovations
when it's laying off police officers. He wants to know how the
city can saddle beleaguered property owners with a tax increase. He sees how baseball can produce spinoff benefits for
downtown businesses, but he wants to know how those spinoffs
help residential taxpayers. And he questions whether the city
should subsidize any businessman, never mind one as wealthy
as Burke.
Other councilors didn't hit Rand's questions out of the park,
but they fielded them cleanly in explaining their enthusiasm for
baseball.
"I'm convinced it can be a good deal for the city and taxpayers," said Cheryl Leeman. "How can we justify it when we're
cutting services? That's comparing apples and oranges. But
quite simply, if we don' t continue to make investments, our
commercial tax base will continue to erode, which will put more
pressure on residential taxpayers and we'll suffer more layoffs.
'1t's shortsighted to look at it as just spending $1.5 million:'
Leeman added. "You have to look at it as investing $1 .5 million.
You have to get beyond the fact it's baseball. It's a business deal
that will benefit police, fire and social services. And if we do
nothing with such opportunities, we'll be far worse off than we
are now.
Dick Paulson, who led the council's recent vote against
spending nearly $300,000 to build the proposed Post Office
Park, agreed that baseball could be a wise investment.
"The way I see this, the economic benefits to the city would
be far greater than what we invested. By comparison, what
would be the net return to us from Post Office Park? That was a
case of creating a brand new park in an area where there are
already five parks."
U

West Point
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MAIN STREET. BIDDEFORD
HOURS:
MON-THURS. 9-4:30. FRIDAY 9-6
286-8255

AUGUST
SALE
25 % -50 o/00FF
Markdowns Excluded
UNIFORMS, SKIRTS,
PANTS, TOPS

7k~
S~, 'J~,
~.i:I_
UNION STATION PlAZA
288 ST. JOHN ST.• PORTLAND. ME
774-9312
TOLL FREE IN MAINE'1-800-439.9312
HOURS: MON-SAT.9:30AM-5:30PM

Women's Health
Issues
Friday, August 7, 1992
6:30-8:30 PM
Maine Medical Center
Dana Center
Auditorium

•••••••

Endometriosis-What Is It?
James Wilberg, M.D.

Abnormal PAP-What Does
It Mean?
Hector Tarraza, M.D.

•••••••

Continued on page 14
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BOOKS ETC
Learn the History and
Culture of the Areas
of Maine that Reach
Down to the Sea.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy the Guide to
Lodging, Dining,
Shopping and Playing
along Coastal Maine.

·Our
wot\<manshlp
speaks •
for Itself...

From Berkshire House
Publishers
$14.95

""

·Over 25 yeo"" Experlence.
Estimates Pick Up &. Delivery"

swimweor
bike shorts
cotsuits
beach bogs
cover-ups
caps
Big DogT's
towels

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774·0626
Mon .• Sat. 10·9, Sun. 12·5

883-3880
617 A US Rt1 , Scarborough

Sa# Casco Bay!
• Half-day & Evening
• Private Charter
Richard Batchelor of the Albany (N.Y.) Yankees autographs programs, baseballs and mitts between games
at a double-header.
TOWEAR.~

Get your August
Wardrobe at.. ,

~ATeRIAL

OI)JeCTS

484 Congress SI.
774-12410 Sunday 12-4
10:30-5:30

GET A
JOGGINGI
WALKING
STROLLER
BY RACING
STROLLERS,

INC.

Special
orders
available
for twins,
and special
needs.
Ask for
deta~s.

,

tommy-s
KIO'S'G

AR

·273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357·
Open Mon-Sat. 8 am-5 pm.
Thurs. 'til 8 Sun 8-5

Community
Cable Network
weekofSn/92
• THE FAMILY AFTER DIVORCE:
Restoring the Family Fabric.
(1 hr)

• BACKYARD MAINE:
Herbs, featuring the Garden
at the Historic Tate House .
(1/2 hr)

• USM CLOSEUPS:
Pluralism in the Public
Schools . (1/2 hr)

• OPEN SPACE LECTURE:
Park Rangers - Eyes & Ears
of Our Parks . (1 hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, and are
repealed Sat· Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and
Tues., Wed" & Thurs. 9ilm-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in PorUand. So. Portland Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth. & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

BASEBALL IN PORTLAND
Continued from page 13

Several councilors also argued that baseball might ease the
tax burden on residential property owners.
"Revaluation (in 1991) showed a shift in the city's tax burden
from commercial to residential property. We need to make it
shift the other way. Anything we do to stabilize the tax base of
downtown businesses adds to their value, which eases the
burden on residential taxpayers," explained Leeman.
Funding stadium renovations amounts to subsidizing
Burke's business, councilors conceded. But it's the price cities
must pay to attract professional sports teams, they said. ''The
key issue is what's the right balance to be struck between his
interest and ours," said Anne Pringle.
Portland also stands to gain by having Burke as an ambassa·
dor for the city, Harlow reasoned. 'We're talking about a
national, if not international figure. People will say, 'Hey, why
did he want to go to Portland?' There's no way of measuring
that spinoff," said Harlow.
Still, the councilors said they've heard from constituents who
oppose city funding for baseball. Tom Allen said he wants to
hear more from constituents before casting his vote. "It's not an
essential publiC service. What the people say will make a
difference. And rm sure we'll get their feedback," Allen said.
"It's a hot issue."
The SOO-member Portland Taxpayers Asso~ation will
probably fight the stadium renovations, according to association director AI Waxler.
"It's not just (baseball)," Waxler said . "It's the ice arena, the
Spring Street garage, renovations to City Hall auditorium,
buying and renovating the Maine National Bank building ... But
baseball could be the straw that breaks the camel's back for
some taxpayers."
Waxler also argued that the city government shouldn't be
subsidizing baseball or any other business.
"Newspapers are important to improving the quality of life
in the city," he said. 'Wouldn't it be nice if the city provided
facilities for newspapers too? Maybe you can convince the city
to give you space in the Maine National Bank building."
But Waxler doubts that baseball opponents can muster the
clout to match baseball boosters. 'We just don't have the
artillery," he said.
So far, baseball opponents have been outgunned by a booster
group called Citizens for Portland Baseball. Led by politically
savvy members like former City Councilor David Brenerman,
the group aims to raise $200,000 for stadium renovation costs.
The group is also trying to gamer grassroots support for
baseball by selling season ticket reservations and collecting the
signatures of baseball supporters. The group claimed it had
collected 1,000 signatures at the Deerirtg Oaks Family Festival.
They'll keep collecting Signatures and will present them to the
City Council at its Aug. 24 meeting.

cities supply some ballpark estimates of what Portland stands
to gain, or lose, with baseball.
Harrisburg provides the best-case scenario. To land a Double
A team in 1987, the city built a new $5 million stadium on an
island in the Susquehanna River, about 200 yards from the edge
of downtown Harrisburg. The investment proved a "resounding success," according to Randy King, a spokesman for
Harrisburg mayor Stephen Reed.
The city gets 575,000 per year from leasing the stadium, King
said. It gets another 5100,000 through an amusement tax on
ticket sales. Local merchants earn "easily about 5500,000" by
selling services and products - ranging from food to ad vertis·
ing - to the team and its fans. Those revenues also produce
more jobs and an incalculable amount of indirect income for the
city, King claimed.
But baseball's biggest benefit for Harrisburg was the boost it
gave the city's image, King said. In 1981, Harrisburg was the
most "distressed" city of its size (52,000), according to the
federal government. Since 1965, nearly half the city's population
had fled to the suburbs; over half of the city's downtown
property was vacant. But in the last decade the city garnered
51 .1 billion in investments. "Baseball was probably the most
visible symbol of the city's resurgence," King said .
"Baseball enhanced the quality of life and pride in the city,"
King explained. "It brought the citizens of Harrisburg and
surrounding communities together as never before. It brought
people into Harrisburg who hadn't been to the city in a decade.
They saw improvement they weren't aware of; consequently
they began taking advantage of those improvements."
On the other hand, Portland might end up more like New
Britain, whose team posts a bad record, pays low rent and
attracts low attendance. Portland might also lose its team in
time.
After 10 years in Bristol, Conn., the Double A Red Sox
deserted Bristol and moved to New Britain in 1983. Now the
team is considering leaving New Britain unless the city springs
for stadium improvements that the league requires by 1994.
'We have one year left on our agreement with the city of New
Britain," Berthiaume said. ''The city needs to evaluate what
needs to be done and how much is worthwhile. The ultimate
question is where do we go."
As Al Waxler said, Portland will be rolling the dice if it
pursues minor league baseball.
But as Jeb Langevin watched his son get ballplayer auto·
graphs at Beehive Field, he said minor league baseball was a
gamble worth taking.
"It will be the best 52 million you ever spent," Langevin said .
"For years to come, you'll have something for you and rour
kids to enjoy." •

*P A LAW A N*
Call For Reservations
Custom House Wharf
Portland, Maine. 773-2163

Ihe good limes
floal!
Portland's newest nightclub sails Casco Bay:
Casco Bay Lines.

Adults Seniors Children
Music Cruise
Big Chief &: The 3 hrs. Sundays 5 PM
Continentals

WESTBRoeK POOL & SPA CO. rn
ROUTElJ02

ONE MILE FROM

Bob Young's baseball playing days ended when he couldn't hit a curve
ball. But he looks forward to more spectating.

~ ~

Music Cruise
l'he SenS4.'
Jenny &:The

WESTBROOK

PRIDES CORNER ORIl/E·IN

854-4516 or 1-800--421-4516

Monday-Friday 9-6
Salurday !l-5
AND by Ajlpoinlmanl

$10.00 59.00

,P

~

1
~

55.00

(Over 21 only; State 10 Required.)
3 hrs. \\W.IAug. 12; 7;30 PM $10.00 In advance
3 hrs. Wed./Aug. 19: 7:30 PM
$1000 Cn advance

odMen

3 hrs, Fri.l,o"ug, 21: 8:00 f'M
3llts. Wed.IAug.

26~ 7:30 PM

3 hrs. Fri.lAug. 28: 7:30 PM

$10.00 In apvance
$10.00 In advance
$10.00 In advance

And much more scheduled throughout
the summer season.
Tickets available at Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal.
Cash bar. No one under 21 admitted . Ofhcial State ID only.

WATER "WEAR"
.. Swimwear by Jag
.. Wetsuits 3mm & 6mm
.. Snorkel Equipment
.. Ree/Sandals

"The best $2 million you ever spent"
It's impossible to gauge the precise profits and pitfalls that
baseball might produce for Portland. But other Eastern League

Vintage 58ft Ocean

..--"-----

DIVING
.. Private Scuba Lessons
.. Rent to Buy Program
.. Dive Club with
Weekly Activities
• 772-4200

~

~
~

"

Casco Bay Lines

SCUBAPRO FULL SERVICE DIVE FACILITY
227 Commercial Street •

-

1f4

Casco Bay Ferry Terminal, Com mercial & Fra nklin Streets, Portland
774-7871

.

O","eda"d operated by the Casco Bay/s/alld Trmlsl l Distnct.
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Making the right pitch for ·baseball
The opportunity to bring professional baseball
to Hadlock Field puts the Portland City Council
in a pickle. The evidence strongly suggests that a
well-managed Double A franchise would win
both financial and psychological victories for the
city. But asking residential taxpayers to sacrifice
for the start-up costs during such a difficult
economic time could cause angry voters to throw
out the council and the team.
All sides agree that Dan Burke's baseball team
is wanted by the Portland area and would provide it with a healthy return. Residents proved
their wiIIingness to support baseball during the
short-lived reign of the Maine Guides. Burke has
the money and the know-how to put together a
first-class entertainment business. Hadlock Field
is an ideal site. And the evidence indicates that
the economic spinoff of an attraction like this
would give downtown Portland just the shot in
the arm it needs.
But using property tax money to build a field
of dreams isn't fair to the owners of residential
property in Portland. Forcing homeowners to pay
the entire tab for building a ballpark is unfair
because it will be local businesses, not
homeowners, that will reap the financial benefit
when the team comes to town. And the sales
taxes those businesses pay returns money to the
state, but not the community that paid to build
the field. As a result, local homeowners will end

up lining the state's pockets.
A fair way to raise the money would be
through a local tax on sales or entertainment.
Throughout the country, many communities have
paid for projects like ballparks and convention
centers through
local taxes, such as
levies on meals
and lodging (the
two types of businesses that benefit most from
these projects).
But Portland can't do that, because the constitutional power to tax resides solely with the
federal government and the states. And the Maine
Legislature, as a result of its desire to keep all the
money it can, has not provided Maine communities with any way of collecting revenue other than
the hopelessly unfair property tax.
So it is that baseball has become the latest and
greatest example of how the backwards Maine
Legislature cripples the ability of Maine communities to grow and diversify.

well-planned effort to raise money for the restoration of CitY Hall Auditorium is proving, there is
money available for these sorts of civic improvements. In addition to straight funds there are inkind donations: individuals could sponsor seats;
business would be eager to pay for a scoreboard
or other major projects.
• Play hardball with Burke. He wants to do
this deal, but he's a shrewd businessman. Get a
fair rent for the ballpark, and get a percentage of
concession and promotion revenues. The city
should also seek a long-term contract with Burke
and get other assurances that the team will not
steal away from the city should something
unfortunate happen to Burke.
• Create a regional sales tax. Press the Legislature to allow local municipalities to become less
dependent on property taxes. Freeport has been
lobbying for a local option tax for some time now.
Another pending effort would create a referendum seeking support for a regional (county-wide)
sales tax. These bids must be pitched harder.

Baseball will do well in Portland, and Dan
Burke is the man to bring it. The Portland City
Council would be foolish not to spend the money
to refurbish Hadlock Field.
There are at least three ways to do so without
throwing the bill to residential taxpayers. All
three must be vigorously pursued:
• Raise private funds and donations. As the

Baseball is right for Portland. Hadlock Field is
the place to do it. And the money can be found.
Casco Bay Weekly strongly urges the Portland
City Council to seek a bond to pay for needed
improvements at Hadlock Field - and to work to
ensure that the city's taxpayers don't end up
carrying the team on their backs.
(MP)

letters
Defending
the lottery
I would like to defend the
lottery. Even when I lose,
which is somewhere between
99 to 100 percent of the time
according to Paul Karr ("Slick
ads, long odds," 6.25.92), I
derive satisfaction from my
lottery purchase.
It is a $1 escape that allows
me the opportunity to dream
about the easy life. There are
plenty of ways to earn a pile
of cash, but none so inexpensive (however astronomical
the odds) as purchaSing a
lottery ticket. Why worry
about the payoff to a dream?
With all the vices and .
degradation we the the
people are always berated
about spending our money
on (alcohol. tobacco products,
excessive amounts of consumer goods that will
eventually destroy the
environment and only serve
to benefit the petrochemical
industry, etc.), why compare
the lottery to other forms of
gambling where the profits
serve some individual
corporation or illegal
organization' s cause? I for
one would rather give my
dollar to the State of Maine
General Fund, than to the
likes of Donald Trump or
colorful owners of local
gambling establishments. The
Legislature will always spend
our money badly, but a least
they try hard to do the right
thing.
It is difficult to say buying
a lottery ticket is an altruistic
act, but why be upset that
millions of us are spending
our dollars on the same
dream, so that at least one of
us can realize it.

~~
Mitch Levine
Portland

More fuss
about Niss

Francis Raymond "Joey" Grace wielded his trash poker with deadly aim the morning of July 31.
With two quick Jabs he added a cigarette butt and a leaf to the pile of rubbish In the bucket he
carried. Grace can be found zig-zagging across the Eastern Prom five momlngs a week, keeping
the place dean. Thanks, Joey, for the pride you take, and thanks for the cigar.
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With all the fuss being
made about Bob Niss, the
convicted batterer employed
at the Portland Press Herald
(PPH), I would like to point
out that in my opinion Mr.
Niss was not rehabilitated
during the two years since he
was convicted of assault
while drunk. In fact, according to the Sanford police
blotter, he was arrested July
4th weekend in Sanford for
OUI and has to appear in
court in September for his 3
a.m. indiscretion.
How much longer will
PPH employ this person?
Until he kills someone.

.,L'iYf<!- ;;
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Gayle Collings
S. Portland

Stop mental
gymnastics
The Civil Rights Acts of
the '60s certainly did prove
that laws reflect change on a
very deep level ("Changing
laws, changing attitudes,"

7.7.92). How anyone can look
at that incredible period of
change and say "behavior" is
"pushed underground" if
citizens aren't ready for that
change is beyond me.
The "us vs. them" referred
to comes from the sexual
harassment/abuse of power
itself, not from regulations
aimed at helping the victims/
survivors of this abuse!
To say that the .effects of
sexism are the same for men
as they are for women is like
saying the effects of racism
are the same for whites as
they are for blacks. Yes, it is
time to start thinking about
these issues as human, not
"women's," "blacks'" etc. But
that does not mean it's time
to start ignoring the painful
and obvious effects of the
"age old habits" on the
people who are oppressed by
them.
It was very clarifying to
see this editorial in the same
issue as Bill Thomas' atrociousl y ignorant letter. The
line of thought in each goes
hand in hand. To equate the
depiction of women as
material objects (yes, furniture!) with the depiction of
women in the art of the
Renaissance, Pre-Raphaelite,
Post-Modem or any other
period is al1-too-believabl y
feebleminded.
I want to thank Jeff
Weinberger for his refreshingly lucid letter (6.11.92). I
have had it with the rationalizations and mental gymnastics performed by '!liberal"
men in order to be "political1y correct" and still
preserve this last holdou t of
patriarchal SOciety: sexism. It's
time to shave your armpits
and legs, put on pumps and
makeup, get a job as a
waitress in a bar, and then tell
me how you feel! Goodbye,
CBW, I don't need you
anymore.
\

cr\) I·u\.
J. D. Hall
Brunswick

More help for
working women
Thank you for your
informative article regarding
sexual harassment ("Old
rituals, new challenges,"
7.2.92). I wanted to let your
readers know that there is
another resource available.
9t05, the National Association of Working Women, has
come to Maine! 9t05 is
committed to working for
raises, rights and respect for
working women. In addition
to our meetings and speakers
we also offer sexual harassment trainings for businesses
and organizations. 9to5 also
has a toll free Job Problem
Hotline for answers to your
questions regarding workplace rights: 1-800-522-0925.
Maine 9t05 will hold their
next meeting on Thur~ay,
August 13, at 7 p.m. in Room
419 of Portland Public
Library. The topic will be

highlights of our sexual
harassment training. We
welcome anyone who is
interested. For more information about Maine 9t05 or
sexual harassment training
sessions, please call Lynne
284-1910 or Linda 353-5740.

~witz

Saco

Quayle-Di
connection
Doesn't anyone see the
Dan Quayle-Princess Di
connection? Take off her
makeup, give her a Beatles
haircut and Di's the pretty
blond boy Charles couldn't
have at that Iron John
training camp his real butch
father Philip sent him to.
And.Dan's the gorgeous
blonde underclassman who
wouldn't give George a
tumble at prep schooL
OJ's simply blown a real
good thing she wasn't raised
to handle, but with true
Yuppie-Sloanie gr~, she's
going to hang on to it! And
are you surprised that Dan
can't spell and George can't
think? After all, they went· to
the finest private schools
Dadduh could buy!
Monarchy's a drag and
suddenly two old boys from
the South are looking pretty
good.
Alexander Wallace
Portland
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Have compassion:
return the flag
I am appalled to think that
there are people in this city
who have little respect for'
other people's property. I am
hoping that the crime
perpetrated against me was
done by an errant child who
knew no better. To think that
an adult would do such a
thing is just too difficult to
swallow. Someone had .the
nerve to steal the American
flag displayed on my porch
on the Park Avenue end of
State Street. It has hung there
since before (July) 4th,
proudly, not annoying
anyone. I was proud to fly it;
it was my husband's memorial flag.
To come home to find it
missing all but broke my
heart. That flag was given to
me over six years ago at the
time of my husband's death,
presented to me in remembrance of his service to his
country in the Navy. It

represented to me that part of
my life that was so very
special: the wonderful years I
shared with him. And now
someone has taken even that
away from me.
If the person who took it
has any compassion whatsoever, all I ask is that it be
returned, no questions asked.
While it may only be a flag to
you, it is a part of me. I
implore you, please give me
back what is mine. It can't
begin to mean to you what it
does to me.

~'"IIU. ~"'i~
Joan M. Drysdale
Portland

Rome says
no to gays
The more Rome and other
Church leaders say about
homosexuality, the more
embarrassment results
("Catholic church opposes
gay rights," 7.23.92).
The argument that the
family and public morality in
the U.S. are threatened by
gays and lesbians who enter
into homosexual relationships teaching, coaching,
caring for child ren and
serving in the mili tary is
quite unconVincing. In case
Rome hasn't heard, sexual
license of every kind is
common nowadays, so why
the big thing about the one
kind of sexual activity least
likel y to influence heterosexuals - and no more likely
to influence homosexuals
than heterosexual promiscui ty influences heterosexuals.
Why the concern about
gays and lesbians in child
care, teaching and coaching
when male heterosexuals are
a far greater threat to minors?
What is the moral issue in
gays and lesbians serving in
the military? Are they threats
to heterosexual soldiers'
morals or is the Vatican
concerned about the efficiency of armies in Violating
God's la w not to kilI?
If one is celibate and stays
in the closet, "then it might
not be appropriate to discriminate against him." I
hope that quotation is
inaccurate, because it appalls.
Jesus never diScriminated
against anyone, even the
money-changer is the temple.
Whatever happened to the
richly developed philosophy
of pluralism of Jacques
Maritain, Yves Simon and
John Courtney Murray,
which so influenced the
Second Vatican Council?
Killing unborn children is not
a subject for pluralist accommodation, but hasn't the
Western world, including the
Catholic community, recognized that what goes on in
privacy between consenting
adults is their business and, if
they choose, their confessor's,
but not the state's?

~/J~
William H. Slavick
Portland
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Vatican opposes
rights of gays
In reference to your article
on the Vatican's opposition to
civil rights for homosexuals
(7.23.92), Mr. Marc Mutty and
members of the church he
represents would do well to
ask themsel ves the follOwing
questions:
Would you like to be
denied income and housing
because you are Catholic?
Are you glad there are laws
that protect your right to live
freely as Catholics? Do you
have - or aspire to - high
self-esteem, with pride in
your identity? Your gay,
lesbian and bisexual neighbors simply ask that you do
unto them as you would have
others do unto you.
Are there any Catholics
who support human rights
for everyone?

A~~t

Eliott Cherry
Portland

: :

Vatican position
of gay opposition
I would like to thank Mr.
Marc Mutty for his remarks
(7.23.92) clarifying the
Vatican's pOSition opposing
human rights lor homosexuals. As a former Catholic, I
now see why I was so
confused. For years I though
Christ said, "Love one
another." Now I understand
that He really meant tolerate.
And I see how absurd it was
to think that, in the eyes of
God, my soul could ever
achieve the status of a
heterosexual's.
I propose that the Vatican
change part of the Mass to
provide a special communion
for gays, lesbians and
bisexuals. After all, the
heterosexuals have received
the sacred bread and wine,
give the homosexuals the
crumbs. (Anybody who
complains could be excommunicated, then burned at
the stake as an example).

G,s{),--""

Chris Chenard
Portland

Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please limit your thoughts
to 300 words, Include a
daytime phone number
and address to: Letten,
Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.
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Calendar:' 10 days

airs, jigs and reels on
traditional Irish instruments.
Celebrate violinist Nand
Petroff's triumphant return
to the group after thrilling
thousands at the National
Three Stooges Convention,
where she played Larry
Fine's violin. Tix are $6 for
adults, $4 for kids and
seniors. For Moe information, call 729-7949.

I

• Mixed-media event:
Greenhut Galleries, at 146
Middle St., hosts an opening
reception from 5-7 for the
new works of mixed-media
artist Alison Goodwin.
Good win, considered a
modern-day fauvist, uses oil
paint, oil stick and oil pastel
to create vibrant, whimsical
images of interiors and
landscapes. Call 772-2693 to
av,oid any fauve pas.

• Has your night life
become a real drag? Try the
Tony Award-winning

• Dance until you contradance no more: Tonight at
8, you, yes you, can dance
in the Bates Dance Festival
'92. Join the Maine French
Fiddlers with callers Michel
Thibault and Steve Zakon
for an evening of square,
circle and contradance at
Bates' Alumni Gym. It's all
See this woman go with the
for fun - no experience
floe Tuesday, Aug. 11.
necessary.
Also, get a sneak preview
of Doug Varone's new
dance work "Survivance,"
musical "La Cage Aux
created
to celebrate local
Folies" tonight at 8 at the
Franco-American
heritage.
Maine State Music Theatre,
Admission is $6 for adults,
Pickard Hall, Bowdoin
$3
for kids, students &
College, Brunswick. The
seniors.
Call 786-6390 and
farce revolves around a
step
on
it.
happily and long-married
• Mollyhouse Productions
homosexual couple who
presents "Bent," a play that
masquerade as husband
,
reveals
the plight of gay
and wife when their son
people
during
the Holobrings his stuffy prospective
caust. The performance
in-laws for a visit.
begins
tonight at 8 in
"The theme seems to be:
Bookland
Theatre, 1 Maine
Love your mother, whoever
Savings
Plaza.
Tix: $7
she is," points ou t artistic
donation.
For
more
info call
director Charles Abbott. Is
774-2142. See Stage preview
this what Dan Quayle
on
page 23.
meant by "family values"?
Tix are $24 and $18. For
reservations, call 725-8769
- they'll treat you like a
king, or queen.
Reel excitement: an
ewning of traditional Celtic
music by local quintet Reel
• Can' t compose yourself?
Folk at 7:30 in the
See
some people who can:
Brunswick UnitarianHear
new keyboard and
Universalist Church, 15
chamber
works performed
Pleasant St., Brunswick. The
by
pianists
Bill Goldberg,
group, whose spiritual
Hugh Hinton and Elliot
masters include the ChiefSchwartz,
soprano Rhce
tains and the Three Stooges,
Michelle
and
bassoonist
will perform a variety of

and

Charles Kaufmann. The fab
five will perform at the
Maine Composers' Forum
"Composers' Choice" series,
beginning tonight at 7:30 in
Kennebunkport's South
Congregational Church,
Temple Street.
They'll be performing an
eclectic selection of chamber
pieces and solo piano
works, including Schwartz's
"Four Maine Haiku" and
"Romance for Bassoon and
Piano" - a match made in
heaven. Tickets are $9 at the
door. For more information,
call 284-9525.
• Law enforcement under
attack: This past May, police
officers in Somerset County
stormed Katherine
Hegarty's cabin and shot
and killed her in response to
complaints that she had
fired shots at campers. This
incident has sparked the
formation of The Remember
Kathy Committee, a citizen
group to promote law
enforcement reform in
Maine.
The committee holds a
rally today from 1-3 at
Monument Square. Speakers include members of
Kathy Hegarty's family,
victims of police abuse and
local poli ticians.

nlIore

'WV'a ys

to

be

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sectlons"must
be received In writing on the Thursday prior to
publication. Send your Calendar and Listings Info to
Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

Down East," tonight at 8 at
the Temple, Temple Avenue, Ocean Park. In one
film you get to see our
heroine tricked into a false
marriage, have and lose a
child, be ostracized by her
family and faint on an ice
floe that's about to go over a
waterfall. Will she survive?
Will she want to? Danny
Patt accompanies on piano.
Tix are $3. Call 934-5043 to
save the day.

• "The Noodle Doodle
Box," West Germany's
favorite children's play, is
performed by the Vintage

Repertory Theatre today at
4. A hodgepodge of slapstick and comedy, the show
provides a lesson in learning to live together. So for
oodles of fun bring the kit
and caboodle to Jordan
Hall, Temple Avenue,
Ocean Park. Tix are $4. For
info, call 828-4654.
• Brief entertainment: The
Young Company of the
Theater Project presents
"Boxers: A Collection of
Shorts" tonight at 7:30 at 14
School St., Brunswick. The
show consists of 10-minute,.one-act plays about young
people struggling with such
issues as relationships,
language, pressure and
naivete. Tix are $5. Don't be
shortS-Sighted, call 729-8584
for more info.

In'forrned,

• Ewe-inspiring: Tonight
at 7:30, the Black Sheep
Chamber Ensemble presents a concert of French
baroque music. The group,
using period instruments
including baroque flute,
baroque violin, viola da
gamba and harpsichord,
appear at St. Alban's
Church, 885 Shore Road,
Cape Elizabeth. Admission

Involved

is $4. For a shear delight,
call 767-7375.
• Lesbians and gays under
fire: Stanwyn Clough
presents "From Amazons to
Matiovich: Gay and Lesbians in the Military," an
illustrated lecture on
lesbians and gay§ in combat
from classical Athens to the
Vietnam War. The lecture
takes place tonight from
7:30-9 at Portland Public
Library's Rines Auditorium,
5 Monument Square,
Portland. For more information call 657-2850.

• Calling Bill Faulkner: "Of
the Sea and the South," a
bittersweet comedy about
love, loss and the coming of
age in Memphis, Tenn., is
performed tonight at 8 by
. the Cape Theatre Group at
Cape Elizabeth High
School.
It's an autobiographical
story about a young couple
whose romance is derailed

and

by a freak March snowstorm. According to author
Gloria Howell, winner of
the New England
Playwright's Award, this
snowstorm ended her
romanc~ but inspired her
writing career. Tix are $8,
adults, $5, seniors. Join the
Capers by calling 767-5589.

• Three cheers for the
green, white and red: From
the folks who brought us
everything from the Renaissance to the submarine
sandwich comes the Italian
Street Festival, sponsored
by St. Peter's Church of
Portland, at 72 Federal St.
There's so much to eat and
do that the fair is actually a
two-day affair, lasting
through Sunday, and
featuring games, Italian
clothing, road races and all
the Italian food you can
manage to mange. For times
call 773-{)748.

chea thrill
Deco halls and cars of folly?
Her singing will leilve
you screaming for
Maura Monday, Aug. 10.

• Irish singer Maura
O'Connell brings her
diverse songs of love gone
bad and love gone good to
Raoul's,86S Forest Ave.
Treat yourself to what one
critic called a "once-in-alifetime voice" tonight at 8.
Admission's $10. Call 7736886 for info. No smoking
butts for this show.

• The silent screen: Ullian
Gish stars in D.w. Griffith's
classic silent film ''Way

get

.
. .,
See these actors perform In their briefs Wednesday, Aug. 12.

Now's not the time to wonder if the cars and
toasters featured at the Portland Museum's
current show are truly art. Now's the time, as
Irving Berlin said, "to face the music and dance."
The Portland Museum of Art celebrates the
artistic fennent of the '30s with an evening of
swing. Members of Maine Ballroom Dance,
wearing vintage garb, will demonstrate the dance
favorites that made Fred and Ginger fall (or
appear to fall) in love. The joint starts jump- ~
ing Aug. 11 at 7 p.m. on the lower level
of the Portland Museum of Art, 7
Congress Square.
If the bug to jitter bites, you can
dance before or after the perfonnance. The demonstration
is free with admission to the
~'The Elegant Auto" show
Call 775-6148 for a
swinging time.

~

I

Join the contras
Saturday, Aug. 8.
ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN

•

I
I
I

The Young Company
presents

OXERS

"Songs That
Got Us Through
World War ll"
with

Duncan Slade
A Collection of Shorts
August 7, 8, 9,11-14
at 7:30 pm
Tickets $5.00
14 School Street· Brunswick
I • • • __

- - -713,8187 _e.

~l- FOREST

AVE PORTLAND

For reservations call 729-8584

• Gift Shop • Store

I
I
I
I
548 Congress SL

Portland' (207) TRY-ABES

Desert
. :. -:- of Maine

I Giant Sand Dunes • Nan-ated
I Coach Tours' Nature Trails
I
• Sand Artist "783 Bam
I • World's largest Sand Painting
:

Opt" 24 HollIS a Day. 7Days a Wtd

Come to Freeport,
and VISit...

I - Maine's Famous
I Natural Phenomenon

Sunday, Aug. 9,11:45/01:30

(Contemporary
American One-Acts)

fj

I
I
I

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd. • Dept. CB •
Freeport 04032
Open May 8th
to October 12th
Tel. (2Q7) 865-6962
WITH THIS AD. '1 OFF

ADULT ADMISSION

UMtT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

.1. ALSO.
_ . CAMPING AVAILABLE

:

~71 ~:: music

.

UI • great beer & wine
• AuelUl 6

JIM LYDEN QUARTET
.;1118....,7 &8
from Boston

ALAIN MAlLET QUINTET
• Aug II
OPEN POETRY READING
• ;lug 13
SCOTI REEVES QUINTET
performing Ihe mU8ic of

WAYNE SnORTER

20
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Harrison Ford steps in for Alec Baldwin as
CIA anaJyst Jack Ryan in this sequel to "The
Hun! for Red October. "International tlllTOO'ists and an IRA splinter group target Ryan
and his family after Ryan foils their attempt
to kidnap a member of England's l'O'fal fam·
ily. Also featuring Anne Archer as Ryan's
w~e and ThOl8 Birch as their daughter.

Due to scheduling changes after

CBW goes 10 press. movie goers
are advised to confirm times

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. S. portland

"

774-1022
Dales effective Aug 7-13

Lethal Weapon 3 (RI

4:15.7
Whispers In the Dark (RI
12:45.3.5:15.7:30.9:50

In t943. all the basebaM-piaying men were
at war overseas and women were given
their chance to play professional - ball.
Penny Marshall directs this comedy about
the All-American Girls Professional Bas&ball League. Starring Goena Da";s, Lori
Petty. Tom Hanks and Madonna .

Boomerang (RI

4:05.7:10.9:40
Honey, I Blew Up the Kid (pOI

12.:15.2:30.4:45.7:20.9:30
Stranger Among US (pO-131

\l8tnutnRMum.
Batman(Michaei Keaton) retumsto battle
the combined forces of the Penguin
(Danny DeVito). an evil industrialist (Christopher Walken) and the Catwoman
(Michelle pfeiffer). Directed by TIm Burton. Lotsa action can't mask the lack of a
cohesive plot.

12:20.2:45.5:10.7:30.9:50
Butry the Vampire 81eyer (pO-131

12:30.2:40.5.7.9:10
Death Becomes Her (PQ-131

1.3:15.5:30.7:40.9:50

Bebe'. Klde (pO-131
12:15.2:10

Boomerang

Universe! Soldier (RI

1:30.9:35

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd .• S. Portland

879-1511
Dales effective Aug 7-13
No Aug 8. 7:20 show of

UnfawAJI Entry
Diggstown Aug 8 only

B8tlNlft Returns (PO-131

12:40.3:30
SIster Act (POI

At the corner of
Milk & Market Streets

1:10.4.7:30.9:55
Unlewful Entry (RI

1. 3:50. 7:20. 9:50
petrl.o t Oe_ (R)

7:10.9:40

A LNgue of Their own (PO)

12:50. 3:40. 6:40. 9:30
Mo' Money (R)
1:40.4:20.7:40.10
Unforg,"" (R)

12:30. 3:20.6:30, 9:20
ReNing C8ln (RI

1:30.4:10.7.9:10
Th .... Nln)ll Kids (POI
1:20.3:10.6:50.9
DIIIgstown

7:20

The Movies

available at local newstands

10 Exchange St.. portland
772-9600
Matinees Sat & &10
ShIIdo_ end FOIl (PO-131

Aug 5-11
Wed-Thu~ 7:15. 9
Sal-Sun 1:15.3
Rei. . the Red Lentern (pOI
Wed-Fri 7. 9:30
Sal-Sun 1-7

NiCkelodeon
Temple and Middle streets. Portland

772-9751
DaleS effectiV6 Aug 7-13

Bale Instinct (AI
12:40.3:40.6:50.9:30
The Pley... (R)
7.9:40
Fried Oreen Tometo. . (PO-131

6:30.9:15
a-uty end the a-st (01
1:20.4:10
EncinO MIIn (PO-131

1:10.3:15
Prelude to e KI_ (PO)
1.3:30.7:20. 10
F8I' end AWQ (PG"13)

12:50.3:50.6:40.9:20
Howerde End (PO)

12:30.4.7:10.9:50

276 SPRING ST
PTLD ME
04102
761-9245

Pride's Comer Drive-In
Road. Weetbrook
797-3154
. Dales eI1ectiveAug 7-13
TBA

651

Bridgton

Join us

Sat. Aug. 8
Official Sponsors
of

The 5th

Ral.lng Cain
.. L_gu. of Their OWn

Eddie Murphy stars as a womanizer who
changes his ways when he falls in love
with another exec at his company (Robin
GivenS)who's as hard-boiled and professionally driven as he - and as unattainable romantically. Features Halle Berry
and Grace Jones. directed by Reginald
Hudlin C'House Party").

"be'.

John lithgoW stars as a psycho psychologist who becOmes obsessed with raising his
child. As his obseSsion grows he takes a
couple of years off to raise his daughter and
begins to monitor her fiNery mOlle. Finally.
seeking total control. he kidnaps his child
and frames his wife's innocent ex-lover for
the crime. Also starring Lolita Davidovich
and StfiNen Bauer. Directed by Brian De
Palma. responsible for "Carrie." "The Untouchables" and most recently. the infamOUS "Bonfire d the Vanities."
1Ih1tCl-. and Fog
Woody Allen plays a cieri< who lives in a
nameless European city in the '9205.
One night he is awakened by a vigilante
band. who recruit himto hunt fora psycho
strangler. Not quite sure of his role in this
search he wanders around the city. encountering in histravels aN sorts of strange
people. including a circus sword-swallower. a mad scientist and a clown. The
cast includes Mia Farrow. Jodie Foster.
Madonna. Kathy Bates. John Malko";ch.
John Cusack and Lily Tomlin.

Kid.

From the Hudlin brothers (Reginald and
Warrington). c~c_tOMl of "House Party"
and "Boomerang," comes this animated
musical based on the comedy routines of
the late Robin Harris. Three irrepressible
kids tum a young man's date with a beautiful woman into a nightmare. Wrth the
voices of Rich Little. Nell Carter. Faison
Love and Tone Loc.

Bu1fY the Vampire "ay...

Butfy. a Cal~ornia high school cheerleader
(played by Krisly swanson) discovers that
she is the latesl in a long line of women
destined to slay vampires. II's a good thing
too. for a team of vampires. played by Rutger
Hauer and Paul Reubens (a.k.a Pee-wee
Herman). decide to pull up stakes in Romania and move to the San Fernardo Valley.
Also stan'ing LlA<ePeny & Donald Suthel1and.

atrang ... Among U.
Melanie Griffith stars as Emily Eden. a
hard-nosed Irish cop who goes underCOll8l'to find a killer in the insular cornrr<Jnity of the Hasidim. an orthodox sect of
Jews. During the investigation she faUs in
love with the murdered man's best friend
(Eric Thai). who is slated to be the
community·s next rebbe. or spiritual
leader. Directed by Sidney Lumet.
Three Nlnla Kleis
An FBI agenlis orde<ed to track down an
evi martial arts master. In retaliation. the
master plots to kidnap the agent's three
sons. Little does he know that the three
kid5. ages 6-12. have been instructed in
the art of rinjitsu by ther grandfather and
are more than a match for any bad guy.

Annual

Offshore
Grand Prix

Join us for b
at HOME

Boat Race
. Install your pool this fall, and
enjoy it in the spring!

~

b

Featuring

~

":il~~~j~~Weatherking

.~

-;

"

In this edaptation of E.M. Forster's novel .
tha clash b e _ different segments of
early 20th-century British society is renected in the relations between the boh&mien Schlegel sisters and the conventionel Wilcox family. Starring Vanessa
Redgrave. Anthony Hopkins. Emma Thompson and Helene Bonham-Carter.

STAGE
Abra- • ,,"derson

perform their "Welcome to Maine Mel
Damon Wayens plays Johnny Stewart. a
Gibson" shoW Aug 12-Wed.8pm-at
con men who decides to put his shady life
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest
behind him when he falls in love with
A..... PotHand. 11x:$5. 772-8059.
Atrb« Evans (Stacey Desh). a rising ex",by"
ecuti.... at Dynasty credit cards. He gets
Maine State Music Theaterstage5 Maltby
an honest job in tha Dynasty mai room to
and Shire's contemporary rnJsicaI combe neer his r;aw love. but then decides he
ady Aug 11-22 - Tues-Sat. 8 pm: Wed.
needs money to impress her. He starts
Fri &Sat(first week of each new program).
steeling deed people's credit cards outof
2 pm; Tues. Thin. Sat (second week). 2
the maio and is approached by mobsters
pm _ at Pickard Theatre. Memorial HaM.
alreadY onto the scam who want him to
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Tix: '12join their operation. Peter MacDonald di$2.4. For ~tions can 725-8769.
rects Wayans' 8C.-nplay.

Mo'MofIeY

Continued "" Jlll8t 23

In-Ground
Galvanized Steel
Swimming Pools
Vinyl Liner
Replacements

We can winterize your pool and
perform maintenance and repairs.
Buy $50 worth of Sun and receive free
5 lb. iar of pH & free water analysis
Meril Pooi5 r Porlland

199 U.S Rle 1, Scarborough ME

883-5558

.

PORTLAND

YMCA
_1
I

SUMMER LESSONS

CRUISE COST .
$8 per person; $7 senior citizens: $5 children
MC & VISA Accepted
CASCO BAY/PORTLAND HEADLIGHT
CRUISE .......................................... I0:30 - 12:00
HARBOR LUNCH TIME
C~UISE ........................................... 12: 10 - 12:50
nng your own lunch or order from
($

3.00)

our snack bar. Full beverage service.

ISLAND/SEAL WATCH
CRUISE ............................................... 1:15 -2:45
HARBOR/SEAL WATCH
CRUISE.. ...................... ....................... 3:15 -4:45
R ,." J/;""
~~:.
)I, \'
(r'\: ~'.

ADDITIONAL DAILY CRUrSES
JUNE 19 - SEPTEMBER 7

murity. Also starring Marcia Strassman.
~nI.End

&

Sales
Service
Installation
Repairs

Clint Eastwood plays an aging gunsunger
wholeeveshissecure.butpemapssloPPY.
life as a pig farmer to pursue tha $ 1 .000
bOUnty JIlaced on the head of a man who
attacked and disfigured a young woman.
Also stlllTi>Q Gene Hackman. Morgan
Freeman and Richard Harris.

Two narcissistic. ag<H)bsessed women
-an actress (Meryl Slreep)and an author
of beauty books (Goldie Hawn) - vie for
the love of a plastic surgeon (Bruce Wjlis).
Both are wil~ng to go to any lengths to
dfAy the aging process. including ...... ~ Un,-18oId1...
AreporterdiscoveMl a secret government
lowing a potion they believe will grant
experiment to create the ultimate fighting
them eternal youth - with dire consemachines. genetically engw-red soldiers
quences. Directed and produced by Robmade from dead Gis. But a flaw in the
ert zemeckisand Steve Starl<ey. the team
prograrrming of the six prototypes enresponsible for "Who Framed RogerRabables them to break tree from their masbit" and the "Back to the Future" trilogy.
ters. ln lhe ensling battle. one (played by
Dlggatown
Jean-Claude Van Damme) struggles to
James Woods plays an ex-con man who
regain his lost humanity. subdue his ramarrives in Diggstown . a Southern town
paging companionS and protect the reobsessed with boxing. to promote the
porter. Also starring Dolph Lundgren.
boxing ca.- of "Honey" Roy Palmer
(lou Gossett Jr.). He and Roy find them- Whl.pen In the Derk
A New York shrink is haunted by recurring
selves teaming up to rescue Diggstown
sexual dreams after hearing kinky stories
from the corrupt clutches of powerful
about a patient's loVer. The doctor's own
promoters. Also staMl Bruce Oem.
existence feels empty and lonely. Herspirits
Hon.y, I BI_ Up the Kid
pick up when she meets Doug McDowell
Wayne Szalinksi (Rick Moranis). the same
and begins a passionate 1000e affair with him.
scatt8lbrained inventor who shrank his kids.
after she leams that McDowell and
now finds his problems magnified when he Shortly
her patient'S 1000er are the same man. the
accidentally zaps his son Adam with an
patient is found murdered. Starring
enlarging ray. Not surprisingly.thetow8!ing
AnnabeilaSciorra. Anthony LaPagna, Jamey
toddler. who !1OWs to 112 fee!. wreaks
Sheridan and Alan AIda.
havoc on his family's unsuspecting com -

Outdoor
Bar & Grlll

"WHY WAIT?"

Before
your Casco
Bay Island
Cruise
" " " or
anytime!

Untorgl_ "

Dellth 8ecorn- .....

)X
\\

Of/otel'

A 19-yaar-old Chinese woman 01 the 19205
reluctantly leaves her university studies 10
marry a wealthy Chinese merchant who
already has three wives. At first. the headstrong young woman rebels against the
intrigue and rivalry displayed by the other
wives to win the master's favors. but soon
she too gets caug,t up in the COllart battles.
Directed by Zhang Yimou.

General Cinemas

Authentk'
Oyster Bar

~

9d.j

Ral. . the Red LAnt.m

with theatres.

NO COVER CHARGE
APPROPRIATE DRESS ONLY

._'.'."

~

weds whose ives are dramatically altered
by an uninvited guest at their wedding
reception. When the guest, a terminally il
old man. kisseS the bride. his soul switches
places with hers. challenging the
bridegroom's uncond~ional love for hi,S
new wife. Also starring Kathy Bates, Patty
Duke and Ned Baatty.

Our Bridal Registry Makes
Wisbes Come True
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

Maine's f~

P....ud. to a KI..
Meg Ryan and Alec Baldwin play newly-

berry Street

21

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
-,
CRUISE ............................... .... 5: 15 - 6:15 ($4.(Xl)
SUNSET CRUISE ............................... 6.30
. - 8:30

Enjoy a scrumptious brunch aboard the
Bay V,ew Lady while cruising Casco Bay.
:~~CH ON THE BAY
"

~udes: ffeggs,

$11.95

sausage, cerea1s, donuts

CRUlSEONLY

ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness

'

ENJOY & PRESERVE
OUR WATERS
BEACH TOWELS depicting
Dolphins
S eals
Sharks
Manatee
'!topical Fish

,.

TAPES
Voices of the Sea
Wilderness Waves
Whale Music
Soothing Ocean Sounds

BOOKS·OF THE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ON THE BAY

muIf UlS, Jwce, co ee and teL

BEGIN

'

$8.00

Whales & Dolphins
Gentle Giant
Birds of the World
Seabirds
PLUS~

STUFFED ANIMALS .

Puffms, Whales, Seals, Manatee & S~a Turtles

Ecology House is committed to being a positive factor for increa,in
env",mmental awareness, action , and public involvement. g
REMEMBER TIlE LOBSlllR!
Loblllet bUe J$ avail.ble m all or OW'
1 1/2-2 hour ccuiae. with IS minutes notice .

Fishennan's Wharf ·184 Cammer cia I St
Portland· 04101 ·207-761-0496
.

775-4871
49 Exchange St.
Old Port

SEPTEMBER 15th
CAll FOR
INFORMATION

874 - 1111
•
87 Spring St..
Portlcmd

.=

' II

Lobsters,Burgers
Salads, Ice Crea,rr{
Beer Be Wine '
Serving Breakfasts
Weekends 7:30-11

ffe

llkEsIDE

COOL FOOD ON A COOL DECKI:with slips for your boat
or take a pleasant 25 minute
drIve from Portland

Route 114 on

Seb~o

787-3009

Lake

p

22
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1-S00-S25-WILD!

Entertainment

"The Birch..... Dominated In 1989 by Family Circle Magazine as one of the
best family resorts of the year!
Vinually unclwlged since'its construction in 1935. the Birches boasts hand-hewn
log cabins. each complete with a fireplace or Franklin
stove. and shore frontage directly on Moosehead Lake.
Have dinner at the main lodge. then sit on your
porch. watch the sunset or relax in the hOI
tub and sauna.
THE KENNEBEC RIVER
The Kennebec River Is
Maine's most popular

~

as

~

~
on the water... ~

whitewater

river an<l
considered
the best in the
world . From
beginning to
day's end. rafting
the Kennebec
means miles of

STAGE
Bat_ Dltnce F_lval Faculty 0.10
featuring an evening of original modem
dance and performance art Aug 7 - Fri,
8 pm - at Bates College. Lewiston. TI~:
$12. $7 seniors and students. 786-6161.

whitewater fun.
'

With six to eight foot
~ wave'. you'lI become
~ up close and personal
~ with rapids tike.the
Three Sisters. the Alleyway
and Magic Falls ... some of
~ the most challenging and
beautiful whitewater rapids
in the easL
THE PENOBSCOT RIVER
Yell and seream all you want, but keep paddling! TheWest Branch of the
PenobsCOt. with its shOO!s. drops and waterfalls. means no-holds barred.
whitewater ",fting. Spectacular scenery combined with challenging rapIds and
peaceful stretches of cabo water make the Penobscot a super whitewater

experience.

·"nt-

SOlveo RIV.tll
QlIEEJV II

Mollyhouse Produclions presents the
untold story of gay people during the
Holocaust July 31-Aug 2; Aug 7-9 -FriSat. 8 pm; Sun. 2 pm-The Bookland
Theater. Maine Savings Plaza, Portland.
TIx: $7 donation. 4-2142.
"Bours.: A Collection of Sh.....•
The Young Company of the Theater
Project presents a series of IO-minute
one act plays Aug7-14-SUn, Tues-Sat.
7:30 pm - at the Theater Project, 14
School St. Brunswick. Ti~: $5. 729-8584.
Mereaklng Leg.·
OgunquH Playhouse presents Ga ry Sandy
as a wimpy professor who tries to get his
play produced Aug t 0-22 - Mon-Tues,
Fri-Sal, 8:30 pm; Wed-Thurs, 2:30 pm
and 8:30 pm-on stale Road . OgunquH.
TIx: $19. 641>-2402.
-Camlval"
Windham Center Stage Theatre presents
a musical about a young orphan girl who
joins lhe camival July 31-Aug 16 - FriSat. 7 pm; SUn. 2 pm - at Windham
Community Center. Windham. TIx: $8. $5
seniors and children under 12, $1
preschoolers. 892-0241.
ComecII. . . nm ....... "JoenneCh. . .
& Kevin Shone
ask Ihe age-old question: 00 you fear
mimes. sad clowns and puppetry? Then
you'lllove the improvisational comedy of
Ihls demented trio, who lake audience
ideas and lransfOlTT1them into two hours
of comic mayhem. Admission is $3. EvIllY
Thursday at 8 pm at the Cave, 29 Forest
A'I8. 879-0070.

The Songo River ride 2 1/2 hrs. at 9:45 am & 3:45 pm: Adults S8.00 & Children
S5.!lO. The Long Lake Cruise I hr at 1:00pm. 2:30 pm & 7:00pm: Adults S5.00 &
Children $4.00. Charter Service .. Rte. #302, Naples. ME 04055. 207-693-6861

WILD& WET
WHITEWATER RAFTING

....

·Special prices a vailableon Saturday. SUhday or Monday. September S, 6, or 7
Included: -cor fee and dOUghnUl~ in the morning a AII-you-can-eat steak lunch .V Ideo
,.. and slide presenLltion -T on5 or fun and rri volity with Lhe Wilderness ExpedItions ('Te W

'>o!I

Contml«d from pagt
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P.D. Box 41 -F, Rockwood, ME 04478
(207) 534-2242
I-SOO-S2S-WILO
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JULY 18 - OCTOBER 18
These robotic sea creatures ranging from 18-38' long
reveal a glimpse into the world that existed before, during
and after the age of dinosaurs when these incredible
creatures ruled the world's oceans.

"Damn V.nk..."
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(33% savings) on group rates

I

OR

,

20% savings on individual

,

1/2 DAY CHARTERS (reg $30)
SUNSET CRUISES (reg $20)

,
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ICANOES - KAYAKS
SALES • RENTALS
• REPAIRS • INSTRUCTION
~.......
• ACCESSORIES
CASCO BAY KAYAK TRIPS

I

~J.. For reservations call Capt. Tim Bogle

,

_:... ' , j 766-27.51 or 233-7687 Portland
I
~L _;....~ _ ::'J.:... _ .:.:. ,... __ w~~po~e~8~31/92 _ _ _ _ _ ,
'\P ,I
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THE SEASON IS SHORT!
Why wait for repairs?

,
~,

NEXT DAY SERVICE ON MOST
SAIL & CANVAS REPAIRS.

,
~I

SAVE 100/0 on
R.OLLER. FURLING SYSTEMS

I

HOOD·HARKEN·fURLEX
PROflJRL-CRVISING DESIGN

,

,

~

~:

rI
I

Portland Sail
and RIGGING CO.

~IJ

~ ,db

58 Fore Street, Portland. 828-0003
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INVENTORY REDUCTION ... SA VINGS TO 30%

SACO RJVER
()(J'I'I~I'.,rl'I~llS

127 MARGINAL WAY,
PORTLAND· 773-0910
• OPEN 7 DAYS

~~---------------------l
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TPa rtland
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LOBSTER LOBSTER
CRACKERS FORKS

:
I

WESTERLY WINDS

$1.15 ea. 40 Cea.

,

"The AFFORDABLE Family Fun Center"

369 Forest Ave. Portland

772-9784

,I
::
•
_

LOBSTER
STEAMERS
$52 65

I
I
I

Mon-Frl 8-5 • Sat 9 - 1 2 .
I_VISO_, M/C, Disc_&Am_e_x _wit_'hthIS_COlJ_po_n,_exP 8 . 1_5.92
__ I
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with this coupon. expires August 31. 1992

,

Tan for:

,
,

Trim Bangs
or nape S5

New Miniature Golf - $2.50 children, $3_50 adults.
Everybody pays only S2. before noon, weekdays. 2nd rOlUld, SI. ?:!
Greens in Great Shape.
Play All Day for S5, S6 Weekends.

'\P,

20% OFF Paul Mitchell, Matrix & Mastey
$4/each visit.
$15/ ~ve visits.
$25/ten visits.

•

1 . Par 3, Pitch & Pun Golf Course -

rI

HAl RCUT

77t Cllmbcrland Sl (River Rd.) WeslbTook
A straight shot from Brighton Ave., S minutes from Exit 8, Ma.ine Tpke.

•

BasebalVSoftball Balting Cages "We Pitch Strikes", 18-28
Balls for SI.OO.

• Golf Clinic with Golf Professional
$45 for five 1 hour lessons
Golf Driving Range - New Balls - $3 for Large Buckel.

I
•
, . "Kids. Bring Mom and Dad for an Ice Cream!"

1

IS54-WIND (9463)1

~!~~/;;/h'l//~~~~--~--== ~ ~~,~ ~~~~~~;]r:li.~;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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MNoodie Doodle Sox·
TheVinlageRepertoryCo~nypresents

West Germany's most popularchildren's
play Aug 5. 12 & t9- 4 pm -at Jordan
Hall. Temple Avenue, Ocean Park. Old
Orchard Baach. Till: $4. 828-4654.
"Of the " a end the South·
The Cape Theatre group presents a bittersweet comedy about first 1000e and loss Aug
7, 8. 14 & 15 -Fri-Sat. 8 pm - at Cape
Elizabeth High School Auditorium. Ocean
House Road. Cape Elizabeth. Tix: $8, $5
seniors and students with 1.0. 767-4344.
.I_Perham
Maine humorist performs Aug 15 - Sal,
8 pm - at the Center of the Ms at the
Chocolate Church. 804 Washington St.
Bath. TI.: $10. $8 lor students. seniors
and children under 12. 442-6455.
·Playb"" of the Weatem World·
The Theater at Marmouth presents this
romantic comedy set in Ireland - Aug 8.
13.16.19,21 &25at8 pm; Aug 1 &29at
2 pm - at Cumston Han. Main Street.
Monmouth. TIx: $16, $14 seniors. $10
students. 933-9999.
.... ,ntJ08n·
The Theater at Monmouth presents
George8emard Shaw's play-Aug 9. 14
& 27 at8 pm; Aug 15 at 2 - at Cumston
Hall. Main S1reet, Marmouth. TIx: $16.
$t4 seniors. $10 students. 933-9999.
Bruce John...n end Michael Mlclon
presents an evening 01 jugging. ilusion
and mime Aug 8 -Sat. 8 pm - Celebration Bam Theater. Stock Farm Road. S.
Paris. Til< : $6. $3.50 children . 743-8452.
"An Unflnl.hed Song"
Mad HC>nl8 Theatre Company presents a
new musical by James J. Mellon about
searching lor love and fullillment in the
modem wo~d July 21-Aug 16 - TuesSat. 8 pm; SUn. 7 pm-altheMad Horse
Theatre, 955 Forest A'I8. PorIland. TIx :
$15 Tues-Thurs, $17 Fri-Sun. 797-3338.

Theatre with a special bent:
II

I

Bent" .affirms gay love

Eight people who regularly meet for brunch
generally develop into a champagne cotillion
stuck in the rut of Sunday night hangovers. Such
is not the case for the founding group of
Portland's newest arts group, Mollyhouse
Productions.
Instead of inertia, their weekly gatherings
over coffee and baked goods inspired what
founding member Orlando Olivera-Najara
described as "a gay and lesbian arts group
without the politics (egos)."
Said Olivera-Najara, "Our dream is to bring
together those people, not just gay and lesbians,
who fall through the cracks - the ones who are
neither burning flags nor painting sea gulls."

AUDITIONS
Amertcan Renel. . .nee Th_tre
is holding audHions lor "Henry If' Aug 8
from 7-10 pm and Aug 9 from 1>-9 pm at
tha Center lor Performance S1udles, 29A
Forest Ave. Portland. The theatre also
needs volunteers for costuming and set
design. For more Info cal 871-9325.
Community Little Th_tr.
will hold audHions lor its fall production of
Stephen Sondheim's musical "Assassins.' Aug 23-24 at 7 pm at the Performing Ms Center. Great Falls School. Aubum. Parts are available for II men. tour
women. one boy and a "",,,II chorus. For
more info call 783-9008.
Women-. Theatre Group
seeks women with production. visual and
musical skils to work on an experimental
theatre piece. which will be produced late
OcVearly Nov. For more Inlo call n58558 by Aug 15.

Ogunquit PlayholJlle presents this big
league musical July 27 -Aug 8 - MonTues. Fri-Sat. 8:30 pm: Wed-Thurs. 2:30
pm and 8:30 pm - on State Road.
Ogunqu~. TI~: $19. 646-2402.
"Jacqu....... 10 Alive and Wen .nd
Uving In Parla·
Village Repertory Company presents a
rrusical review of the _ s 01 Jacques
BreI. Belgian singer/songwriter. from June
26-Sept4- Fri. 8 pm- July 15&29.Aug
t2-Wed,8pm-atJordanHall.Ternple
A"""ue. Ocean Pall<. Old Orchard Beach.
TIx: $7. $9. Performances also July 22.
Aug5& t9at8pmatcafeno,20Danlorth
St. Portland. TIx: $10. For more info call
828-4654.
"La Cage Au. FoI ...•
Maine State Music Theater stages this
Tony Award winner July 28-Aug 8 Tues-Sat. 8 pm; Wed. Fri & Sat (first week Jim Lyden Qu.rt.t Oan) cale no. 20
01 each new program). 2 pm;Tues. Thurs.
Danforlh St. Portland. 772-8114.
Sat (second week). 2 pm - at Pickard Btlekflgureand Backyard (Rock-Off winTheatre. Memorial Hall. Bowdoin College.
ners/original grunge rock) Geno's. 13
Brunswick. TIx: $12-$24. Forreservations
Brown St. Portland. 772-7891 .
cal 725-8769.
Bat_ Motel (rock) Granny Kilam's Indus"Macbeth·
trial DrinkholJlle. 55 Mall<et St. Portland.
The Theat... at Monmouth presents William
761-2787.
Shakespeare'stragedy-Aug6, 12, 15,18
&28 at8 pm; Aug 22 at2 pm-at Cumston Alrbu. (Dead cover band) The living T rae
Cullure Club. 45 Dantorth 51, Portland.
Hall. Main S1reet. Monmouth. TIJI: $16, $14
874-0022.
saniora. $10 students. 933-9999.
Legend (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Mall<eI St,
Maine state Ballet
Portland. 774-5246.
will conduct infonnalleclureperformances
Hot
Cherty Pie (rock) Old Port Tavern. tl
each Wed ...... at7.throughAug 12.althe
MauHon St. Portland. 774-0444 .
University of NewEngland'scampus center. Biddeford. Included in the one-hour Patty LerttJn & Band (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland.
perlormanceswill be excerpts from "Alice
773-6886.
in Wonde~and' and "Stars and Stripes
Forever.' Free. For more info call 878- Deeja" Rock.t Ru.ty (karaoke) Spring
Point Cafe. 175 Pickell SI. S. Portland.
3032 or 283-0171.
767-4627 .
MMelody Hour Murd...•
at The MystlllY C~Ie Dinner Theatre. "R.O. (rock) T -Birds. 126 N. Boyd SI. Portland. 773-8040.
Baker's Table Banquet Room. 434 Fore
St. Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8. Deejey 0l11li Pow... (karaoke) Tipperary
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland.
Forinlo and reservations call 693-3063 or
775-6161 .
1-800-834-3063.
• 11. Mld ... m ....r Night'. D..-m"
Open Mlc with Ken Orlmaley (b.y.o .
acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub af
The Theater at Monmouth presents William
Pori Biliards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland.
Shakespeare's comedy-Aug 7. 11.20. 26
775-1944.
& 29 at 8 pm; Aug 8 &.30 at 2 pm - at
Cumston Hall. Main Streat. Monmouth. TIJI:
$16. $14 seniora. $10 students. 933-9999.
Ton" end K ..... Montanaro
present an evening of mime. rrusic and
dance Aug 7 -Fri, 8 pm - Celebration
Bam Theater. Stock Farm Road. S. Paris. Phil Om.....n (acoustic) Bramhall PI,Ib. 769
Congress St. Portland. 773-9873.
TIx: $8, $3.SO children. 743-8452.
AI.'n Manet Quintet Oazz) cafe no, 20
"The Mualc Man·
Danforlh St. Portland. 772-8114.
Freeport Community Players present
Mered~h Wil9On'S classic musical Aug 7. 8. Pluck Th••tre, Oh.ndl'. Lunchbox and
14& 15-Fri-Sat, 7:30-81 Freeport High
Chin Hoi (original pop/garage rock)
School. 30 Holbrook St. Freeport. TIJI: $8.
Geno·s. 13 Brown 51. Portland. 772-7891 .
$6 seniors and students. 865-6041.
From Good ......... (rock)Gramy Killam's
Industrial Drinkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland. 761-2787.
Continutd on pagt 24
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The name
of their group
came out of a
gay history
See "Bent" Aug. 7-9course offered
Friday II Saturday at 8
by the
p.m., Sunday at 2 -- at
Matlovich
The Bookland Theater,
Society. Molly
Maine Savings Plaza,
houses were
Portland. 774-2142.
meeting
places for gay men in 16th-century England.
Mollyhouse founder Tim Grover directs the
company's premiere perfonnance, the 1979
Broad way play "Bent."
A complex and tragic story about gay men
arrested and killed during the Holocaust,
"Bent," written by Martin Shennan, explores the
stubborn kindling of erotic passion and intimacy
in an environment stripped of its humanity.
Bent also has a sense of humor.
In the flTSt scene, Max (played by Tom
Turner) groans as he enters the stage and sinks
into a green vinyl chair. He is obviously nursing
a hangover. His lover, Rudy (Bryan
Charbonneau), flits about fondling his plants

•

and gossiping non-stop - talking at instead of to
Max.
After much ado about nothing, a naked man
walks across the stage, lets his hand drag across
Max's shoulder and disappears .
"Who the hell is that?" asks Max.
"Your own little storm-trooper," replies Rudy.
"Did we have a threesome?" asks Max.
Says Rudy sarcastically, "Maybe you two had
a threesome."
This scene is most powerful in that it establishes the everyday-ness of an intimate relationship between two gay men in 1930s Berlin.
We learn that Max likes to make deals and
Rudy likes to dance, but not on cement floors.
And we learn that Max counts
to 10 when he's stressing out.
Unfortunately Max rarely cuts
a successful deal. His deals
only thrust him and the men
he loves deeper into a pit from
which there is no escape.
In the 1990s, many gay men
have died from an epidemic
called AIDS. In the 1930s they
suffered another kind of slow
death - arrest and imprisonment in the death camps of the
Third Reich.
During the Nazi period in
Gennany, tens of thousands of
gay people were arrested and
placed in concentration camps.
Even as the Jews were given
their yellow stars, men
convicted under Paragraph 175
of the Prussian Penal Code
(which outlawed sexual acts
between males throughout the
Second Reich) were assigned
inverted pink triangles on their
prison uniforms.
Kevin McLel1an gave a
stunning performance as
Horst, the inmate Max first
encounters on the train to
Dachau, and with whom he
forms a second intimate
relationship. Max pays off a
member of the prison Gestapo
to get Horst assigned to work
with him in his Sisyphean task
of carrying stones from one
pile to another and back again.
The work is meant to drive
the two insane. Instead, the
barbed-wire enclosure is the
site of an erotic relationshi p
between men struggling to
cling to life and sanity under
the ever-watchful eye of the
Nazi guards.They cannot
physically touch or look at
each other, but that fails to stop
them from caressing each other
with words - passionate,
erotic and powerful fantasy sex
that is at the same time tender,
loving and - dare I say it? realistic.
Actors Turner and McLellan
delivered the staccato, hightempo exchanges with the
deftness of veteran stage actors.
With only eight days to perfonn his task, Set
Designer Marty Chabot succes5ful1y created the
illusion of a stage where there is none, in the
Bookland Theater space. This is especially true in
the final scene where Chabot has created a stark
courtyard encircled by electric barbed wire
fencing, reminiscent of George Segall's recent
Holocaust piece in the Portland Museum of Art.
The original soundtrack composed by Michael
Danahy, Steve Gerlach and Olivera-Najara
enhanced the dissonance of the play with its
ra,ndom tones and eerie recordings.
And Olivera-Najara's waltz, "Greta Van," set
the mood for club owner Greta's (Van Bickford)
burlesque entrance through the audience. After
all, what's gay theater without its drag queen?
"Bent" was a big first bite for a fledgling
prod uction company. They could have choked.
But they didn't. Instead, they have created an
emotional feast.
"Bent" is well worth seeing - twice.

Mishe Pietkiewicz
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Hey, Mister,
that's me up
on that T-shirtl
The search is on for a new
design incorporating the
above logo for our '93
T-shirl. What does 'MPG
mean to you? Put it on paper
and you may win fabulous
prizes! Call 780-4943 for
details.

Open Mlc Night with Peter Olea.on
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

August 6.1992

SUNDAY 8.9

AROUND TOWN

Com_I'll' Choice
(contemporary classical) 7:30 pm, So. Con·
gregational
Church, Temp le St. ,
Kennebunkport. Tix: $9. 284·9525n72-8168.
Penobeeot Saxophone Quartet
(ciaSSlcal to pop) 7:30 pm, Chautauqua-ByThe -Sea, Ocean Pari<, Old Orchard Beach.
. TIx: $3, $1 children under 12. 934 -5034.

African Import. and N_ England Art.
1 Union St , Portland. Onginal artwori< &
advice to collectors. Hours: 10-9 MonSat, 12-6 Sun. 772-9505.
Alberta'.
2t Pleasant St, Portland. "Fen Allegones," recent photographic posters of
Denise Frohlich, showing through Sept 5 .
Hours: 7 am-l0pm. 774-oot6.

IIllmrrrJ ;::'~'~
MONDAY 8.10
CLUBS
From
TUESDAY 8.11
Continued from poge 23

Open Mlc Night (acoustic) GellO's, 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
Low C.ctu. ""d Hemlcuda (rock) Granny
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Marl<et
St, Portland. 761-2787 .
Darl.n Bl'llhm. (acoustic) The living Tree
Cuhure Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland.
874-0022 .
Bach....... • Night (topless) Moose Alley,
46 Mari<eI St, Portland . 774-5246.
Alrbu. (Dead cover band) The living T
Cuhure Club, 4S Danforth St, Portland. BeBop Juz En..... b .. (jazz) The PorthoIeRestaurant, 20CusiomHouseWharf,
874-0022.
Portland . 772-5575.
Jenny Woodman (rock) Moose Alley, 46
P......... 2 Pa...... (rock) Old Port Tavern ,
Mari<et St, Portland, 774-5246.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Hot Chet'1'Y PI. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Abl'll_
And....... (comedy) Raoul's
Mouhon St, Portland. 774- 0444.
Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave ,
The Toy Caldwell Bend (Southern rock)
Portland . 773-0886.
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Men of N.w Engl.nd (studsicles) T·Birds,
Ave, Portland . 773-6886.
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Wing and. Pnlyer (classic rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett SI. S. Portland . Lou .nd Sk.leton Crew (Dead cover
band) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland.
767-4627 .
773-0093.
Sen_(rock)T- Birds, 126N. BoydSI. PortOpen Mlc Night with Th. Cool Whip.
land. 773-8040.
(b.y.o . jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Ale" Smith (acoustic) Tipperary Pub ,
Port Billiards, 39 FOn>st Ave, Portland.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775-6161 .
775-1944.
Johnny
the Hurrlean.. (rock) The
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39
Forest Ave, Portland. 775- 1944.
Morphln • • nd Th. Whlga (rock) Zootz,
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187 .

rea

a

a

Th. . .xt.r 0.11• ..,

Kathleen Rhoda
(folk) 12 pm, Torrmy's Pari<, Portland.
Free. 772-6828.

Scott Re.....

a Scott PolI.hook

Oazz) 12 pm, Portland Museum 01 Art, 7
Congress Square, Ptld. Free. 772-6828.
Harold stover
(classical organ) 7:30 pm, Portland City
Hall Auditorium , 389 Congress St, Portland. Donation. 874-8683.

WEDNESDAY 8.12
a

Carl Dlmow. Cheryf Techanz
Keith
Crook
(classical Hute rec~al) 8 pm, Corthell Hall ,
USM Gorham. Tix: $4. 761 -4569.
Down.a.t..., Royall Rlv.r Sw •• t
Adelln ••• B.th Mu.le.1 B.nd
Ootte Dane•• Inc•• Thompson's Point,
(old favorites) 8 pm, RoyaN River Pari<,
Second Floor Bldg 1A, Portland. SmokeYarmouth. Free. 846-3895.
and chem-freedancesw~h swing , Latin & Stan Moeller T_S_ Beker
ballroom music Fridays from 9- 12 pm &
(folk/rock) 12 pm, Maine Savings Plaza,
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
Portland. Free. 772-6828.
The Living T... Culture CIub.45 Danforth St, WIIII.m Plch.r
Ptld. African, world beat. reggae and aherna(classical organ) 12:t5 pm, Cathedral 01
tive rock. Open Tues-Sat from 8 pm; Sun all
the Immaculate Conception, Franklin
day. Fri·SaI breakfaSt served. Tues: reggae
street and Cumbefland Ave, Portland.
and world beat; Wed: ait8mative rock; Thurs:
Free. 773-7746.
women's night - women get discounts on J.an-Paul POlII.ln
drinks; Fri: comedy and .ingles night; Sat: live
(French classics) Olin Arts Center Conband; Sun: chern-free. 874-0022.
cert Hall, Bates Coflege, Lewiston . Tix:
Main. Bellroom. 614 Congress St, Port $8 , $5. 786-6135.
land. Every Sat ~midnight. Cost: $5. No Royal River Phllh.rmonlc Jau Bend
res9MItions required. 773-0002.
(New Orleans jazz) 7 pm, Mill Creek Pari<,
Th. Moon. 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
S. Portland. Free. 767-7650.
nightly, 8 pm on .. . Naked Thintdays: no
co_, drinks $1 ,25 & draMs 25¢ ; Fn-Sat
until 3 am; SIIl- Mon: chern tree. Cover:
$3.772-1983.
Selut_ 20 Milk S1. Portland . Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Tony Toma ••o
T -Bird' •• 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
8116192 (tribute to Louis Armstrong) 7 :3IJ
comedy night; weekdays: special events;
pm, Kennebunkport Inn, Dock Square,
Fri & Sat: rock & roll , dance. 773-8040.
Kennebunkport. Free. 7~7980 .
Whe..hou. . D.ne. Club, 29 Forest Ave , Bonnl. Raitt .nd Lyi. Lovett
Portland. Progressive music. Fri: chern free,
8/22/92 (blues & country) 8 pm,
all ages with deejay; Sal: women's night
Cumberland COlllty Civic Center, t Civic
from 9-1 w~h deejay Deb. 874-9770.
Center Square, Portland . Tix : $22.50,
$24.50. 775-3458 or 775-3331 .
z..otz. 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: cham free; Thu: cutting edge dance; Fn: live national acts; Sat: deejay till 2:30 am, live at
The Cave; Sun: request night. 773-8187.

DANCING

w/Hemicuda
(aka Bob House)
Molson pints $1.25 &16 oz.
well drinks $1.50 every night
before 10:00,

Lal Casco Bay Waakly's
Calandar and Listings avants

carry you away!

55MARKlT STREET
INTHEOLD PORT, 207 7612787

"You're going to love this movie!"
Joel Siegel, GoOd Morning America

SATURDAY 8.8
a

Phil ill bon (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769
Congress St. , Portland. 773-9873.
AI.ln M.II.t Qulnt.t Gau) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8t 14.
Two lalnte end The Ollvz (original grunge
rock) Geno's, 13BmwnSt.PtId. 772-7891 .
From Good ........ (rock) Granny Killam's
Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Mari<etSI. Portland. 761-2787.
F"""I.&II (Andean music) The Living Tree
Cuhure Club, 4S Danforth St, Portland.
874-0022.
Jenny Woodman (rock) Moose Alley , 46
Mari<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
Hot Cherry PI. (roc~) Old Port Tavern, t 1
, Mouhon St, Portland. 774-0444.
IhIn Blahop (R&B) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773-6886.
Wing .nd • Pnlyer (classic rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland.
767-4627,
...... (rOCk) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
ShecI_Pl.,(pop)TJPP9fBryPub,Sheraton
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161.
Johnny
the Hurrie.n.. (rock) The
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port BiNiards, 3Q
Forest Ave, Portland. 775- t 944.

a

a

UPCOMING

SUNDAY 8.9
D.J. Land.., (acoustic rock) Geno's , 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Open Mic Night (b.y .o.) The Living Tree
Cuhure Club, 4S Danforth St, Portland.
874-0022.
Tile Trou .... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Mouhon SI. Portfand. 774-0444.
Th. MOlY (folk/acoustic) Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave , Portland.
773-6886.
steve Bell., (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland . 767-4627 .
BlllyMartln(comedy)T- Birds, 126N. Boyd
St, Portland. 773-8040.
Th. N... B .... k Bend (acoustic) Wharfs
End , 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
Lou Moore(acoustic) TheWrong Brothm'
Pub at Port Biniards, 39 Forest Ave, Port- Dr. Marlon R, Anderson
land. 775-1944.
(classicaO 7:3IJ pm, S1. Alban 's Church,
885 Shore Road, Cape Elizabeth. TDc $4.
767-7375.
Doug LewI.
(fofkj 12 pm, Congress Square, Portland.
Free. 772-6828.
Th. Trou .... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
DoIn Moore
Mouhon St, Portland. 774-0444.
(classical keyboards) 8 pm, Oeertmes
M.ul'll O·Conn.1I (folk/acoustic) Raoul's
Theatre, Oeertmes Road, Harrison. TIx:
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
$5. 583-2283.
Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mlc with Ken Orl_ley (acoustic)
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, PtId. 773-0093.

CON

CERTS ART

THURSDAY 8.B

MONDAY 8.10

LOWER LOBBY ·151 MIDDLE IT· PORTLAND ME· OPEN 10-10·773-1888

TUESDAY 8.11
Open poet.., ..adlng (poetry) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8t 14.

Open Mic Night (electric) Granny Kilam'.

I

WE

Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Mari<et St, Portland. 761-2728.
Jenny Woodman (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Mari<eI St, Portland. 774-5246.
P......n 2 P......n (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774- 0444.
Curt a..-tt•• nd Chuck Brod.kl (fofk)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.

FRIDAY 8.7

Peychovaky
(funk rock) 12 pm, Monument Square,
Portland. Free. 772-6828.
Reel Folk
(Celtic music) 7:3IJ pm, The Brunswick
Unitarian-Universalist Church, 15 Pleasant st , Brunswick. Tile: $6, $4 seniors and
children under 12. 729-7949.

SATURDAY 8.8
F"",,I.&II
(Andean music) 8 pm, The living Tree CultureClub, 45 DanforthSt. TIx: $8. 874-0022.

OPENING
O.... nhut o.lI.rI..
t46 Middle St, Portland . Opening reception Aug 6 from 5-7 for new mixed media
wori<s on paper by Alison Goodwin.
Through Aug 31 . Gallery hours: Mon-Fri
10-5:3IJ, Sat 10-5. 772-2693.
Main. Emporium
85 Yori< St Portland . Opening reception
Aug 13 fro~ 6-8 for ' Human Rights: Prisoners of Conscience," a USM sentOr exhibit of installations by Marcella
Manoogian. Through Aug 3IJ. Hours: MonSat 11 -6, Sun 12-5. 871-0112.
Thom •• M.morlal Lib....,
6 Scott Dyer Rd , Cape Elizabeth. Opening reception Aug 9 from2 :30-5 for "Paintings and Records of the HayloM Art Society," a group formed in 1922 and dISbanded in 1991. Showing through Sept
19. Galeryho<n: Man,Wed, Fri ~5, TuesThurs ~9. 799-1720.
Th. Trov. 0.11 • ..,
112 High St, Portland. Opening reception
Aug 13 from 5-7 for "From the Inside
Out " a show of incised gouaches on
pa~r by Suzanne McLeod. An artist's
talk foflows from 7-8. Showing through
Aug 31 . 'Observed & Imagined structures (of a City)." the paIntIngs of VICtor
Romanyshyn continues through Aug 9.
Gallery hours: Thurs 5-8, Fr>-Sat t 2-5,
Sun t2-4 . 772- 1961 .

Brad Terry finds artistic
renewal in the Old Country
"I would like to be treated as a professional
and not lower than the bottom-of-the-Iine people
who sweep the floors," said musician Brad
Terry. "They get paid regularly and they get
paid more than we do. People say, 'Oh wow,
you get $250 a concert. That' s a lot of money.'"
The figure takes on different dimensions, he
pointed out, when a musician's only playing one
concert a month.
Terry also gets a bit peeved at promoters who
balk at his fees, wipe their brows and ask for a
reduction of his price, A doctor or a lawyer
would work for the same amount of time and
earn the same amount of money and it's unlikely
one would ask them for a break. The jazz
clarinetist and whistler extraordinaire apologizes for his vinegar, but observers of the jazz
scene know he's only stating the facts.
Brad Terry is astonished by his situation, At
55, with more than 30 years of professional
experience behind him, it's hard for him to
comprehend how unrewarding t.1aine's jazz
scene has become for local musicians. The school

619 Congress St, Portland. "Integration:
Genderand Identity," an exhibition curated
by Dozier Bell. On view through August
14. Gallery hours: Mon- Fri 9· 4. 775-5152.
Ch.mber 01 Commerc. of the O...ter
Portl.nd Region
t45 Middle St, Portland. A group show of
11 local artists, including Gerda Andersen,
David Dupree, Raymond Lord, Stuart
Nudelman, Salazar, Steve Sechak, Leif
Johnson, Glenn Murray, Lyda Pola and
Laurie Hasty. On view through August.
Hours: Mon-Fri 8-5. 772-2811 , ext. 223 .
Con_ Squa.. Oallery
42 ExchangeSt, Portland. "Coastal Landscapes," the oil paintings of Heam Pardee
and Gina Werfel. Through Sept 1. Group
show by gaHery artists continues through
July. Hours; Mon-Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369.
Elena'. Cat.
606 Congress St, Portland. Paintings and
drawings of Portland artist Zoo Cain through
Sept 1. Hours: Mon-Wed 11 am -12 am,
Thurs-Sat 11 am -3:3O am. 871-8933.
F.... Street studio
8 City Genter, Portland. Sculpture by lyn
Mir and paintings by Chris Mir. Showing
through August. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
10-7, Sun 12-5. 774- 1500.
F .....t Oully Oallery
411 Congress St, Portland . Worl< of gallery artists . Gallery hours: Mon- Fri 12.6,
or by appointment. 773-2555.
JewelereWor!o:
3IJ Exchange St, Portland. An exhibijion
of jewelry by eight designers. No set gallery hours.
J.w.1I Oallery
345 Fore St, Portland. Impressionist and
realist oils and watercolors by Bin Jewell,
Paul Black, Cynthia McMullin and other
local artists. Stained and painted glass by
BiN Jewell and Burt Weiss. On view through
August. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, or
by appointment. 773-3334.
N.ncy Margotl. Gelle..,
387 Fore St, Portland . Ceramics, jewelry,
glass, wood and metal wori< by 52 area
artists. Through thesumner_Hours. MonSat 10-6, Sun 11 :30-4. 775-3822.
M •• nd.r Oallery .
40 Pleasant St, Portland. 'Mythscapes :
Aboriginal Dreaming." showing through
Oct 31. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12-6, or
by appointment. 871-1078.
Pin. T .... Shop a Beyvl_ Oallery
75 Market St, Portland. "Three Voews of
Maine," the paintings of David Little , Bnan
Kliewer and Ron Goyette. Showing
through Aug 28. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
9:30-5:30 773-3007 .
Photogl'llphy C ...Op
547A Congress St, '33, Portland. " B~s
and Pieces: TheChanging European City,"
the color photographs of T .D. Nelso n.
Gallery hours: Tues 10-8, or by appointment. 7~0180 .
Portl.nd Portrait Gellery
4 Milk Street , Portland . Portraits by Alex
Gnidziejko and Bruce Kaminski through
Sept 26. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat t 1-5, or
systems, which once provided workshop and
by appointment. n3-7665.
teaching opportunities, have slashed their arts
Portl.nd Mu. .um 01 Art
budgets. Where there was once a variety of dubs
Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
and restaurants that wanted live entertainment,
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 10-5, Thurs 10-9,
Sun 12-5. Admission : adults $3.50, sethere are now very few and they want musicians
nior citizens and students with ID $2.50,
to play for pennies. Terry recalls times when the
children under 18 $1 , group rate $3. Mupay
hasn't even paid for the gas.
seum admission is free 10-noon SaturFor most of the past two decades, since Terry
day . 773-2787.
"Endangered Landecape.
moved to Maine as a year-round resident, he has
Lynn Butler photographs places threatundoubtedly been the most prominent figure in
ened by development, from New Yori< ' s
jazz here, If you attended the Maine Festival he
Coney Island to the south of France
was on stage year after year. If you went to the
Through November 1.
"Th. HoiocaU8!
Chocolate Church in Bath he'd be there laughing
Cont9f"l'4lOr3ry American sculptor George
and telling
Segal has dist~1ed the meaning of this
stories
atrocity in a ile-sizecompos~ionof haunlbetween sets
ing wh ite plaster figures. Through Oct 18.
"The M.r Famllr Collection
of swing and
Twenty-two worl<s from the 19th & 20th
Brad Terry and the Krakow be-bopand
centuries that unite the cultural diversity
very modern
of America from East to West. Showing
Youth Jazz Ensemble
jazz.
He's
through Sept 6.
perfonn Aug. 7 at noon at
"Artl.te You Love: Monet, Renoir .nd
worked
in
the Maine Festival, Thomas
Oth ... M . .tere
high schools
Point Beach, Brunswick,
Art' t
Wor1<s by European masters of the past two
as azz- IS cenlunes from the Joan WhItney Payson
in Residence foT an NEA pilot program. He's
CollectIon and other private lenders.
"8/lent Wltn... .
been on the Maine Touring Program for 15 years,
Judy Ellis Glickman'sphotographsofPolish
putting state funds to good use as he takes his
ghettos and death camps of Treblinka,
message into elementary and jUnior high schools,
Auschwitz and Birl<enau, taken over the
And as the visual and musical focal point in the
past four years. On view through Oct 18.
state's most prominent jazz ensemble "The
'WInel_ Hom... Watercoio ...
Seventeen paintings from the museum's perFriends of Jazz," he has become something of a
manent collection. On view through Sapt 6.
goodwill ambassador for the music.
"Th. Elegant Auto: F. .hlon and Deelgn
It is impossible not to know about Terry if
of tile 1no.
one is at all interested in jazz in Maine. He can
One-of-a-kind automobiles, art-deco furniture and jewelry, period paintings and
work a gathering of fans like a politician, but the
other products from this era of revolutiondifference is he's genuinely happy to see them.
ary industrial design. Through Nov 8.

music

J
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Terry recently returned from a three-month
stay in Poland. With the assistance of the New

York-based Kosciuszko Foundation, a PolishAmerican cultural organization, the musician
stayed .in Krakow for two months, teaching in a
state-run music school, and spent the third
month touring the region with local jazz stars.
"I went over there with some major misconceptions," he said . '1 barely knew where Poland
was. I went over there as 'the American jazz
player who had 40 years of experience - played
with some of the greats' and all that nonsense. I
thought [ was going to teach them about jazz and
that was my first mistake. [ learned about jazz!
Jazz is alive and well. [ ran into some of the best
players I've run into in my entire life."
Twelve of the students from that school are now
in Maine to work with the clarinetist here. They
have memorized numerous jazz standards ranging
from Dixieland to be-bop and will be playing both
on their own and as Terry's backup band.
Terry talks of one young Polish musician who
intended to stay up all night to learn a particularly difficult Dave Brubeck composition when
he was given the sheet music and told he_should
know it. When he missed
dinner that evening Terry had
to explain to him that knowing
it meant becoming familiar
with it over a long period of
time. Another boy Terry
pointed to in a photograph has
a pixieish smile on his face.
Apparently the 13-year-old can
play the drums with all four
limbs working independently.
There are established drummers who have worked for
decades who can't manage
that. 'They're good. They work
really hard," Terry smiled.
The first stop of their tour
will be Friday, Aug, 7 at the
Maine Festival. They'll also
appear Sunday, Aug. 9 at the
opening ceremonies for the
nation' s secreta Ties of state
conference in Portland. Several
days later Terry's reunion with
his students will come to an
end. Since his expenses (and
likely some of theirs) will be
completely out of pocket, he
will reluctantly cut his part of
the tour short.
The musician is thinking that
he will return to Europe soon.
He's been offered a couple of
concert engagements in the fall,
and winter might provide him
with more work. He said he'd
rather be here, but will have to
travel to escape the financial
malaise that is stalling his career. He recalled the
volume of work that was available in the not-too
distant past.
"I'd been able to count on six to eight days a
month, maybe more, of school-related work...
that's $1400 or $1500 a month and that's very
nice," he noted. "But between September and
December 31st oflast year [had two days. [made
$400 in four months ... there was practically no
other work. [ played a couple of weddings. It's
nowhere neaT calling it a living."
There is a growing list of jazz musicians who
are leaving the state. Trombonist Tim Sessions,
whom Terry calls one of the best in the country,
left early last year. Ben Street, who along with
Lenny Breau may be the most gifted jazz
musician Maine has ever produced, is now living
in New York, Of course for some it's a good
career move, a neutral progression, but for others
it's strictly economics,
And of course there are rewards other than
money. Brad Terry's eyes dance a bit at the
memory of one of his performances in Poland. "[t
was a little disconcerting," he recalled. "[ was at
one great big concert - five or six hundred
people wall to wall, [ usually play with my eyes
closed because I like to concentrate and I was
vaguely aware that something was going on in
the middle of my solo, [ was cookin'! The band
was playing really well and [ was getting into it
and there was a bunch of people in the front
row, .. and they were standing there ... standing
up and throwing roses at me."
That's Poland, not Portland. and Terry rather
wishes it were the other way around,

Jim Pin/old
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SL. Portland 772-9600

175 Pick.tt St.

So,Portland, 767·4627
Head east on Broadway.

take your last ~ight onto Pickett.

CHEESE
LOVER'S

BURGER
Our b~ char grilled
burger uUh melted cheddar,
jack & sum hand-cut fries

$4.25

(-"".JEntertalnmetit 5 Night!; E
See Listings·or 'call for info_

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
presents:
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tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:lun.j:fl'I
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There is a world to discover
at...

To receive
information on how
to become part of
Casco Bay Weekly's
Art Scene, call

775-6601.

Sterling Silver Pin by Robert Diamonte

DISCOVERIES

10 Pepperell Square behind Rapid Rays
• Saco· 283-2953

Saco Frame Center

Sale
Every
in-stock
print is
on sale

NOW
through
Aug. 30

up

to

75%
Saco Frame Center
Route 1 • Saco ·2S2-(}81S

M, W, P 9,30-&,30 T, TIt 9,30-7 SaL 10-1e

The Bee, mascot of New BrItain's Beehive Field, poses for a photo with children In the grandstand.

CB W piwtosjTonee Harbert

The last best hope for baseball •In Portland
Co ntinued from front page

DISCOVER

the distinctive affordable art of Australia's
native people: paintings (both canvas
and bark), carvings, baSKetry, and limited
edition silkscreen prints. You will also find
ceramics from the Peruvian Amazon, jewelry,
the didjeridu, the musical instrument of the
Australian bush, and, of course, boomerangs!
Open Tuesday - Saturday 12:0~:OO p.m.
and by appointment.

ARTISTS

JOHN HOLUB & R. N. COHEN
EXHIBIT AT

SOUTH PORTLAND ART IN THE PARK
August 8, Spaces.98 & 99

WCSH SIDEWALK ART FESTIVAL
August 15, Spaces 287 & 288
Comer of Congress and Brown Streets.

R. N. CO HEN has recently released a series of
6 Old Orchard Beach SIN Limited Edition Prints.
JOHN HOLUB will be showing his oil & watercolor
paintings of Portland and rural Maine.

Come and see the latest paintings and prints.

cfi.b«h
dtmidb,bbi'@'

#'P
U~::.::::':l==;;;:;.:;;;::::;:;::;;;=::==j

S&S 10·4

547 Congress 51
Portland· 207·772 ·0633

Minor league beauty
Pop culture has lumped all minor league baseball
together under the ugly label "bush leagues." But
minor league baseball comes in six different levels.
At the top level are Triple A teams, which shuttle
players to and from the major leagues throughout
the season. For example, the Boston Red Sox
demoted first baseman Mo Vaughn to Triple A
when he failed to hit early this season. When
everyone else on the Red Sox failed to hit, the team
promoted Vaughn.
Double A teams occupy the next level in
baseball's caste system. But minor league aficionados claim that Double A ball is better to watch than
Triple A. That's because some washed-up major
leaguers spend their final playing days hanging on
in Triple A, while Double A players are on the way
up. Some move up pretty quickly too -15 of the 50
players selected for last year's Double A all-star
game have since gone to the majors.
Besides rising stars, Double A ball also offers
affordable family entertainment, according to fans in
New Britain, Conn., the nearest Double A team to
Portland.
''They throw just as hard and hit the ball just as
far. What they're doing here is learning their craft. If
they learn well enough they go up to the majors,"
said New Britain fan Joe Nape.
Nape and his wife attend up to 10 minor league
games a year. Nape grew up in Brooklyn and first
went to see the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1939. But he
hasn't been to a major league game in 15 years.
"1 hate major league games," he said. "Yankee
Stadium is dangerous, day or night. And it's too
expensive. The players are getting $.29 million (what
the Mets paid free agent Bobby Bonilla for five
years). Who's worth that?"
No one complains about the price of watching
minor league baseball at New Britain. At Beehive
Field, kids under 16 get in for $1.50. The most
expensive ticket goes for $5. Tickets are inexpensive
throughout the minor leagues because the salaries
and travel expenses of players and coaches are paid
by major league teams.
"Where else can you spend four hours entertain-

ing the kids on a Sunday afternoon and get good
ball too?" said Jeb Langevin. Langevin, his wife and
9-year-old son traveled 35 miles from their home in
Simsbury, Conn., to see the Sunday double-header.
The outing will cost LangeVin $40 - if he and the
family splurge on food and beer. A similar trip to
Fenway Park might run $120, he said.
Friendly fans, employees and players at New
Britain also make the games more fun to watch,
Langevin said. "The players are accessible and
they'll talk to the kids," he said . About 10 feet away,
his son was leaning over a railing to get an Albany
player's autograph. "The only drawback here,"
Langevin added, "is that you have to park your car
strategically so it doesn't get hit by a foul baiL"
All this praise comes despite the fact that New
Britain has one of the worst teams in the Eastern
League. (Double A is divided into the Texas,
Southern and Eastern leagues.) The team's record
was 40-61 going into the double-header. In 1991,
they finished 47-93.
Yet the 1991 New Britain Red Sox set an attendance record for the third straight year. General
Manager Gerry Berthiaume cites two reasons for his
team's box office success. First, the popularity of
minor league baseball exploded in the late 1980s.
People were drawn to the game by movies like "Bull
Durham." At the same time, they were getting fed
up with the spiraling salaries and spoiled attitudes
of major league players, Berthiaume said.
The team's emphasis on pleasing customers is
the other key to its success. Its bathrooms are cleaner
than Fenway's. Its concession stands offer a wider
variety of food and drink (including Samuel Adams
beer) than Fenway. Its employees are nicer than
Fenway's.
"I'm willing to serve nachos when the lines get
backed up, or help roll out the tarp when it rains,"
Berthiaume said. ''The fans see we're not in any
ivory towers here. They say, 'Hey, I can relate to
that: I think that's the beauty of minor league
baseball."

Covering the bases
Portland is vying for one of two new minor
league teams that will be created when major league

baseball expands to Denver and Miami in 1994.
Competing cities must submit their bids by Labor
Day. Although Portland is competing against the
bright lights of big cities like New Orleans, it stands
an excellent chance of landing a team, thanks to Dan
Burke.
Burke, the CEO of Capital Cities/ ABC Inc., has
wanted to own a minor league team for years. He
plans to retire in February 1993, which wi~1 give him
plenty of time on his hands. He's also got $3.5
million in his pocket, which he has said he is willing
to spend.
Because Burke owns a summer horne in
Kennebunk, he wants a team in Portland - and
only in Portland, according to former Portland
Mayor Bill Troubh, who's acting as Burke's liaison
to the city.
Ostensibly, a selection committee consisting of 10
Double A league officials will pick which cities get
the new teams. But Fay Vincent, the commissioner
of major league baseball, has the final say on who
gets a franchise. Vincent and major league baseball
want Burke to own a team, according to Jordan
Kobritz, former owner of the Maine Guides.
"It's simple economics," said Kobritz. "Mr. Burke
is president of Cap Cities, which owns ABC, which
owns 80 percent of ESPN. Baseball's four-year, $400
million agreement with ESPN expires at the end of
next season. Baseball has had other agreements with
ABC in the past .. . It makes good sense to keep
people who have some influence over those agreements happy."
It' s unclear what influence - if any - Burke
might wield over ABC's or ESPN's broadcasting
contracts with baseball. But it can't hurt baseball to
have Burke join the family of team owners, Kobritz
said.
.
"1 am privy to information that leads me to
conclude ... that if anybody but Mr. Burke was
. trying to bring a team to Portland, you could forget
about it. Unfortunately, I am not able to divulge
specifics. But it's more than an educated guess,"
Kobritz said.
Unfortunately, Burke isn't granting interviews.
Continued on page 12
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"He would rather wait and see what the city does," Tro~bh
'd "He does not want to put undue pressure on the aty.
~~a~'s the reason he wants to keep a low profile."
.
Troubh acknowledged that Burke "might be someo~~ (~aJor
league baseball) could call upon if there was a problem Wlt~
TV contracts. "Whether that will have a beanng on the selection
process, I can't comment upon," T~oubh said..
"
'
Eastern League Pre~ident Charlie Eshbach sal~ he wouldn t
speculate" on Burke's chances of getting a tea.m. It's safe to ~y
major league baseball wants quality ownership. But I wouldn t
want to put words in people's mouth beyond that," Eshbach

factor~ outfet
Now located at the Lafayette Center, Downtow~ ~ennebunk
Open Monday - Saturday 9:30 - 5:00, Sunday 12:00 - 4:00 Til Labor Day

985-3874

KENNEBUNK, MAINE 04043
106 LAFAYETTE CENTER,

THE
FESTNAL

h'
1 s
said.
f
But Burke won't even be in the running for a ran~ lse un es
Portland agrees to fund improvements to Hadlock FIeld,
located along 1-295 just west of the Expo. The improvements.are
required by major league baseball as part of its agreement With
.'
Double A. The requirements include:
• Increasing seating capacity from 1,200 to 6,000, mcludmg
at least 600 box or reserved seats.
.
• Providing one toilet per 450 men and one tOIlet per 125
women. Hadlock Field has no toilets.
• Providing clubhouses of at least 750 square feet, plus a
certain number of lockers and showers. Hadlock has no club00
house facilities.
.
• ProViding one ticket window and turnstile for every 1,5
ts Hadlock has no ticket windows or turnstiles.
sea. 'Bringing the stadium into compliance with local, state and
federal laws on handicapped acceSSibility.
Portland City Manager Bob Ganley said it would co~t $1.5
million to make the minimum requir~ renovations, With $1.2
million going for seating improvements a.nd $300,000 ~or other
renovations. The price tag is based on estimates by a City
engineer and a private engineer. The plan call.s f~r usmg
existing locker roomS in the adjacent Expo bUlldlO~.
The cost of the renovations would increase the oty's tax rate
by five cents per $1,000 of assessed value, according to ,?anley.
Burke will not pay for any of the renovations, accord 109 to
Troubh.
.
1
"I don't think you'll find any situations in mm~r ea~ue
baseball where ownership puts money into a faallty. It s got t~
be a partnership (with the city) or it doesn't work," Troubh said .
Kobritz, Eshbach and Berthiaume agreed.

Lessons from Old Orchard Beach
Even rabid fans are wondering if a minor league team will
draw enough customers to succeed in Portland.
.
Portlanders don't need a weatherman to know the Wind
blows cold enough, even in the summer, to keep people awar
from a ballpark. They also know that a Triple A team cou~dn t
survive in Old Orchard Beach. Despite these apparent stnke~
against Portland, baseball insiders insist a team can s~cceed 10
-

NOON TO NINE • AUGUST 6·9
THOMAS POINT BEACH, BRUNSWICK

THURSDAY

,i

Visual Arts Day (attend this day and get
a two month subscription to the Maine Times free!)

t

,
,i
, ,,
I '

THURSDAY AFTER 5 PM
All ~ckets $2, fireworks and dancing!

1'
I '

FRIDAY
Kids Day with J'Art That Flies! II and Kids parade.
FRIDAY AFTER 5
Devonsquare and ~mily feast.

I

I

I

SATURDAY

,i

Boukman Eksperyans, world beat band from Haiti, Five Blind Boys,
gospel from Alabama, Patty Smith, iazz danc~ from Vermont,
Great Northeast Jugglers Convenhon.
I

SUNDAY

,

Cris Williamson and Tret Fure, folk rock from California, Pura F?, Native
American Singing and percussion, Mac McAnally, ~ountry singer
song writer from Mississippi, Maine French Fiddlers!
days folk arts demonstrations and performances, art market inhcluding
o:~r60 or'Maine's finest crafts people, literary arts tent, great works ops,
activities for kids and downeast gourmet foOds.

All f

Tickets $4-$10 at Shop n Save Supermarkets ,and at the gate.
Call 772-9012 for more information.

Maine C""at Artla..

0

the city.
b . k
At a glance, Eastern League baseball.appea.rs to ~ ns y
business. The league has fielded teams.1O 43 aties 10 ~ts 70
ears with some teams moving from aty to aty llke Journey~en ballplayers. Even in the 1980s, when minor l~aguc baseball
caught fire across the country, teams lasted only five years 10
Burlington, Vt. and four years in Nashua, N .H.
But, according to Eshbach, neither Burlington nor Nashua
lost their teams because chilly weather kept fans away. And ,
Eshbach doesn't expect weather to put a damper on Portland s
bid for a team. "When the league has teams in Albany (N.Y.)
and London (Ontario), I don't know that weather in Portland
.
will be a big problem," Eshbach said.
Burlington and Nashua lost their team~ mal~ly because of
shortcomings in their stadiums, Eshbach explamed.
.
Burlington'S problem was a three-way lease betw,;n the City,
the University of Vermont and the team. ~he team s owners
couldn't get the prime dates and stadIUm Improvements they
wanted so they moved, Eshbach said.
Nashua had even better attendance than Burling~on . But the
team couldn't get the city to pay for improvem~nts 10 parkmg
and locker rooms. 50 when Harrisburg (Pa.) bUilt a spaaous
Also,
new s tadl-um , the Nashua team's owners moved there.
.
.
'nce the team was affiliated with the Pittsburgh Pirates, It
Sl
H .b
'
made sense for the owners to capitalize on arns urg s
proximity to the parent team and its fans.
.
Eshbach also stressed that Burlington and Nashua lost their
teams in the mid-'80s, "which was almost a different era" for
Eastern League teams. While interest in minor league ball was
growing throughout the '80s, 1989 was the breakthrough year
for the Eastern League.
.
Except for Williamsport, Pa. - a city of only 35,000 10 a
metropolitan market of only 100,000 - New Britain has been
the only Eastern League team to average less ~h~n 2,000 people
per game in a season since 1989. And New Bntam has set
attendance records every year since 1989_
But local debate invariably turns to Old Orchard Beach,
where the Triple A Maine Guides lasted just four ~asons. (They
played a fifth, lame duck season as the Maine Philhes.) If Tnple
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Continued from page 25

ART

Russell Avenue, Rockport. Preview of
auction wor!<s by 150 contemporary Maine
artists. Through Aug 9 . Gallery hours:
daily 10-5. 230-2875.

Maine Mariti.... Muaeum
Maritime History Bldg . 243 Washington
SI. Bath. Hours: daily 9:30-5.443-1316.

"The Maritime Folk Art of A. De Clerck
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the
coastal and deepwater vessels that enteree
the ports of Antwerp and liverpool in the
last days of sail. On view through the year.

"Hew Worlda: Horth Atlantic Seefarlng
In the Era of Dlseov..,.

Robert J. Bame. Interiors
1 Monunnent Way, Portland. Paintings
and handmade paper art by larry Plass
and Padi Mayhew Bain, showing through
August. Hours: Mon·Fri 11-6, Sat-Sun
11-3. 773-3481.

The Stein Oellery
20 Milk St, Portland. New war!< from Rick
Eckard, John lillieton and Kate Vogel,
Rob levin, John Nygren, Rick and Valerie
Beck and more, showing through Sept
15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11·6, Sun 11·
4. 772·0072.

Rare world maps and nautical charts,
early navigation instruments, illustrations
of fine art and archaeological material
bring togetherthe Old and the New Worlds
in the Age of Discovery and beyond. On
view through the year.

"80m from Coaatlng
This eKhib~ includes watercolor paintings. drawings, sketches and oils by John
Faunce leavitt, focusing on his mad ...
from-memory renditions 01 the last gen eration of coasting schooners that plied
the coast of New England until the late
19305. On view through the year.

Muaeum of Art of Ogunquit

415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. "Guild of
Maine WoodWOfkers Juried Show 1992"
and Heidi Daub's acrylic paintings on
paper. Through Aug 22 . Hours: Mon-Sat
9-S. 774-3791 .

Barn Oellery
Shore Road & Bourne's Lane, Ogunquit.
Exhibits: "TheGreat Indoors." interior spaces
eKploree by New England artists through
Aug 30; "20th Century Master Prints,"
through Aug 30; "Men, Women and Children," figurative bronzes of Sumner
Winebaum through Sept 27; Gallery Hours:
Mon·Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5. 646·5370.

Bowdoin College Museum of Art
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat
10-5, Sun 2-5. 725-3275.

"Melnoseapea
An examination of Maine landscapes
through a selection of wor!<s from the
permanent collection . Through Aug 30.

"Recent Acqu!sltlona II

Route 302, S. Casco. Paintings of Joe
Ferigno and ponery of Eric Schonin .
ThroughAug 10. Gallery hours: Tues -Sun
9 :30-5:30. 655-5060.

Elementa Oellery
19 Mason St, Brunswick . "Farewell
Drums," a group show of handmade
drums, ranles and other percussion instruments . ThroughAug 29. Galleryhours:
Tues-Thurs 10- 4, Fri-Sat 1O-S. 72~ 1108.

Famaworth Muaeum
19 Elm St, Rockland . Retrospective eKhibition of Kari Schrag 's paintings and prints.
IThrough September 13. Hours: Mon-Sat
10· 5, Sun 1-5. S96-6457.

F.... port Hlatorlcal Society
45 Main St, Freeport. "An Island Sampler:
Bustins Island People and ArcMeeture,"
late 19th cenlury and 20th century photos. showing through Sept 30. Hours:
daily 10-5. 865-3170 .

Freeport Town Hell
30 Main St, Freeport. Paintings of Heather

K. Baker. Through Aug t 3. Hours: Mon·
Fri 7:30-4 :30.

Oall..,. at Portland Players
420 Cottage Road, S. Portland. Oils, wa·
tercolors and mixee nnedia by Frieea
Lundberg , .AI Watennan, Michael Willis
and Robert Demers. Showing through
September. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10·2
or by appointment. 799-7337.

The Oall..,. at Widgeon Cove Studios
Route 123, Harpswen . Metal, wood and
paper sculptures by Georgeann and
Condon Kuhl and fusee glass by liaurie
Dehler!<ing . Through Aug . Galiery hours:
Fri-Sat II - S, Sun 1·4. 833-6081 .

Ol...on Oellery
15 Oak St, Boothbay. Paintings of Mitch
Billis through Aug 22 . "William Muir in
Perspective," an exhibit of sculpture, wa·
tercolors and drawings continues through
Aug 24. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 10-5, or
by appointnnent. 633-6849.
Hard_re Ca" & Oallery
1151sland Ave, Peaks Island. The photos
of Stephanie Friel, thedolisofCarolCartier
and the whiny gigs of Harry Hults, showing through Aug 12. Gallery hours: Mon·
Fri 11 -7, Sat-Sun 10-6. 766-5631.

Icon Cont....ponry Art
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Paintings and
drawings of Peter McGlannery. Through
Sept 25. Hours: Mon-Satl -5. 725-8157 .

Danforth Gallery is accepting submis·
sions from senior artists statewide for its
juried eKhibition. For more info send litO
SASE to Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St,
Portland, ME 04101.

35th Annual Summer Ellhlbltlon
The Maine Art Gallery invites Maine artists to subnit paintings, drawings, handpressed prints, photographs and sculpture for ~s juried show. For info call 8827511 or write to Maine Art Galery, P.O.
Box 315, Wiscasset, ME 04578.

United Maine Craftsmen
sponsor a craft show at the Cumbertand
FairGroundsAug !>-9from 10-5. The craft
show features over 250 craftsmen and
lotsa food . Cost: $2, children under 12
free . For more info call 443-2787.

"Paintings and Drawing.
The war!< of figurative luminist Brett
Bigbee, through Aug 12.
Abstract eKpressionist paintings and drawings of Henry Meloy, through Sept 15.

Muaeum of Art.
OiIn Arts Center. Bates College, lewiston.
"Philip Barter Retrospective," an exhibition
of Maine landscape paintings, pnnts and
sculpture. ShowingthroughAugust7. Hours:
Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 1·5. 766-6158.

O'Farrell Oallery
58 Main St, Brunswick. "What the Natives
Saw, What the Tour Bus Missed." the
drawings, paintings and illustrations of
Tim Sample: "The Navy Drawings" of Bill
Muir, and sculptures of Wally Warren .
Through Sept 4. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
10-5. 729-8228.

8obaacoclegen Artlsta Oellery
Route24.Greatisland. Worl<sby21 Maine
artists. Hours: Tues-Sun 10-5. 833·5717 .

Wlsea ..et Bay Oell..,.
Water Street. Wiscasset. "North8(n light:
Two Centuries of New England Art," including WOfk byWiliiam Wallace Gilchrisl,
Can Weber and William Zorach. Showing
through Sept 26. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
10:30-5, or by appointnnent. 882-7682.

OTHER

Air Quality Art Sh_
Artists preparing war!< for the Air Quamy
Art Show should contact the show's coord inator, Roy Rike , PO Box 489.
Brunswick, ME 04011 , ~ they have not
already done so. The show wili be held at
the Trove Gallery, 112 High St, Portland,
Sept 3·27 .

The Art Oallery at SI" Deering
is accepting subnissionsAug 17-22 from
10-5 of paintings no more than 32 by 38
inches, including frame, forijs juried eKhibition held Sept 11-26. Call 772-9605.

Arta end Artl ..na Felr
An all-juried annual fair containing jew·
elry, fabric arts, pottery, baskets, water·
colors and more begins Aug 15 from 104 at the New Suncook School, Route 5,
loveli. Proceeds go to the Chariotte E.
Hobbes Memorial Library. For more info
cali 697- 2200.

is looking for Maine craftspeople to participate in our juried year-round retail craft
cooperative. Applicants must be residents
of Maine. The neKt jury will be held Aug
10. For info call 443-621S .

SENSE
"Artist. Wortling Together"
A discussion about the creation of a mu~i ·
disciplinary performance piece Aug 10 at 7:30
pm in Muskle Archives, Bate. College.
Lewiston. Sharing their views will be choreographer Doug Varone. composer Chris HyamsHart, set designer Power Boothe and dancers
involvee in the Doug Varone Dance Project
For more info call 766·6330.

"Fashioning the Elegent Auto"
Joel Eastman, history professor of USM
leads an informal discussion about motor
vehicle design in the '30s Aug t 2 at 7 pm
at the Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. Call 775-6148.

Fiction Workahop
with Dianne Benedict every other Sunday
aftemoon from 3-6 in Portland . Cost: $95.
For more info call 721-0824.

ausen Hubbard R. .d.
selections from her book "Walking on
Ice" Aug 7 at 4 in Raffles Cafe Bookstore,
555 CongressSt, Portland. Call761-3930.

"I ••u .. In Contemporwry D.nce"
Dance historian and critic Suzanne levy
discussescontemporarydanceAug 11 at
7:30 pm in lecture Hall 104. Olin Arts
Center, Bates College, lewiston . Free.
For more info call 786-6330.

Poetry in the Park
Craig Hebert and Sean Hasey read their orlgi·
nal poems Aug 7 from noon· 1 at Tommy's
Pari<. the corner of Middle and Exchange
streets. For more info call 761·9245.

Child of the Holocaust
Zezene larsendiscusseshereKperiences
as a child hidden in a convent during the
Nazi occupation Aug 6 at 7:30 pm in
Room 204, Camegie Science Hall, Bates
College, Lewiston . Free. Call 786-6330.

The Wa., Maine W.....
Abbe Sewall presents photographs of
Maine tr.ken by her great- great-grandmother Emma D . Sewall Aug 12 at 7:30
pm in leeture Hal 104, Olin Arts Center,
Bates College, Lewiston. Call 786-6330.

Writing Workshops
Maine Writing Fellow Denis ledoux teaches
a series of worl<shops every other Tuesday
from 7·9 pm through August 18, at Soleil
Press, lisbon Falls. Gall 353·5454.

Artlata of August Show
An exhibition and sale of wor!< of artists
living in the Bailey Island area Aug ~ 16
and Aug 22-Sept 1 from 1 t -7 at Library
Hail, Route 24, Bailey Island. For more
info call 443· 3785.

Indlviduat Artlat Fell_ahlpa
Th,s year's competition is open to artists
in the performing, nnedia and trad~ ional
arts disciplines . The application deadline
is Sept I, 1992. Cali 28~2724.

Meine Architecture
American Inst~ute of Architects presents
the 55 entries for the 1991 Design Awands
Competition through Aug 12 at Portland
Public Library, lewis Gallery. 5 Monunnent Square, Portland. 871 -1700.

Maine Contemporary Drawing
Danforth Gallery is accepting submissions for its drawing exhibit, judgee by
Sigmund Abeles of UNH. For roore info
send .to SASE to : "Maine Contemporary
Drawing EKhibit," Danforth GaMery, 34
Danforth St, Portland, ME 04101.

"Migrant Within - Franco·American
Artlata of Hew England"
Juriee exhibition reflecting aspects of
Franco·American heritage, which will
travel throughout New Eng land and Quebec. All nnedia accepted. Submit slides
by August 20. For more info, contact The
DanforthGal"'Y, 34 Danforth Street, Portland, ME 04101, or can 775-6245.

Dennis Scott, 'ane Bergeron and David Blair (I. to r.)

Venk_ Artlaan

The paintings of Annerican impressionist
Wan Kuhn, through Sept 15.

Selections of recent addItions to the permanent colleenon at the Twentieth Century
Gallery-paintings, photographs, worl<son
paper and sculpture. Through Sept 26.
York Inatitute Muaeum
371 Main St, Saco. "Kaleidoscope: Maine
The Chocolate Church Oellery
Contemporary Artists." an invitational
804 Washington St, Bath. Exhibits: The
show of painting and sculpture. showing
rniKed nnedia installation of Maine artist
John Baind through Aug 22; the "Miniathrough Sept. Hours: Tues , Wee & Fri 1·
4; Thurs 1·8; Sat 1·4.283-3861 .
ture Juried Invitational Show" through
Aug 29. Gallery hours: Tues- Fri 9-4 , Sat
12-4. 442· 8627 .

Cry of the Loon Art Oall..,.

"Replay: Gamea, Sport. & p . .tlme. of
Your You"'"

183 Shore Rd, Ogunquit. Hours: Mon· Sat
10:30-5, Sun 1 :30-5.646·4909.

"Images end Worda

OUT OF TOWN

invites area artists to subnit applications
for a one-month eKhibition within the
library's lewis GaUery. Ca" 871-1758.

·Amertc.n M.at.r

Thos. M"".. Cabinetmakers
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Portland Public Ubrary

WELL
NESS
Adult Screening Clinic
on the last Wed of every month, for blood
pressure and testing for sugar, anemia
and cholesterol. from 11 :30 am- l pm at
the Peoples United Methodist Church,
310 Broadway, S. Portland. Call 7673326 for appointment and further info.

Aikido
is a martial art used to increase fleKibilily ,
stamina and a sense of well· being. Adu~
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15pmand
6:30-7 :30 pm; Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat,
2:30-3 :30 pm and 3:45- 4 :45 pm .
Children's classes: Sat, 1 :15-2:15 pm.
Classes held at Portland Aikido, 2SA Forest Ave, Portland. For further info call
772- 1524.

Continued on page 28

Jacques Brei dead; balladeerlng
alive and well at cafe no
Jacques Brei was born in Brussels on AprilS, 1929, and experienced World War II Europe at the most impressionable age possible.
Understandably it affected him, with the consequence that the world
acquired a composer, lyricist and singer who was considerably
ahead of his time.
Brei wrote directly to the hearts and experiences of ordinary
people. He was not an idealist or a romantic befitting the American
mood during the "Father Knows Best" blind innocence of the '50s.
Rather he was acerbic, witty, irreverently celebrative, cynically
sarcastic and deeply anti-establishment - and consequently
unsalable in the States.
Despite the American snub, BreI was prolific. During his career in
Paris during the '50s and '60s he wrote over 500 songs about
unrequited love, the foolishness of youth, the bitterness of old age
and homelessness, and the obscenity of bullfights and war.
"Jacques Brei is Alive ... "is a review of 25 of BreI's songs,
translated (ironically) by two American friends, Eric Blau and Mort
Shuman. It opened in New York
on Jan. 22,1966, at the Village
Gate cafe. It subsequently had an
off-Broadway run of 1,847
performances, and was revived
See "Jacques Brei Is Alive
twice
after that. It will open again
and Well and Living In
next
year
in New York for a 25th
Paris" by Vintage Repertory Co. Aug. 5 II 19 at cafe anniversary.
Jacques Brei is a genre of his
no, 20 Danforth St., Portown.
[n France he was a
land. Also playing every
"chansonnier,"
loosely translated
Friday eve through Sept. 4
as a balladeer. He was celebrated
and Wed., Aug. 12, at
as the king of "troubadour-pop,"
Jordan Hall, Ocean Park,
quite an interesting combination of
Old Orchard Beach. For
tenos. The troubadours were llthmore Info call 828-4654.
century wandering minstrels who
sang songs of courtly love. And "pop," of course, means the popular
culture of the time - in this case 20th-century Europe. As a writer of
dark ballads Brei won the adulation of screen goddess Marlene
Dietrich, who declared him "the greatest singer in the world."
Many of his songs also foreshadow the protest songs of the '60s,
not only in form and content, but because Brei sang in bistros and
cabarets throughout Europe - presaging the coffee house in
America as the milieu for folk music. And though musically his
songs are rooted in old Flemish and Frel)ch forms, in subject matter
they were daring for the time. 'The Port of Amsterdam," for
example, discusses in lurid detail the sailors "with rotted teeth ...
who die ... full of beer ... in a broken-down fight." And in the deeply
bitter "Next," about being drafted into the army while barely out of
adolescence, BreI describes graphically his lon~iness, sense of
depersonalization and loss of innocence with his "first case of
gonorrhea .. . in a mobile army whorehouse."
o Compositionally and lyrically BreI was also breaking ground. He
shoots razor-Sharp lyrics and broken rhythms at the audience in
mounting crescendoes (both musically and emotionally), leaving no
time for breath.
.
The four members of Vintage Rep taking Jacques BreI on are
Director Jane Bergeron, Chrystal Cotsis, Dennis Scott and David
Blair. Overall they carry the fast-paced perfonnance with verve, wit,
presence and enormous energy. They also manage to get the dense,
fast-paced lyrics across clearly - no small \ask. And they work very
well together, sparking humor and contagious fun, particularly in
the rollicking "Carousel" and the tongue-in-cheek "Timid Frieda."
The problem for Vintage Rep, lies in the fact that Jacques BreI is
nothing if not challenging vocally. Big, professionally trained voices
are a must to pull it off. The range is enonnous and the intensity and
volume increase as the range goes higher. Consequently it's almost
impossible for the hapless singer not to be shrieking off-pitch by the
end of "Marieke," for example. And this is the fate that befalls Cotsis,
who otherwise has a very pleasant voice.
The voices of the two men are also weak for what they're trying to
do. Brei himself was known to be able to deliver loud, half-shouted
songs with such intensity that even people who couldn't understand
French could understand what they were about. For both Blair and
Scott the strain is obvious when the songs get emphatic. Like Cotsis,
their voices are fine within limits. Bergeron fares better, though she
is at times a little wooden.
Nonetheless the evening goes by giddily as the fast pace is
flawlessly maintained and the visuals are thoroughly engaging - it
was difficult to believe that we were not all on that carousel.
"Jacques BreI" is well worth the ride.

sta e

Margot Brown McWilliams
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WELL
NESS
Aatrologlcal Adventu .. .
An Introduction to the b ...ic energy triad Sun, Moon, Ascendant - Aug 6 from 10 am12:30 pm at lonta Instrtute, Island Avenue and
Trefethen Landing, Peaks Island, Cost: $20,
For more info call 766-4454.

Aatroioglcal T.ngo

A guide to everything
you need for class ...
before the first bell rings!
Look for

ON CAMPUS

Is your relationship really in the stars?
Find out Aug 15 from 7-9:30 pm at lonta
Instrtute, Island Avenue and Trefethen
Landins, Peaks Island. Cost: $3Olcouple.
For a Peak experience, call 766-4454.

Buddhl8t-Ort.nted Meditation
Group meets every Sun from 10- 11 am at
1040 Broadway. S, Portland, Small donation . For more info call 839-4897.

Cancer Support Group
A cancer support group wi. meet the first
three Wednesdays of the month lrom 23:30 pm at Williston West Church at 32
Thomas St, Portland. The fourth Wednesday the group joins United Methodist
Church group at 7 :30 pm, 280 Ocean
House Road. Cape Elizabeth. Cal 7730652 for more info .

Ch.kre Energy Work.hop

in the August 20th
and 27th issues of
Casco Bay Weekly.

Usins tarot imagery and chakra energies,
explore the link between the body and the
unconscious. For more info call 799-!1648,

Childbirth CI .....

To be part of Casco Bay Weekly's
ON CAMPUS section, call Maureen,
Marilyn, Gayle or Larry at 775-6601.

Ma.ko of Darkn ... Work.hop

SIDE

ration of whole foods vegetarian meals in
your home. For more details call 774-

8889.

Outdoor Yoga CI. . . .
Early moming classes in Cape Elizabeth,
Falmouth Foreside and Gorham. Classes
include stretching postures, meditation,
breathwork. visualization and self- healins techniques . Call Noonday Sun Center
at 839-lIFE for more info.

Partnen In Ma ••age
Leam how to give and receive Swedish
massage Aug 15,22 &29 from 12-2 pmat
lonta Institute, Island Avenue and
Trefethen Landing, Peaks Island. Cost:
$20/session, $45/couple for all three sessions. For more info call 766-4454.

the mind and body, Leam about the essences where you live Aug 11 from 7:309:30 pm at lonta Institute, Island Avenue
and Trefethen Landing, Peaks Island ,
Cost: $15. For more info call 766-4454 .

Planned Parenthood
of Northem New England helps teenagers at its Walk-In Clinic Fri, 1-4:30 pm and
Sat. 9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, Portland . Confidential services include birth
control. pregnancy tests, pap smears,
STD screening and treatment. Fees based
on ability to pay. For lurther info call 87 4-

1095.

l~~<U~
774.1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - 11 PM

Friend. of the W. .tam Buddhl8t Order
invite aN interested individuals to a period
of meditation and study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings are on Mon
eves. from 7:15-9:15 pm. For info about
location cal 642-2128.

Ha..-tlng Local Medicinal Hart..

Broadway. S. Portland. Call 767-3326.

Portland 's East End beach every Thursday at 6 pm lor some water fun . For more
inlo call 772-5357.
L. .m to Sail
Hands-on instruction all summer long includes everything from tying knots 10
rigging sails to navigation. Enrolment limited to six people per course. Cost: $2751
20-hour class, To register call 767-9528.

Maine Maritime Muoeum
oHers upcoming cruises: Aug 11 from 94 "Damariscove." a visit to a bird sanctuary, $34 non-members . $32 members;
Aug 14 from 8-10 pm "The August Sky ,"
a constellation cruise, $ t 5 non-members,
$12 members; Aug 18 from 9 am-3 pm
"Colonial EfTllire." a cruise to FortWiliam
Henry, $32 non-merroers, $30 members.
Call 443- 1316 for more info.

For the latest bicycling, hiking and other
outside activities inlo, sponsored by
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club. caM 774- 1 t 18,

Scarborough M.rlh Center
Sahala Yoga Meditation
Experience thoughtless awareness
Wednesdays at 7 pm in the Faculty
Lounse, USM at Portland. Free. For more
info call 799-5749.

SpecI.1 Yoga WOrkohop
George Purvis. nationally respected
IYensar Yoga teacher, teaches classes
August 15 from 9-11 :30 & 4-6:30 and
August 16 from 9-11 :30 & 3-5:30. Class
size is limited. Can 797-5684 or 799-4449
for more info.

Shlat.u Acup.....u ..
Ann Foster Tabbutt oHers a lecture and
demonstration Aug 6 from 7-9 pmat lonta
Inst~ute , Island Avenue and Trelethen
landing, Peaks Island. Cost: $10. For
more info call 766-4454.

Corinne Martin teaches you to identily,
harvest and use local wild medicinal plants
Aug 8 from 10-3 in Bridgton. Cost: $40.
Stretching the 8plrlt
For details cal 647-2724,
A yoga class of gentle breathing and
H_llng Support Group
stretchins ending in deep relaxation . All
A safe environment for those experiencare welcome to lhis creative approach to
ing personal traumas, addiction. grief,
body. mind and spiritual well-beins. Bring
loss of good health, and who seek supa mat. Weds from 5:30-6:30 pm. Sats
port wirthin a context of mutual sharins .
from 9-10 am at the Sweden borg ian
Tuesdays from 5:30-7 :30 pm at Brighton
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. DoMedical Center, Surgical Conference
nation: $3. For more inlo call 772-8277 .
Room, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. Call
T'al Chi Ch'nn
767-4369 for lurther details.
is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
Health Senriceo of South Portland
mental and physical balance. It's good for
holds an aduft screening clinic -setVices
spiritual growth, physical heanh and for
include blood pressure. sugar and choreducing the eHect of stress and tension.
lesterol screening - on lhe last Wed of
Beginners through advanced classes
every month, from 11 :30 am-I pm althe
ongoins. For more info call 772 -9039,
Peoples Un~ed Melhodist Church , 310

H_rtlln. Cardiac Rehabilitation
USM Ufefine oHers an exercise program
for people who have had a heart attack,

seeks to provide the place, equipment
and people necessary for a safe and enjoyable rowins experience. Services offered include -storage, a sheltered tidal
river, a gathering space and more. Classes
and clinics . suitable for all levels, are
ongoing. For more info call 846-5139,

Outdoor Trip Une

Dharma Study Group

A non-profit dance group meets Mon
eves at 6 pm in the Elm Street United
Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, S. Portland, Children are welcome. Donations.
Forfurther info call 799-1902,

C.oco Bay Rowing Center

to people of all skiM levels, beginner to
expert, Upcoming: Aug 21 -23. Black Angel trail maintenance (883-6788). Onsoing: Mackworth Island walk Thurs at 6
pm , Forupdated trip info, can the Outdoor
Hotline at 77 4-1118. For club and membership inlormation call 772-9831 .

A fun exploration of the body's wisdom,
creativrty and freedom. For schedule and
location. call 772-7549.

• We were building our restaurant and opening day was approaching quickly. There was plywood in
the windows. no heat. and the only thing in our
kitchen was a big table piled with coffee samples
we were tasting.
We needed someone to work with us. someone
who could spend six nights a week in a hot littlc
room with two bosses looking over their shoulder.
We were looking for someone who could make
biscuits as light as a feather. cobblers that weren't
too sweet. and endless ribbons of pasta at the
speed of light. Oh. and this person had to be a
whole lot of fun at the same time.
The interviews weren't going well. and we
thought we might have to settle for second best.
That weekend. Gretchen went to a pot luck supper
and had a bowl of the best fish chowder she'd had
in ages. She asked around and found that it was
made by none other than Roxanne Bailey.
Gretchen set up an interview on the spot. and after
a couple of them (we're still wondering who
interviewed whom). Roxanne agreed to try us for a
month. Fortunately for us. she decided to stay on.
Happy Birthday Roxanne - and thank you for
your tremendous contribution to Katahdin.
And . .. HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO LEO
LAPLANTE. OUR GOOD FRIEND AND THE
WORLD'S BEST ACCOUNTANT!

Join the club for a one- to two-hour ride
every Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and
marshes 01 Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth. Pizza and socializing afterwards,
swimming op1ional on warm evenings.
Meet at Pal's Pizza , Route 1. near Oak
HiM, Scarborough. Cyclers oi all abiities
welcome. Forlurther info, call 799-1085.

Maine Outdoor Adventur. Club
brings together people who enjoy the
outdoors. MOAC oHers trips and events

D.nclng from the In.lde Out

666-3396.
F"-om & Energy In Movement

Bicycle Club of Ca.co Bey

Get Your Paddle Wet
P_ko Ioland Flower E••enc . .
Bring your kayak, paddle and craziness to
Flower essences oHer subtle healing for

Discovery Education oHers six-week prepared childbirth classes including
anatomy & physiology of labor, relaxation
& breathing techniques. pain management options durins labor, role of coach
or support person. physical & emotional
changes after birth . and much more.
Classes are held Mon orTues eves from
7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60, includins
handbook. gift packs and articles. To
register call 797-4096.

Weekly non-denominational medrtation
practiceeveryTues from 7:30-9 pm at 98
Maine St, Brunswick. Although the group
is a~gned with Tibetan Buddhism, general Buddhist medrtation instruction is
available on request . For more info call

OUT

A wor1<shop for mental health professionals as well as those on a joumey for
increased self-awareness Aug 22 from 9
am-noon at Expressive Therapy Center,
150 St, Johns St. Portland . Explore the
various aspects of emotional masks and
how lhe psyche adapts lhrough one's
~ defenses. Be prepared to create your
own mask. Art experience not necessary,
Cost: $30. includes materials For details
cal 879-1959.
My Cholc. I>rejjnancy Reoource Ctr
oHers counseling, referrals and housing Beck Country Bike IEllcurllon.
Thesemin~weekends, whichrunJune 13
for women and teens experiencing an
through Oct 1. will take you through Ihe
untimely pnagnancy, Counseling focuses
foothills of the White Mountains. They
on the options of parentins or adoption . A
start at noon on Sal and end about 2 pm
birth mother support group is oHered to
on Sun. Each weekend includes overany woman who surrendered a child for
night tent accommodation. one pancake
adoption or is considering doing so. For
breakfast, one sweat sauna and more.
more info caM 772- 7555,
Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To enroll
Naturel Food. Solution.
can 62!;-8t89.
Leam all about the purchase and prepa-

Th. T_nlYoung Adult Clinic
is a place to go if you have a health
concem or medical problem, need a
sports/school physical done, or have birth
control issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21 , every Monday from 4-8 pm, at
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St.
Portland. Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7
pm. 871 - 2763.

Maine Audubon SocielyoHers a selection
of nature programs at Maine's largest salt
marsh: Canoe tours daily at 10 am and
Tues and Thurs at 6 pm; walking tours
Tues and Thurs at 2 pm; marsh exploration for children Wed and Fri at 9:30 am;
observation of migrating birds Wed at 7
am. Upcoming special events: Aug 13-14
from 8-9:30 pm, "Full MoonCanoe TOUl'S."
adun members $8, child members $6.
adun non-members $9, child non-members$7; Aug 19 from 10 am-1 pm. "Interpreting the Salt Marsh Through Pottery."
members $3, non-members $4, plus $2
for supplies. For detaiis call 883-5100.

8ERVEIM.lne Volunteer Directory
lists volunteer opportun~ies throughout
Maine wirth state and federal natural resource agencies. Opportunities include
"adopting" hiking trails and streams. working on water quality issues, coordinating
natural resource volunteers , conductins
environmental compliance surveys and
working as conservation educators .
Projects require volunteers w~h slkils and
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and interest in nature to highly trained professionals . For more information, orto obtain
a copy of the directory, call or write to
Libbey Seigars, SERVElMaine, Maine
Dep't of Conservation, Station #22. Augusta, ME 04333, For more info. call 287 4945.

FOR

KIDS
ArtCla_
South Portland Recreation oHers classes
in clay sculpture, jungle rrurals, maslk
making, found object instruments and
watercoiors June 3O-August 20 at the rec
center, 21 Nelson Road, S. Portland, Cost:
$20 children 6-12, $15 children 4-5 wirth
edun. For more Info cal 767-7650.

Children'. Day at the Manoion
Enjoy a dey of storytening, puzzies and
19th-century games conducted by Aunt
BetsyWamer Aug 12 from 1 0-4 and 1-4 al
Victoria ManSion, 109 Danforth St, Portland, Cost: $2, Fordetais call 772-4841.

C ..... Country Running Cemp
for children entering grades 8-12, Atig 1014 at the Portland High School Track, 837
Highland Ave, S. Portland, Children enterins grades 6-8 meet from 9-1 Oam and
those entering grades 9-12 meet from 1 011 pm, Cost: $10, Call 787-7650,
Dr. FlightDeck·. Rock & Roll CampFire
Ghosl stories. crazy characters , Iheater
fun for all ages. Boogie Iii your socks fall
down Aug 7 at 8 pm at Camp Ketcha.
Black Point Road , Scarborough, Cost:
$3. All proceeds benefrt the Camp Fire
Association. For details call 883-8977.

Ecology Camp
Wells Reserve at Laudholm Fanm is oHerins a week-long program, "Advanced
Junior Researchers," for children ages
11 - 13 Aug 10-14 from 9-3. The program
includes habitat investigation, plant identification. waler quality sampiins and
analysis of scientific data. Cost: $6O!child
and $4OIadditional child, Call 646- 1555.

Make Your Move •••
is a creative movement group for children
7-12 years old. Classes feature song,
dance. drawins and writing . Six-week
summersession on Tuesdays from 10-11
am and 11 :30-noon, at Williston West
Chun:h. 32 ThomasSt,PortIand,Formore
info, cal 775-2625.

Nature Art for Child ..n
MaineAudubonSocietyofferschildrenages
7-10'the opportunity to d iscover secrets of
the maJ'$h through various art forms Aug 11
from 10-noon. Cost: $3 members, $4 nonmember$. Call 883-5100.

P_k. "land Child....,·. F_tl...1
A day of entertainment. food, children's
garoos and crafts Aug 16 from 11 :30 am2 pm at Greenwood Gardens , Island Avenue. Peaks Island , Cost: $6 families, $2
adults, $1.50 children, For more info call
766- 2854.

Sunday Nature 8erI. .
angina, bypass surgery or angioplasty or
WoWe 's Neck Woods State Park oHers
are at risk for heart disease, Classes are
daily nature programs through August .
ongoing Mondays, Wednesdays and FriUpcoming : "Animal Habrts and Homes."
days at 7:30 am and 6 pm at Portland
Aug 6; " Edge of the Sea," Aug 7 ; "life
Campus Gym, Falmouth St, Portland. For
Bet~ the Tides." Aug 8; "80S (Save
WI.hcreftlT_rnworko
more info cal 780-4649.
Our Soil) - Soil and Water Conservation
Support team of motivated people who
Herbel Yforkohop.
District," Aug 9; "Conservation for Kids ,"
want to make things happen. Through
Crystal Springs Farm & Center serves as a
Aug to; "Edge of the Sea," Aug t 1; " Plant
givins support, ideas, accurate steps and
leaming center and provides a variety of
Strategies." Aug 12, Meet at 2 pm at the
the farth in one another's abilrty to sucherbal and educational wor1<sIhops: Aug 9
ceed, we won't let you qurt, For more info
benches in the second parkins lot. For
from 1-4 "Your Own Herbal Preps," $35;
more inlo caM 865-4465,
call 773-8226.
Aug 16 from 2-4, "The Path of Herbs," $20;
Aug 23 from 1-4 "Cooking/Doing with Women'. Meditation Workohop
Leam 10 listen to your inner voice . For
Herbs," $35. Held at 70 Hollis and Buda
more information cal 781-0944.
roads, Dayton. To register call 499 -7040.

Doug Varone and Daneen' HForc. M.I.ur.n (1990), with (I. to r.) Matthew C.d.... Bonnie Wong. Larry H.hn II

~brlel

Manon.
Photo/Lois Greenfield

Varone and Dancers unveil the violence within

Portland Public Ubrery
invites children to enjoy its upcoming
programs: Preschool Story Time, Aug 10
at 10:30; Finger Fun for Babies, Aug 12 at
9:30; Tales for Twos, Aug 14 at 10:30.
Five Monument Square, Portland. For
details call 871 - 1700.

Riverton Ubrory
oHers Toddler Time for 1- 10 2-year oIds,
including games, stories and songs, Wed
at 9 :30 and t 0 :30 am & Fri at 9:30 am;
Preschool Story Hour for ages 3 to 5, Fri
at 10:30am. The library's located at 1600
Forest Ave, Portland, Call 797-2915.

Sculpture Cle_

Artist and Craftsman oHers classes beginning Aug 6 at 10:30-12 for children
ages 4-9 and 1-2:30 for children ages 104, For more info call 772-7272 ,
SIlly Seturdeyo
Portland YMCA presents a series of summer workshops for preschool-aged kids
on Saturdays from 9-12 at 70 Foresl Ave,
Portland. Cost: S15. Call 874-111 I.

80ccerCamp
for children in grades 1-6 in August at
South Portland High School. 637 HighiandAve,S. Portland, Aug 10-14forgrades
4-6,9-10 am for boys and 10:30-11 :30
am for gi~s . Cost:· $20. Call 767-7650.

Sum..- Dance Camp
Casco Bay Movers Dance School oHers a
program of jazz. bale!. mime and choreography August 10-14 for children ages
12- 14 at 147-151 SI. John St, Portland.
For more info call 871 - 1013,

Youth Indoor Soccer Program
at Portland YMCA for children 6-11 years of
age. Registration is_ongoing. Call874-1111.

Shamrock V Racing Yacht
Racing yacht "Shamrock V" will be available for public tours Aug 8-9 from 10 am5 pm at Portland Yacht Services, 58 Fore
St. Portland , Cosllortours: $5. Cor rr: , re
info call 774-1067,
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SPORT
Archery L..oon.

l.l. Bean oHers introductory lessons Aug
11 from 6 :30-8 pm at the Fogg House,

Desert Road, Freeport, Cost: $15. For
more details call (800) 341-4341 .

BeMbal1 for Men 30+
Portland 's Senior Baseball League is now
formins forthe 1992 season, Call 773-D767,

Continutd on p"gt 30

New York choreographer Doug Varone and Dancers have been
billed as one of the highlights of this year's Bates Dance Festival.
Much of the troupe's notoriety is tied to a multi-disciplinary performance work-in-process titled Survivance.
The seven-week commissioning and residency project is a
performative interpretation of local Franco-American recollections of
life during the industrial boom in Lewiston I Auburn from the 1920s
to the 1950s. It premieres Oct. 2, 3 and 4 in Lewiston's Libby Mill.
If last Thursday's performance of Doug Varone and Dancers' 1990
work Force Majeure is an indication of the depth and intensity of
Varone's work, those who await Survivance can do so with the
highest of expectations. Varone's dancers stunned the audience in
the Schaeffer Theatre at Bates College with a phenomenal performance of this extended piece.
Force Majeure showcased the tremendous theatricality and
complexity of Varone's choreography, driven by a rich musical score
composed by Christopher Hyams-Hart.
Lynne Steincamp designed the loose-filting costumes in Gap
shades of golds, greens and rusts , Like the costuming for most of the
evening's pieces, the de-emphasized body demanded more from the
dancers in tenns of spatial manipulation and facial expression.
The work was composed from the imagery of Hermann Broch's
Gennan novel ''The Spell" - a story that warns of Hitler's rise to
power-according to Varone,
The seven dancers who performed the long piece did more than
engage with the music - they embodied it. And Varone pushed
those boundaries one step further, first by having them mime
Hyams-Hart's crystal soprano notes like turn-<>f-the-<:entury Italian
castrato singers. Later the dancers opened their oval lips wider,
becoming the instruments of sound. They didn't sing words. That
would have killed the horrific drama of the dark realm of human
nature in which they courageously tread.
On that brink of fa scist-induced madness, there are no wordsonly incoherent babble, and that was what was given the audience to
interpret. As one dancer said in a discussion period following the
perfonnance, "To perform this piece is a dilemma because you allow
yourself to go somewhere evil while we (the dancers) love each other
tremendously."
"You can't rehearse the journey from point A to point B," added
Bonnie WonS- by far the troupe's most impressive dancer. "You have
to let be the physicality of the emotions, and the ugliness takes us
over bit by bit."
Unfortunately, the first three pieces of the evening were not as
impressive.
Motet (1992), The Bench Quartet (1986) and Home (1988) were more
mundane, exploring age-<>ld themes of intimacy. The dancers

seemed trapped in a Beckett-like world from which there was no
escape - just ineffective solipsistic exchanges where lasting
intimacy between two people was impossible,
. Motet was the most movement-oriented piece of the evening, but
failed to engage successfully with the music, Much of the power and
force in the dancers' exploration of the perimeten> of their bodies felt
gratuitous - as did the intimacy between the two female dancers.
The soft lighting of the piece effectively enhanced the intimacy
between the women and their shy struggle to maintain that intimacy
under the erotic and often angry gaze and gestures of the two male
dancers. Unfortunately, the women were predictably separated by
their male counterparts. And the
piece ends as it began, focused on
the character danced by Varone,
left alone to dance to his own
narcissistic reflection,
Doug Varone will particiIn The Bench QlUlrtet, danced
pate In a discussion,
by
Nancy Coenen, Mary Govern.
"Artlsts Working Together:
Larry
Hahn and Gabriel Masson,
The Collaborative Creative
and in Home, Varone played with
Process," Aug. 10 at 7:JO
p.m. In the Muskle Archives the tension between controlled
at Bates College, Lewiston. and uncontrolled movement and
the slip from verisimilitude into
See a preview of
illusion
and back again. In doing
"Survlvance" .nd other
so,
he
claims
his place in a larger
works-In-progress Aug. lJ
cultural movement in the arts that
at 8 p.m. In the college's
recognizes unity and linearity as
Alumni Gymnasium.
myth.
786-6110.
But in these shorter pieces,
expansive movements were too often followed by a shrug of the
shoulder or a toss of the head - nonchalant gestures which said, "I
could move, but I just may not." And Varone's interpretation of the
typically American dilemma of "Come here. Go away," verged on
the stereotypical (the male who wants to speak to her, but can' t; or
the female who wants to take control, but as in Home, hangs limp
until she is slung around and positioned by her man)_
It' s not that these dancers lacked technique - they were excellent, but the predictability of their gestures was boring. Perhaps that
was Varone's goal in these three pieces - to explore the painfully
trite . .The question is: Who cares?
Varone told the audience after the show, "When you use a score
you owe it to find a vocabulary - to find a marriage_"
Force Majeure was a marriage that worked splendidly, Perhaps the
other pieces were still working through their prenuptials.
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SPORT
Cen_ Inetnoctlon
L.L. Bean offers lessons in solo canoe

Star of ..
Gent
Hustler
and
DCup
Magazines

'e
Appearing
this week,
Auugst 6-8

Raquel
Cristal
Tues-Thurs: 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 4pm,
Fri-Sat: 1,4, 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 12 noon.

200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006
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Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!

:

Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys
for the discriminating
adult ...
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cause individuals in the federal and local
govemment ate ignoring the fact that we
are in a heaHh crisis - and that because
of their ignorance, prejudiceand fearnothing seems to be getting done? Join us.
We are a grassroots organization of volunteers dedicated through non-violent
direct action to ending the AIDS crisis by
dispelling ignorance through education.
Open meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at
the YWCA. 87 Spring Street, Portfand.
Wheelchair accessible. Call 826-0566.
The AIeIe Project
has an urgent need for volunteers with
cars who can assist clients who need
transportation to doclors appointments,
support groups, grocery shopping and
other ife """nds. Volunteers are also
needed to cover telephone lines and perlorm light office work at TAP. For more
info call 774-6877.

handling Aug 16froml0:30am-12:3Opm
at Royall River. Yarmouth. Cost: $15. For Aida Welk
more details call (BOO) 341-434l.
MaineAlDSWaik '92, thethirdannualstateGolf Fit
wide donation walk to benefit communityA new 3-month program by USM lifeline
based AIDS service organizations, will be
combining weight training and cardioheld Oct 4 at 1 pm. Proceeds will benefit
vascular exercises specifically aimed at
TAP, the People With AIDS Coalition of
strengthening "golfing" muscles. For more
Maine and the AIDS Lodging House. 50gn
info call 780-4170.
up sponsors this summer and walk in the
fall. For sponsor sheets. call 774-6877.
Golf Scramble
Tee off August 11 at the Sable Oaks Antique Show & Sel.
Country Club. 500 Country Club Drive, S.
The Bath Junior Hospital League sponPortland. All proceeds goloward the pursors an antique show and sale Aug 11
chase of a new van for the youth profrom 9-6 and Aug 12 from 9-5 at Bath
grams at the Portland YMCA. Cost: $50.
Junior High School, Lincoln Street. Bath.
includes green fees. cart. buffet lunch.
Plenty of delicious food to eat while you
prizes. For more info call 87.4- 111l.
shop and browse. Cost: $3.50. Proceeds
Paddling S-Ion.
benefit Midcoast Hospital. For more info.
call 442-8523.
Join Saco RiverOutfitters Wed at 5:30 pm
for paddling sessions at East End Beach. Architectural Walking Tou ..
weather permitting . Call 773-09tO.
Peiepscot Historical Society and
Brunswick AAU.W. sponsor walking
Portland Rugby Club
The Portland Rugby Club welcomes new
tours of Brunswick every Friday at 10:30
am. Meet at the Pejepscot Historical S0and old players to join them in the phys~
Ciety. 159 Park Row. Brunswick. Cost:
cal and fast-paCed game of rugby. Prac$2, includes guide booklet. For more info
tice sessions begin Aug 11 at 6 pm on
caM 729-6606.
Tues and Thursatlhe Fox Street field,just
off exit 7 of 1-295 in Portland. We sched- Clambake
ule metches every Sat for two teams . as
Hospice of Maine is hosting its third anwell as three matches for Old Boys (over
nualclambakeAug 14 from 5:30-8:30 pm
35). For more info call 839-3861.
at Ram Island Farm. Cape Elizabeth. Reserve a place by Aug 7. Cost: $251person.
Road Race
All proceeds benefit volunteer services to
A four-mile road race will be held Aug 15
the terminally ill and their families. For
at 8 :45 am as part of the Spring Point
more detais call 774-4417.
Festival. Reg istration begins at 7 am on
the Southem Maine Technical College Equal Protection/Portland
Campus. For more info call 761 -2217 .
Volunteer to preserve Portland's Human
Rights Ordinance. Help guarantee all PortRolling & Seekayak Reacu. Cllnice
land residents, workers and visHors equal
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters. run
protection from discrimination inemploySat nights at a cost of $40. Call Seco River
ment. housing. credit and public accomOutfrtter.; at 773-0910 for more info.
modations regardless of sexual orientaSenior Fltn... for Men & Women 5&+
tion. For more info call 879-5380 or write
USM Lifeline offers classes Mondays.
Equal ProtectiorvPortland. P.O. Box 1894,
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15
Portland. ME 04104.
am a t the USM Portfand campus gym on
Falmouth Street. Program consists of pro- Fernlnlal. AGeln.t Rape (FAR)
meets Tues at 7 pm for diSCUSSion and plangressive exercises. Registration ;s ongoning. If you are a feminist det...mined to help
Ing. Call 780-4170 for more info.
make Portland a city free of sexual yiolence,
Thirty Somtrthln' Soccer
call 772-0935 or 772-5941 for location.
.
People 30+ meet to play soccer Sunday
evenings at 6 on Middle School field. Faat., Orandpa ..nt.
would like volunteers to help plan a large
Scott Dyer Road, Cape Elizabeth. Events
fundraising event. Volunteers should be
include pick-up games , challenge
dependable and have good organizational
matches and occasional toumaments . For
skins. For more info call 773-0202.
more info caM 799-8669.

USM Ufellne
offers membership to the general public
in ~s gym activities program. Squash,
weight training facilities, racquetball and
basketball courts, etc., are available. Several membership options. USM Campus
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. For more info cal
780-4170.

VoIunt_r Coachea

F.... Style Dancing Group
Join us every Wed at 7 pm in the Elm

USM Lifeline is offering a IO-week session starting Aug 10. Classes are oHered
three times a week at a variety of times
and locations . Call 780-4170.

Women'. Rugby
The Portland women's rugby team we~
comes new players of all abilities and
fitness levels. They practiceMons& Weds
from 7:30-9 pm at Baxter Bouleyard field .
Portland. Call 828- 1213 for more.

Friday Night Ft.h Fry
A iumpin' & groovin' 1tterbug dance party
on the second Fri of every month. with
dance ins!ruction from 8-9 pm at The
Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio. 151 st.
JoIhn St, Portland. Admission : $4 . For
more info caM 774- 2718.

"How To Re.d Between the Label."
The Enriched Golden Age Center presents speaker Dr. Kathleen Moody Aug
12 at 12:30 pm at 297 Cumbet1and Ave,
Portland. Reservations call 774-6974.

Inlentlonel Communnlea Group
If you are looking for a community , come
exchange ideas and meet people T uesdays from 7-9. 35 Saunders St, Portfand .
For details call 773-6132.

Leam to Read Better
Proiect Link offers free information, referrals and supporttoaliCumbet1and County
residents . For more info call 874- 1140 or
1-800-698-4959.

Long 1.land Fair

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!
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ACT UP/Maine (AIDS Coalition To UnI... h Pow."
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PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress St • 774-1377
Open M-Sat. 10-11 • Sunday I-11pm

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Th, ]0-10 • Fri,-Sat
10-11 • Sun, 12-9pm
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is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct action to end the AIDS crisis .
Our goals include the establishment of a
Maine AIDS Resource Center and the
seW-empowerment of People Living with
AIDS Community. Meetings open to the
public and held every Mon from 7 -g pm at
72 Pine St. Portland (Andrews Square
Building). Newmerrberswelcome. Wheelchair accessible. For more info write ACT
UPllvlaine, P.O. Box 5267 . Portland
04101 , tel . 774-5082 or 826-0401.

Out for Good

Ride the Abenakito Longlsland and take in
an old-fashioned fair Aug 8 from 11 am -2
pm and 6 pm-dosing. Enioyfood. fun. raffles
and face painting, or even just a walk on tha
beach. Casco Bay Unes leave at 9. 10 and
11 am. For more details call 766-!.064.

Maine Animal Coalition
meets Aug 6 from 6-7:30 pm at 583 Forest Ave to discuss the Higgins pigeon
shool trip. For info call 781 -7170.

Main. Animal Sanctuary
is canceling its Aug meeting. However, the
group will hold anotherftea dip for dogs Aug
15 from 10-2 at Agway. Larrabee Road,
Westbrook. For more info call 773-5054.

MalneSha..
needs volunteers to represent the group
in the workplace. MaineShare member
groups address AIDS, the environment.
heeHh care, violence against women and
more. For more info call 622-0150.
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Sellual Harall8ment Training

Lesbian discussion/support group meets
each Thurs from 7-9 in Saco 10 discuss
relevant topics. Meetings are non -smoking.
Cost: $1 . For directions call 247-3461 or
write P.O. Box 153, E. Waterboro. ME 04030.

The Maine chapter of 9105 rresents tra ining to deal with sexual harassment and
leadership development training Aug t3
at 7 pm in Room 419, Portland Public
Library, 5 Monument Square. Portland.
For details call 284-1910. or 353-5740
after 6 pm.

People Agalnal Crime
provides classes in personal defensestrategies at 565 Congress St. Suite 207.
Portland . Cost: $10 or $15 for private
instruction. For further info call 799-0607.

Sma" Wonder.

Maine Historical Society displays dolls,
dollhouses and miniatures through Sept
4 al the Maine Bank & Trust Company
Lobby, 467 Congress Streel, Portland.
For details call 774-1822 .

Portland Water DI.trlct
provides information on Sebago Lake
water quality during July and August at
the Windham Mall , Roule 302, N.
Windham. For more info call 774-5961 .

IS ~OEf
WINTE
ORT

Tate Hou.e
Home of Captain George Tate. buiH in
1755, opens for visitors July 1. Staff provides tea and garden tours each Wed
aftemoon and architectural tours Sat aftemoons . Located at 1270 Westbrook St.
Portland . Hours: Tues-Sat 10-4. Sun 1-4.
Closes for season on Labor Day. Cost:
$3. $1 children under 12. For more info
call 77 4-978l.

Qu_r Nation
is a militant group dedicated to the subversion of heterosexism through non-violent actions that celebrate and flaunt
sexual diversity. Meetings are held the
firsl and last Wed of every month at 7 pm
at 72 Pine St. Portland . Call 828-4024.

Retired Senior Volunteer Program

OTSHO
Union Station Plaza

Volunteer Center

is looking for bus trip aides, guides for
writing poetry and library assistant. Training provided. Call 775-6503.

has an urgent need fora publicity coordinator, an office manager. blood services
aides and a receptionist. Call 874-1000
for further info .

Scarborough Lion. Club
holds their annual auction (10 am-4 pm)
and flea market (8 am-4 pm) Aug 15 at the
Lions Den. Route 114, Scarborough . Be
prepared to buy many Yaluables . including books. fumiture. appliances. sports
equipment. tools and household items .
Great refreshments too . All proceeds go
to needy individuals and organizations in
the Scarborough area. Call 683 -2088.

£(here is a 2 for 1 Special All Day, Every
Day, 7 days A Week.

Walk-a-thon for MDA
A three-mile walk to benefit Muscular
Dystropyy Assoc of Maine begins Aug 9
at 10 am. The walk begins and ends in
Gowen Park in Sanford . Entry fee: $25.
For mere info call 878- 3749.

. Summer heat got you down!
coo ~est spot around.

Yarmouth Historical Society
needs volunteers to help catalog the collection, set up displays. stuff envelopes.
conduct research and more - all to promote interest in the history of Yarmouth .
For more info call, 846-6259 . •

Seashore Trolley Mu.eum
The "Magical World of Lionel Trains" appears al the museum Aug 7 from 1-8. Aug 8
from 10-7 and Aug 9 from 1-4. Seeup tol0
electnc trains running Slm u~aneously oyer
350 feel of track .The museum displays trolleys from all over Ihe world and offers rides
on authentically reslored electric trolley cars.
Open dally from 10-5. at Log Cabin Road .
Kennebunkport. Cost: $6 adults, $5 sen.
CIt., $4 children 6- 16. Call 96 7-2800.

do on rainy days1
and play pool.

~ant a free lesson from a state

t .l),

real uzzle

champ! Ask for info when you ;il\:i~~li

By Don Rubin

OT SHOT 1)ILLI..-,-

Field Test

240 ST. JOHN STREET
UNION PLAZA
PORTLAND, ME 773-3466

We've superimposed
three fields, three courts and
a rink, at the right. Your
goal is to name the seven
sports, in any order, below.
1.

2.

Fast Cuts.
Friendly Cuts.
Fabulous Cuts.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

-

Street United Methodist Church, Elm
Street off Broedway, S. Portland. Forturther info caN 799-1902.

South Portland Recreation is looking for
aduns interested in coaching youth soccer, flag football or tackle football this fall .
Coaches wil be able to participate in the Greeter Portland Landmar1t.
National Youth Sports Coaches Associais looking for volunteer guides for the
tion training sessions. For more details
Portland Observatory. Training provided.
Flexible hours. Call 774- 5561 .
cali 767-7650.

Walk/Jog/Aerobic.

"We llave What
You're
Searching For •••
And Then
SOllie!"

ACT UPlPortland
Are you angry that people are dying b&-

-.- - -

.:L1~~JJJ1..Yc::l?Zl

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from "Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner receives
two frcc passes to The Movies
at Exchange Street. Winners
will receive their prizes in the
mail. Drawings are done at
random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span.
Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by

Real Puzzle #134
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101
This week, Regina Trebby
and a friend will dine at
Alberta's. Todd Holbrook and
a friend will take in a movie at
The Movies at Exchange Street.

Solution to Real Puzzle # 132
(You don't say!)
11)
40)
16)
10)
30)
34)
43)
18)
8)
33)
24)
46)
4)
21)
15)
37)

she/her
brown
spring
visitor
grass
snow
red
yesterday
self
earth
year
sky
we,us
day
February
blue

(Don Rubin 's
Row.)

28)
6)
22)
42)
44)
5)
45)
13)
32)
14)
20)
3)
7)

only

Wednesday, August 12. The
solution to this week's puzzle
will appear in the August 20
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send
your best guess to:

month
they, them
summer
pink
eye
he, him
white
ghost
black
time
tomorrow
group
I, me
36) color
39) purple
2) you

12)
19)
1)
23)
29)
27)
38)
26)
17)
41)
31)
9)
35)
25)

man
Christmas
person
today
winter
hour
orange
birthday
autumn
mouth
yellow
woman
green
Wednesday

book, BRAINSTORMS, wa s recentfy published /Jy Harper and

men's
&

ladies

IGd's I(uts $6.00
Tans $4.00 / 10 for $30
r--------------I

r - - - - - - - - - - - -

I
I

I
I

I
I
1
I

Every time you gel a haircut, we'll
stomp one scissor.
When all six ore stomped, you'll
receive a cut on us. *

I
I
I

I
1
1
1
I
I

1

:>e:>e:>e:>e:>e:>e

I

*Bring in thi s coupon & receive a Cut
On Us Cord . One per customer.

I
I

--I
1
1
1

I

Present this coupon for 0
FREE TAN at any of the ,
locations listed below
BEFORE 2 PM.

:

On e per customer.

:

I

:

Hi\~?.ti.iIS
FOR LESS
3 27 Allen Ave • Portland • 79 7-7872
10 4 1 Brig hton Ave • Portla nd • 76 1-0907
Shows M ill Creek • So. Portland • 767-7332

I

:
I

32
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real estate

business services

SO. PORTLAND, BONNEY BRIAR RD.Newly updated 2 BR Ranch w/attached
carport and screen house, $89,000. By
owner 767-7273.

CALL 775-1234 TO PLACE A

CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWT~. Call Tyler 892-9540.

WANT TO CHANGE Relationship patterns that no longer work? Try group
therapy! New groops starting in September. Call now to save your place:
Jane Galr 774-.'1633. Also available for
Individuals and couples.

CLEANSE & PURIFY THYSElF- Our
simple focus is to offer a warm, supportive space for those whose sincere
desire is to detoxify the physical body,
emphasizing lhe natural cleansing properties of organiC wheatgrass and other
fresh juices. 878-8673.

WOMEN SURVIVORS OF CHilDHOOD
SEXUAL ABUSE- Current openings In
on-going group. Focus on empowering
the indiVidual and heafing the inner child.
Ten weeks, with option to continue.
Please contact Judith Day lCSW, at
773-2622.

body & soul

CONTRACEPTIVE BLUES? The tried &
true cervical cap is here! FDAapproved.
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective. Affordable. A barrier method renaissance. For
information call Casco Bay Midwifery
and Well Women Care. 799-4407.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA, LM.T., licensed Massage Therapist. Allwiate chroric backaches, headaches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress. imprCNe flexibility, muscle
tone, circulation, athletic performance. By
appointmenL 865-0672.
DREAM GROUPFORMING-Ifinterested
In sharing and unraveling the various
imaoes that, on an almost nightly basis,
present themselves to us, call Mr. Nishit
Mehta for more information. 772-4126.
EUROPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marks.
MSO-Predicting & analyzing past~pen
inos, present problems and future Mn~.
112-hour/hoursessions. Psychic, Tarot &
Counseling. Portland, 775-2213.
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shialsu is Japanese-style massage.
Special introductory offer of 20% off
regular fee. Keilh Hin1z MST 828-2023.
Portland license.
TAl CHI CHUAN Is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on menIal and physical balance. One learns 10 blend wilh an
opponen~ force to control it TAl CHI is
a fluid system based on meditation in
movement Excellentforspiritualgrowth,
radiant physical health and unequaled in
reducing lhe effects of stress and tension in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
THERAIPEUTIC MASSAGE and Bodywork for body awareness, recovery issues, stress reduction. Get back in 10uch
with who you really are! Andrea E. Price,
l.M.T. 871~121
TRANSCENDENTAl MEDITATION -TM,
the most SCientifically researched, effective technique to remove stress and
to unfold full polential. Classes can be
offered in your home. Call Don at 8653467 for more Information.

"PLEASE
DON'T SIT
ON YOUR KIDS!"
Having diffiOJlty PARENTING
in a aeative positive manneJ'?
Tired of r=cling parenting
book. to resolve conflias
....ith your childnon?
Call for: Individual or Group
Consultations, Home VISits

LINDA E, HUSTON

caw CLASSIFIED AD

BRACKm ST, Portiand- MlFto sharll 2
BRapt with USM student Near Good Oay
Mar1cst$25(Vmo. Call Scott at 761-7001 .
COff)O LlFE?looking for aresponsibieW
S roommate to share a 2 BR place 011
BrightonAve.WID, parking, no pets. S27!>'
mo + 112 utils. Available now. 774-04916.
CUMBERLAND- Home 10 share. BrighL
clean, homey, quiet, rural, wood floors,
fireplace, storage, parking, 15 mins. to
Portland. $285+ 1/3 utils. 829-4284.

Early Childhood
Behavioral Consultant
879-0509 (ans. mach.)

DEERING OAKS- MIF WS, prefer vegetariantoshare largeapt. on first noor of
great old house in beautiful, quiet neighborhood. Musllike cats. 774-1183.

• Individual & Group

Making Sense of

Counseling

M 0 N EY

EAST END- NtS housemate wanted to
share large, sunny apt. with views,
woodsloves, beautiful yard and parking. 5183 + 1/3 utils. Available now.

FOOD ADDICTION
CONSULTANTS

DruMyers,
LSA C, NCAC/!, NCADC

ey in Our Lives

• Shiatsu Body Work

ng•. Myth •. Memories.

Louise Sims

Concepts, Tools &. Habits

AOBTA

774-4564 775-2701
Anxieties . Fears. Ques tio ns.

772~968 .

EASTERN PROM- Roommate wanted by
older law student WID, first floor. Contact
772-9838 after 6 and weekends.
ELEGANT VICTORIAN TOWNHOUSE on
Deering Ave. $2831mo. +113 utils. Has
WIO , DIW, yard, storage, beaullful
rooms. looking for health-{;onsclous
female roommales. 879-6007.

Someone sofe to talk to ...

Individual Counseling

(HIAT(U (@
__
ACUPRESSURE
)

)

.....

.. - '

Gmtle, ..I/lXing, h<Qling.
An <xp"imu of deep b~"'nce
~

Mo'n ey Skills lit
Debt Management
no OM tougtt us, how would ~ know?

ISo.endlina Plans. Money Decisio ns.
Planning . aasic Checkbook &

ACUPUNCTURE
WlTHOIfT NEEDLES

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy
Jungian Orientation
Cheryl Aronson
M .A ., L.c.P.S.

774-4436
Glenn Morazzini
L.C.S.W.

879-1981
Hours by appointment.

FAlMOUTH COUNTRY HOME- N/s lesbian wanted to share fireplace, ouldoor
hot tub, acres of beauty and lranqu ility.
TwentymlnuledriveloPortiand. Weare
a lesbian couple with diverse interests
includ ing two dogs. S290/mo . • utils.
781 -4747 before tOpm.
GM Seeks NlS roommate for2 BR Intown
apt. S55/wk includes all (inc. Cable).
Avail.immed. Call 51eve,874-OO08,leave
message.
GM, 30, seeks smoke/chem free roommateto share2 BR security apt. S275 +
112 uti Is. OuieL convenient, pooVtennis.
(Musllike cat.) 797 -2680.

Ann FOI",r T abbutt, AOBTA
799-9258

roommates
S25O/M0 Housemale, MIF wanfed for
Mooting House Hill in S.P. home. includes all utils. Furnished room and
bath room. Close to bus line and beach.
Call after 6PM. 799-2513
AlATIST TO SHARE sunny Cumberland
Ave. apt Prefer quiet, clean, res.ponsible, WS, chem-freeperson. Skylights,
hardwood noor in own large BR. Share
kitchen & balh. S2501mo. includes utils.
Available 9/1. Call Charles, 77~6301.
BEAUTIFUL HOME, PORTLAND- PrlIfer
professional female, NtS, WI), to share.
lovely neighborhood, S350/mo. includeseverything. Mustlove dogs. 7722427 or 871-0065.

SOUTH PORTLAND- Ranch or expandable Cape to be bui~ on quiet wooded lot
Room for 2 car garage. Very convenient
Packages available. $90,900 774-1242.

MY ROOMMATE MAIARIEO AN ALIEN·
Now we need a human subject 10 occupy the void in this 3BR Washington
Ave apt. 2nd floor, spacious, WID , offstreel parking. S2251mo t 113 utils. Sec.
dep. Avail 8/1. 879-6088.
NEED A FOURTH- MIF, 30ish. Great
house, nice neighborhood. Avail. 9/1 .
51551mo. +sec. t 114 utils. Call Bill 8717028 after SPM
PORTLAND- seeking responsible person committed to keeping clean apt wI
3 cat artist. Spacious, furnished , sunny.
Parking, WID, yard, waterView, srroker
wei come. Security. $35OImo. incl. heat
87Hl151 lIVes.
ROOM & OFFICE In exceptional 3 BR
South Portland house. Fireplace, OR, 2
baths, 2car garage, all appliances, great
yard. S3251mo. • utils. 799-1073.

ROOMMATE- large 3 BR House. 5 llin.
fromUSM on bus route. Off-stroot parking
and storage. S245/mo. + utils. 85&7315.

SCAIABOROUGH- NIS, MIF lhoughtful
roommate to share sunny beach area
home. Exce!lenllocation to ocean and
easy commute to Portland. S310/mo +
112 utils. Please call 883-7161.
SO. PORTLANOICape Elizabeth line- Nt
Sresponsible FIM.Spacious, sunny, WI
0, parki ng, near bus Ii ne &beach, heated!
Deposit. $200/mo +1/3 utils. 767-5817.
WEST PROM- Female to share sunny,
pleasanL 2 BR apt., Hardwood floors.
garden, parking. S2851mo. heat included. Lindsay, 774-8734.
WESTST-3BR, hardwoodfloors, sunny,
spacious, rocking Naugahyde loveseat,
bay Windows. Avail. 9/1 . 879-8705. Female, NIS, wit and humor preferred.

NEAlA MERCY/MMC- Cozy newly renovated, 1 BR, third floor apt Skylights
throughout. Off-street parking. S3751
mo + utils. Call 766-2385.
POR1lANO: TWO BEDROOM, FIRST
FLOOR apa rtment, comfortable colo nial
home on KENT STREET. Spacious yard,
dining & living room plus basement NO
PETS 773-5144 for appointment
WEST END- Exceptionally clean & sunny
2BR, wI hardwood floors, parki ng. gas
heat and deck wI attracwe yard. Offered at
$5501mo. mil. SID & refs requi red. No
dogs. Non·smokers. Avail 811 . 879-7120

houses/rent

studios/rent

apts/rent

real estate

Check our attic basement your closets or garage ... take stock of what you see and ask yourself, "Would I rather.keep this, or ~e $92 in my pocket?' I f = chosen the c:sh,
seld a 15-word description of the item in question to Casco Bay Weekly, (use the coupon below), ask $92 for it, and CBW WIll run your ad for 4 weeks
UTEl.Y FREE!

IFIED AD ORDER FORM

categories

the sure sell

o body a sout

o dining

O roomm.t..

Ostufffor • •

O aptalrent
O hou.....rent

0 $92 stuff for • •

o yarchlll••

o offices/rent

D arts & crafts

o OO~n... renta'a

o gardena

o lItudloll/rent

O w~ted

O ....on.Vrent

O computera

o relll ..tate
o OO~n... property
o 11!I1d ..1e

o music
o wheels
o boat.
o th.".r arts

o IlUctlon.
o child care
o help wanted
o Jobs wanted
o buslne.. services
o OOslne.. opportunities

o animals
o lost & found (free)
o legal notice.

O flnanclal

o bulletin board

o cImlng servlcee

o ride board

O 'eamlng
o publications

BY PHONE: 775-1234

your ad:

LUV
HOMES

Rt 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759
Dail~ 11-7, Sun 11 - 5
C osed Tuesday

child care

help wanted

EF AuPair- European Live In Chlldcare.
Screened. Legal Visas. Speak Eng lish.
Dedicated to you r childrenoAverage cost
S1701wk. For more informal10n, please
call 767-7281 . Government designated.
Non-Profit

CRUISE SHI PJOBS· Up to $9OO/weekly.
Free roomtboard, now hiring skilled!
unskilled, men/women. No experience
necessary. 818-960-9144, ext. C009.

EXCITING CAREER Opport Unlty- Teaching si<1O-{;are and make-up classes for
EXPERIENCED DAY CARE PROFES- an international cosmetics company. Full
SIONAL wou ld like to babysil your chll· lraining avail. Immediate openings. For
dren in my home. Close to park. Lunch interview contact Tom at 773·9063.
proVided. Any tirre, any age. Mon-Fn &
EXCITING CONCEPT in home party
weekends. 874-0536.
plans. Seeki ng kitchen consultants to
PR IDES CORNER NURSERY SCHOOL 235 demonstrate unique hig hquality kitchen
PndeStroot ,Westbrook, Mame 797-4689. products. Earn extra $$S. low start
FAll OPENINGS AVAILABLE 3-5 years costs. No deliveries. Call Oot for interview, 897-5698.
old. M-W.f or T-TH, 9:()()'11:3O.
RESPONSIBLE College Female would
like 10 babysit until school starts. West
End area pref. Ref. Call Lisa, 774-5180.
TWO WEEKS PER MONTH-15 hrslwk.,
friend ly and c011lletent help for older
Children. Must have car. West End.
Please call 828-1489.

help wanted
$40,OOOIYR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple ' like/don't like'
form. EASY! Fu n, relaxing at home,
beach,vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
24-hour recording reveals delails. 801379-2925, copyright IMEI14EB.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSI5TANCE regarding the investigation of
financing, bUSiness opportunilies and
work at home opportunlbes, Casco Bay
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the
Better BUSiness Bureau, Inc., Maine DIvision. 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME
04103-2648.
NEW FUNDRAISING OPPORTUNITY
AVAILABLE now! Good for any type of
organization· fire dept. school, teams.
clu bs, cha ritable groups, etc. For
informationa call 883-9606.
PAIAT TIME JOB- Earn S2O-S3O per week
for 4-5 hours delivering PennySavers and
Magazines. Walking and driving routes
available. CalIAdvanced OeIillery883-1735.

Advertisinq Account Executive
usco Bay WeeliJy has an opportunity for an energetic
account executive to join our sales team,
We are looking for an experienced, dynamic and
highly motivated sales representative to pioneer and
maintain new accounts as well as service existing ones.
You must be organized, creative and possess excellent
interpersonal skills . You will work as an integral part of
the sales team while a~ressively developing and
•
inde~ndently managmg your own territory,
FamIliarity WIth Greater Portland market will be a plus,
This position pays a base salary plus commision. An
ambitious sales person will earn 18K-40K plus health
coverage and benefits.
If you are enthusiastic about advertising sales send a
cover letter and resume outlining why you'd like to
work for Casco Bay Weekly.
Send it to:
SSlA Congress St" Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Larry Haws, Sales Manager
CB W is an £qlJJJl Opportun ity Employer.

bUSiness services

LANDSCAPER- With experience inannual
and perennial gardening and grounds CAN BUILO THAT SPECIAL PIECE of
maintenancesooks positionwith agreater furniture or cabinets toyour needs. Also
Portland reputable landscape firm or will remodel ing work. Free estimates and
consider workingasan estate gardener on designs. Call Roy 773-0372.
a pnvate residence. Write to Boxholder,
CARPENTRY & CABINETRY- Projects
P.O. IlO1C 4118, Stanon A. Portland, ME
detailed and styled for your home or
04101-0138
business. Call Paul Keating 846-5802.

Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-1234 for display rates.
P~neN ~·

aaslliled ods """t be paid tor n advance with cash, porsonoI
d1ed<. """"'I oroer. 1/1.. or Mastercard. Lost & FOt6ld ~em. lilted
free. 0aIsi1ed ads are non-tellndable. caw sI"IaI not be Mati. for
rty typog;IIt1Iai 8'l'OfS, orn.tiono, or dl3lQ8O " the ad..tlm do
not aftoct theV3t.Jeor cootent or IlbIt .... 1aIIy dlWlgOtho m<BWlg
of the ad. Oedt wII be iHUed Votten 'f'I~ 8'TOI' has ~
detemlined >Millin one week of publication. T.....~. _ _
lor $2Icopy.

HANOYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
10 do odd jobs and moving, locally or
long distance Experienced & dependable with references. Call for low rates,
774-2159 anytime.

And all homes ave got to go,
• 70' #3257 $14,495 • 56' #2971 $17,637
• 80' #3615 $19,907. 70' #3958 $22,599
• 80' #3282 $26,211 .72 ' #0282 $26,282
• 76' #0480 $29,990 • 70' #7150 $29,~37
Double Wides
• 44' $22,465 • 52' $25,760 • 44' $29,314
·48' $31,320. 68" $46,283
homes from Champion, Fleetwood, Imperial,
Norris, Sterling, Mansion

Jobs wanted

deadlines
fine print

Try our Wheels Deal

movin~

IiIJH:m
I 'IIr.t:'Il'I
ffi tl ,rn..

25 words ... $11 per week
additional words ... 50¢!wordlweek
Phone it in: 775-1234 (visa/mc)
FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc)
Walk/Mail it in: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn : Classifieds

FOCUSING ON lEAK5- Roofs, chimneys, gutters, etc. Repair or replace.
Painting & carpentry. No job 100 small.
low prices! 27 yrs. of references. Call
775-251 1.

MOVING
SAlE!!!
We're
to Auburn,

HIGGI NS BEACH- Furnished 3BR, mod.
kitchen, 1 112 baths, oil HW heaL well
insulated.Avail. Sept-June. $850t util s.
Refs., deposiL no pets. 929-6009.

WOODFORO- NIS Fto share Ig. sunny,
1st flrapt. in old Victorian. Great porch,
hdwd firs, yard, nice neighborhood. 1
mi. USM. 1 mi . Sax Blvd. $275 heatincl.,
ART STUOIO SUBlET- Available Sep+ 1/2 utils. 828-1495.
lember and October. Inlown location,
large windows, hdwd floors, clean, secure building. 275 sq.ft. $2OO1mo. Call
774-7021 , eves.
167 DANFORTH ST.- Large, lighl newly
redecoratedstudo,hardwoodfloors,S3751 STUDIOS: AlATiSTS ONLY building. All
inclusive, tin ceilings, arlists sinks. hiOh
mo. ALSO 1 112 BR, S4501mo. Both inenergy environment Darkrooms 10 suites
clude heat/u1ils. Call 51uart, 879-2478.
with views. $9510 S2501rro. 799-4759.
54 STATE ST· large 1&2BRapts. Niceiy
decoraled. $475-55251mo All utils incl.
lease, deposit Call 76H557 or 7727977.
2BR HOME-112 acre, nice starter, good
ADRACTlVE, CLEAN, QUIET, SUNNY location on Scarborough. VA assumROOM in Westend Townhouse. Shared able or use own finanCing, by owner.
kitchen and living space. Avail. immed. Call after 4pm weekdays or weekends.
Security dep. + references. S310/mo. $72,500.
Call 775-7022.
D.H.S. AREA- OVERSIZE, 3 BR RANCH
CREATIVE TYPE5- 2-3,live, work, East w/much polenllal, fireplace, full baS&ment, 2 car garage, oil heat, private
Prom, Morning 51. 2 floors, 6. flexible
yard , walk to schools. New paint inside
spaces, kitchen, balh,garage, basement, & out $95,500. Tel 773-6081 byowner,
yard, architect designed, bUilt-ins, stor- no brokers.
age, venls, skyligh~, views. quiet $698+
uti Is. 766-5846.
OIDYOUSELL YOUR REAL ESTATE and
hold a mortgage? We purchase mortCUMBERLAND CENTER- 2 BR apt. wI gages 00 which you receive payments.
hardwood floors. basemenlstorageand Call American Capital 774~577.
nice backyard. Trash & snow rerroval.
00 YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE?
S55OImo. Call 865-6473.
Why not advertise itthrough THE SURE
DEERING OAKS (98 GRANT)-2BR condo SEll? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149.
on lhird floor in secured building.
livingroom, diningroorn,loadsof closet GORHAM- 3 or 4 BR Country Cape. 2
space, hardwoodnoorsthroughout Heal full baths, very private. 13 lliles from
& HW included at S550/monlh. Phillips downtown Portland.SI19,900. Call 7730275 days, 781-5202 eves.
Property Management 7n-5345.
SCAIRBORQUGH,.38DRT-RANCH.MasFOREST AVENUE (756)- Nawly rlInova1ed, ter bdr, has cathedral skylights & en2BR. livingroorn, diningroorn, 1.5 baths. closed jaccuZi room. 2full baths, OR has
beautiful hardwood !Ioors, oil heat. park- French doors 10 deck, car & half ating, small backyard, S575 + utils. Phillips tached garage, hardwood floors. great
Property Management 772-5345.
neighborhood $137,000. Call 883-S909.

W. SCAIABOROUGH-5 MINUTES FROM
BEACH, 4 BR home, wooded 10L quiet
neighborhood, fireplace, woodstove,
$115,000, all reasonable offers considered, save brokers fee, call 883-2466.

_________________________

Number of words:

Name:: _____________________________

______

Number of weeks: _______

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

First 25 words

$11 per weeI<: $ _ __ _ __
~

visa

0

mcHL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

expo dale _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

+

add. words 0 5O¢ ea.: $ _ _ _ _ __

Total: $ ________

business services
MC BUilDERS· We do il all from A-Z!
No job 100 small ! 20 years experience
serving the lewistOn/Auburn area. Reasonable rates. Fu lly Insured. 786-0770.
BAKER & HAlL-Professional wallpaperi ng andpai nting. Ceiling specialspi us
multi-room discounts. Experience and
references. For your free estimate, call
767-5752 or 799-0231 .

CARPENTRY SERVlCE5- Full line of carpentry services. Decks, rlImodeling, home
repairs.Twenty years experience. Call Bob
Thomson at 77~ for free estimate.
COUNTRY FRESH CLEANING- Your leisuretimecan beyourownwhenyou return
to a Country Fresh Home! 767-2'Hl.
DYER'SREMODELlNG-Kilchens, baths.
additions, vinyl siding, WindOWS, roofing, repairs. Quality workmanship. 18
years experience. Call 761-7967.

MASTER ELECTRICIAN looking for extra work on weekends. Ouality for reasonable rate. Call John 883-0254.
MIKE'Z lANDSCAPE & TREE ServicePruning, removals, bracing , surgery,
planting of gardens, trees, lawns, hedge
trimming, stump grinding, retaining
walls, fences installed. Maintenance
available. 883-8746.
MOVING? D.C. PACKING SERVICEHouseholdl offl ce goods, light hauli ng.
Insured. Reliable. 15 years experience.
Free estl mates. Oonald ,823-5417, message. Call between 9am &9pm.

stufllor sale
SMAllBUSINESSOWNERS-le1meheip
you prepare your proposals, business &
marketing plans, reports, and sales flyers.
I Will creale custom laser printed irrages
for your business. Free samples and very
reasonable rates. Call Phil Grant at 7619485 and leave a message.
SMAll HOUSE CLEANING BUSINESSWe clean your home the way you want it
cleaned, and we'll do the extras! Reli·
able, hard-WOrking, lrustworthy. Call
839-3885 for references.
STON:WALlS: ORY STACKED OR MORTAR, freestanding or retaining. Walkways,
Patios: flag stone or brick. Shrubery, tree
and lawn installa1Jon. All aspects of landscape maintenance and restorations. lou
642-4128 or 839-4621 .
SUNSHINE ClEANERS- Housecleaning,
weekly or bi-weekly, by professionally
trained staff. 16 years experience. Affordable rates, excellenl references, insured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater
Portland. 799-5323.

PHOTOGRAPHER

Pall custom-made Schumacher drapes
for lall window. 6 fit, floral on creamy
white -$92. 846-3912.

WANTED: DIRTY WINDOWS- Profes·
sional window cleaning service will take
on large or small jobs. Free estimates,
reaso nable rates. Call JLS Enlerprise,
934-1737 or 934·4215.
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TOUCHDOWN REMODEUNG
Kitchens &
Bathrooms Inslalled

REO SIX FOOT SOFA & Medium Futon
with mattress. $92 each. 77~4938 .

1976 POSTAl JEEP- low miles, great
for parts or fix. Inleresting? $92 call Jay
828-4062

SHARP Electronic Typewriter- Excellent
coOO,$92. DIAMONOCutlAorenlined gold
"l' initial ladies ring. $92. 797-8978

1982 CHEVEDE- ne rods springs muffler, Ball joints alternator, lires all recently replaced . Call 772-5813.

SOMMA QUEEN SIZE Water Bed mattress, cover, liner & tubes. Great shape,
great deal. S92. 926-4608.

CHAIRS, ladder back wI rush seats, set
of 4 $921BO 729-6465 after 4PM

10 PINE ST.- Saturday and Sunday, 8/8·
8I9,8AM-4PM. Vintagecouchandchall,
brass beds, bureaus,oakdesks, collect·
ible ceramics (McCoy), luRay, china,
cement garden statue, old prints, books
art, clothes, lools, bric-a-brae, elc.

on

COMPUTER DESK. 49 x 24 wilh full
book shelf, good condo$92. 772-2249.

until August 30th

COUNTRY PINE Table w/6 chairs. $92.
Good condition. Moving mU5t sell. Call

2~~551.5~2~~~~
_77_3_-4_~_4_._______________
774-2568
620
Portland
kn==N=0~P=b~t~OO~B~ig~~or=s=ma==I=I==LJ~~~~7~7~
COUNTRY TABLE w/6 chai rs -dark pine.
HEALTH INS URANCE
Moving must sell. S92. Call773-4~4 .

I!

For the Self-Employed at Affordable Group Rates!
National Association for the Self-Employed
Underwritten by PFL Life Insurance Co.

l

DENVER, CO- Roundtrip ticket from
Portland. August 12-19. Female. Only
S92. Must Sell I Cai1874-0803.

Call KEVIN KING • 846-6729
~==================~============~~

NASTY~NEAT

COMPULSIVE /CLEANING

... and other

life

support services

If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people ...
or worse, cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.

Katherine Clark
residentiat •

772-8784

Professional Cleaning
and Maintenance Company

• Brick Repair . Ch imneys Capped
• Free Estimates

1-800-540-1455
773-1455
Special Summer Rates
o n Ch i mney C leaning

bUSiness opps
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY stuffing
envelope-. at home. Send long SASE to:
Cou ntry Shoppers, Dept. Y3, P.O. Box
1779,OenhamSprings, la 70727-1779.

dating services
FROM RUSSIA WITH lOVE, as seen on
TV Capturetheyoung heartsoftheseOid
World beautiesWith traditional values. Free
phol0 brochurll. 702-451-3070 anytime.

commercial

stun lor sale

YARO SAlE-August9& 10, Sun. & Mon.
9AM - 4PM. Bodge 51. & Ridgeland Ave.
New portablewasher, small microwave,
much, much more.

wanted

FOOZ-BAll TABLE for sale. $92. Call
Greg at 282-2100.

JJNK CARS & TRUCKS wanted. Free
pickup. Call DumboEnterprises854-2068.

FOR SALE- Oak cest of drawers wI 3 TEACHER looking for House Sitting ardrawers. $92. 892-6017.
rangement. I'm tidy, flexible, NlS and
handy. Have peace of mind while your
FUTON· Queen size, extra thick, like house is safe and warm. 725-2068.
new, 592. 772-7fil9 after 6PM or leave
WANTEO: INFORMATION ON "Foreign
message.
body response" 10 artificial implants. AcGAS GRill- like new, hardly used. cumulating data from anysourc&'patients.
Moving must sell. $92. Call 773-~334 . Write: IMPUWTS, C/O BEAN, Box 286,
665 Saco SI., Westbrook, ME 04092.
HEWlm PACKARD Business Consultant 18c Financial Calculator wI manual WANTED: PINE lOGS- Will pay lop dol$92. Dave 775·5234 days.
lar! Ask for Candie, 893-1043.
HIGH VOLUME Oirect Orive Squirrel
Cage Blower moves 1180 CFM. wilh
capacitor motor. S92. 926-4608.

LIKE NEW Ward Brothers stroller mink
coat, size 10-12, beige. Value $1500.
Sell for SsoO. 772-2427 or 871-9065.

KODAK Carouse! or Rollei Carousel
35mm projeclor wilh lens, excellent
condition. Either for $92. 967-5607.

lOOK LIKE A PRO! Officially licensed MEN'S 10 speed bike, 25' Frame good
NFL, NHl, NBA, MlB and COllEGE cond ogreal components. 20 Ibs. $92
appa rel and novelties. Free calalog. New ,926·4608
England Sports Connection, 55 lorraine
Terrace, Oepl-PS, Middletown, ct06457. MOVIE HOUSE MOVIE· Mystic Pizza,
S92. 839-5469.
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAME5- New and used. Also washers NINTENDO plus three games, ask $92.
and dryers and appliances. We also buy call Dan at 871-7074.

WHAT'S THE BIG OEAl?The "56WGAN
Tag Sale' every Sunday, 9am-l1am.
BUY, SELL or TRADE! Tune your radio
to the -56 WGAN Tag Sale".

YARD SALE· 296 Spring SI. 9AM - 4PM.
Saturday, Augusl 8th.

AOOPTION· We have hugs and laughler
foryour newborn. Coaslal Maine couple
with adopted daughter want to adopt
again . Please call lynn and Petercollecl
al 244-5862. In compliance with Ti~e
22, chapler 1153.

IBANEZ GUITAR with soft shell case.
Must sacrifice. 592. Mark, 828-0576.

RASPBERRIES-RASPBERRIES-RASPBERRIES Now picking at Ely's Berry
Farm. Call the Berry Ho~ine for picking
conditions 883-9737.

MUlTI-FAIMll Y YAlAO SALE to benefit
Wesl Side Oay Care; Salurday August
8th, 9AM to 4PM. 64 Clark SI., Portland.

ELECTRIC GUITAIA-Wilh hardshellcase
plusQuanlumampWilhbuill-inchorus.
$_92
__
. 7_74_-1_41_8.___________
EXCEllENT Running Maytag Washer,
592 . MOVing, must sell I Please call 7738525. leave message.

GUARANTEES AlAE ONLY AS GOOO as
the company that offers lhem. Watch
out for ' money back" offers from unknown companies.

unwanted ~ems. Creditavailable 772·5737.

yard sales

-----------

COMBINATION BUFFET and Dining
Table. Self-contained six leaves. Seats
12. Ughtoak. Perfect condo797-5537.

, Ceilings
• Pain/ing

YAMAHA 8()C(; Trail Bike- Starts, but
needs 1 gear in the clutch. Great parts
bike. 799-7044.

CAPTAINS BED- Twi n-size (drawers fit
underneath) includes mattress. S92.
998-4228.

GLENN J- CYR
Rece ive a 25% Discount
HAIRCCffS, PERMS &
COLORS BY GLENN

• Tile Roors

QUEEN SIZE Waterbed with bookcase
headboard. $92. 642-5871 , eves.

19' SANYO B&W TV- Complete wilh
antenna and packing malerials. Works
great! 592.854-2989.

BIKETRAINER-Maglurbo II. $175 new.
Hardly used. $92 729~465 after 4PM

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
50 1 Cumberl and Ave .
Portland 775-6301

PHONE and Answering Machine, short
wave radio S92 takes all. G.E. Microwave oven $92 767-8058

ACOUSTIC GUITAR- Honda six string THULE ROOFRACK-Fits most small cars.
with case. Sounds great! 92 smackers, $92. Call 773-0578. leave rressage.
please. 839-8359.
TRUCK BED TOOL BOX- Fils small truck,
SearsX-{;argo, excellenlcondibon, SSO;
AIRLINE TlCKET- one-way, MlF, 911 ,
Sears Excer-{;ycle, 532. 871-7232.
Portland - N.V.C. - Ashville, N.C. (Tenn.
border) S92. 737-8536
TRUNDEl BED Wllh two mattresses, two
bolsters and bed cover. S92. 77~3665.
AIRLINE TlCKET- One-way, MlF, 8/27.
Portland-Denver-EI Paso. $92. 854- TWIN MADRESS & Box Spring- Frame
4622, leave message.
wI cherry spindled head & fool. Great
shape! $92. 998-4133
AIRLINE TICKET· Portland to Sacramento one-way, male, after 7/28, $25 WINDOW-SIZE AIR-CONOITIONER ,
change fee. $92. 865-0410, 865-3811 . Kenmore. Great buyl First S92 takes it l
799-0090.
Apartment Size Gas Range- $92. Pedes·
lal Style SleeI Office Desk wI formica WOMEN'S Pendleton Suit· Red Jacket,
lop· S92. 774·2012.
plaid skirt, perfect cond ition, size 22.
$92. 772-0068.
BACKPACK· Gregory Polaris, medium
harness, excellent condil ion, S92. 772- WOOOhand-seasoned Iyr.l cord lor sale.
7579 after 6PM or leave message.
MCNing must sell. S92. Call 773-4334.

•

CHARLES B. MELCHER

ONE-WAY TICKET- Portland to Minneapolis 8/17 (F) Northwest Alrlines. $92.
761-8260.

19' RCA Color TV, older model. Good
condition & working order. (VHF only)
592. 799-3056.

TREESCAPE- Nalural landscape com·
pany specializing in naturalistic land·
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE- Pain scaping, trailwork, brushcuttlng. thinin muscles relieved before it becorres ning, pruning, chipping, bush hogging,
disabli ng . Valerie Blais, RN, Certified fences, wildlife planting, birdhouses,
NeuromuscularTherapist. 773-1215 for lawns. and lot clearing.Satisfaction guar·
anteed. 761-0480.
appoinlment or inlormation.
SHEET METAL- OUALITY WORK, GUARANTEED lowest rates, all1ypes, ductwo11<,
gutters, rework, repairs, 10 years experi·
ence. 883·3453 leave message.

33

NURSE'SSHOE5-size5, Weight Bench,
Typewriler, Stereo. S92 takes all. 9984133.
OAK DOUBLE BED- Platform style, ideal
for futon (not incl.) $92. Pfeasecall871 9341 .
ONE-WAY Airline TIckel- Portland, ME
to lansing, Michigan. September 12.
S92. Must Sell ! 775-1332.

music
ORUMMER & SINGER (rhythm guitar
and songwriting skills aplus) needed to
round out new power·post-punk·fokfunk outfit to horrify Portland with mostly
originals. In the spirit of Husker Ou,
Pixies, l7, FugaZi. Chilis, lemonheads.
lady bashers encouraged to respond.
Call Harold or Ralph at (207)TRY ·PEPA.
PORTLAND lOUNGE- CurrenUy accepting audition tapes. Interested in Jazz,
Blues, Acoustic, etc. Talenled Indlvidu·
als please send lapes wI contact name
and phone number to ElC, 42 Market
St., Portland, ME 04101. Attn: Michael.
ROLAND RD300 Eleclric Piano with
amplifier, stool and stand. Full keyboard.
MIDI. Professional sound and quality.
$1800. 282-3256
MASTER OF MUSiC· BACHELOR OF MUSIC

MUSIC STUDIO
vorCE/PlANO INSTRUCTOR
a...ftca.( opera • ."
Bf'CHUI",,,y M ... 1ctoU
871 ·0138
871-0210
879·2606

~

377 Fore St.,
Portland

34
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lost & 'ound
ss- WE HAUl

AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, SIMIIl days a week, ~9. 7736878

FORD ESCORT PONY, 1991- 22,000
miles, standard 5-speed, S5,OOO.
Brunswick, call Diana, 725~062 after 4,
725-3800 before 4.

'.
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Describe your car. truck, or cycle in
25 words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
olier 100,000 readers
FOR ONLY $25!
If your liehicle doesn't sell, just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREEl There's no limit!
$25 really does sell your car,

Aug ...' 6, 1992

GET THE REACH YOU NEED

bulletin board

GMC 112 TON, 1986-60K miles, V~ , 4
newtires, bed-liner, runs great! $3,300. ·PSYCHIC-ASTROLOGlCAL· Readings,
Portland,828-o952.
predictions, ESP, ·Crystal Clear· views
into your zodia sign and ·news of eco1976 MGB- Excellent condo Full selVice SAAB 1980- Two door, 100,000 miles, nomic situation, job change-rrove, famrecords. Must sell! S45OO. Call 879-0499. very good condition, two owners, all ily, marriage, your future! 883-3223.
work receipts. Call Elizabeth 774-1539.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes, $1500 or b.o. I need a truck.
EXOTIC DANCERS- Theareasfinestmale
$200; '86 VW,SSO; '87 Mercedes, $100;
and femalePROFESSIONAl OANCERS.
TOYOTA
CAMRY
DX
1~Excellent
con'65 Mustang, $50. Choose from thouBi rthday, Bachelo r/Bachelorette parties,
sands starting $25. 24-hour recording dition, light blue, 5 spd, AC, CD player, etc. Call PARTY-UP TALENT at 761reveaisgiveaway prices. 801-37~2929, 8300 miles. S14,5OO, B.O. McMng, must 5566.
sell. 773-0806, leave message.
cOPYright IMElt4JC.
HEAOING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMC~OI.ET B£RETTAGTl9B8- Black, 6 VW BUG, 1977- Mint metallic green w/ MER? Jet there anytime for only S169
cyl, 5 spd, OIce stereo, pslpb, 56K, excel- sunroof. Excellent condition, but needS with AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.
some work. $2000 or B.O . Call Rob at
lent condi~on. S4200 or B.O. 854-2976.
HI SAM. Here it is. A note to let you know
799-4879.
how special you are. I look forward to
CORVETIE, S400; BRONCO, $50; '89
Mercedes, $200; '87 BMW, $100; '65 VW RABBIT, t981- Runsgreat but needs holding you soon. Mai oui, j'adore.
Mustang, S50- U.S. Public Auction, mechanical owner. $l5O. Call 775-7515. JACK IS STRONG-STEP WORKOUT.
druglord properties. Choose lromthouWINNEBAGO TRAVEL TRAILOR, l!fl, Ught strength and endurance train ing.
sands starting $25. 24-hour recording
Model TL. New awning, tires, shower, Low impact aerobic conditioning. South
reveals giveaway prices. 801-37~2930,
toilet, sleeps 6, tandem wheels, self con- Portland Dance Center. Wednesdays
copyright IMEl14RC.
8:30am. Some steps available. S4 droptained, good condition $2600. 883-2563. in. First Class FREE. CAli ~846 , or
come try it!
1966 BUG-rust-free body, engine needs
minor, interior semi-major work. $4000
or B.O. Call Elizabeth, 774-1539.

t'

LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge
League, 854-9771 .

LI !... I.!... I!... I !... I.!... I!.. I!...I !... I!..II

16FT MtRRORCRAFT, 60HP,JOHNSON
galVanizedlrailer. Extras $3,000 or BlO.
Call John at 883-4990 leave message.

ATIENTION CATS: Club Purr offers upscale boarding for cats only. Enjoy your
own window In immaculate, air COnditioned comfort. Purrsonal pampering.
Vet approved. Call Gorham, 83~2037 .

20' WOODEN CUDDY Cabin, 4 cyl,gray,
marine rrotor and trailer. All rebuilt
S3OOO. Call 772-4835. Leave a message, we'll get back to you.
30FT BROADWATER- SLEEPS 6, GAlLEY, HEAD, 318 Chrysler single, 3 years
old, runsgreat in water. Many accessories,
$3,200. Calt ~2457 leave message.
AVON 13FT RUBBER RAFT, work boat
model. 30hp Tohatso rrotor, used mainly
infresh water. Calkins trailer $2,700 for
all 767-4337.

ITS THE CATS PAJAMAS- Bed & Breakfast for cats, offering NO-CAGE
accomodations, large, sunny play area,
bird watching, sunbathing and TLC for
yourcalwhileyou'reaway. Call 883-9611 .
TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY- 6 week
beginner coursa/$25. 5 week puppy
clas!lSI5. Your dog deserves the best
Instructions with 8-30years experience.
Dogs In Training. Portland/69H212,
774-3792 or 892-8374.

IWANTTOWETYOUUP! Call melorthe
hottest conversation: Live 1 on 1 and
uncensored, Lisa. 1-800-726-5567,
S1.7S/min. Visa/MCiAmEx.

MILD OR WILD! Portland'sll Dateline.
Meet exciting women and men. Alternativelifestylesalso.I-900-443-J004,ext.
22, $2.4!l'min.
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST, PRESENT &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OF THE TAROT

1-900-454-1444

$1 .79tm1n: 18. only

1-800-955-5580

775-1234.

minute,

How to respond to a personal ad:
Jus! call 1-900-370-2041 any time, 24 hours a day, from any touchtone phone! Enter the four-digit ,. runber of the ad you wish to respond
to, listen to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not
have recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may sW leave a
message on that person's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last
day to reply to that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads
in a spec~ic category (companlon.and others not avaJlableto" browse").
Calls cost $1 .49/min. You must be 18 or over,
To respond to a caw Box M, address mail to Cssco Bay Weekly, 551 A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04107, making sure to print the three-digit
CBW Box 1/ clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

Place

':~~-

PERSONAL

FUN:LOVING, Bt, SWF, 26,IOIIespeople,
mUSIC, dance, travel, outdoors, adventure, seeks honest, sexy, .happy, suecesstul guy who IS as passionate about
hfe as me. "5872 (8It7)
SHY COUNTRY GAl- Ouiet, 18,Iooking
for someone to help me out of my shell.
Movies, walks, beaches, conversations,
and much rrore. "5885 (8117)

OWM, 42, LOOKING FOR SIOF, It'S, 3445, for klng-term relationship. Hyou like
cuddling by the fireplace but don1 mind a
walk on the beach, ~ you like movies but
plays are fine too, if you are more concerned With what's 10 a person's head and
heart than having a trophy at your side, ~
you like candlelight dinners at horre but
eating out is OK too, ~ you can accept a
person who believes in himself but is
Willing to listen to you, if you want SOrT1&one to share your life with not sirTlJly exist
with, then let's get together and see what
happens. CBW Box 116.

WARM, GOOD-LOOKING, happy, tall,
rronogarrous man, 30s, secure, successful physician would like to meet
warm and tender lady, 25-34, spirited,
21 ,SWF,AS IS-Average looks, rice body,
slim, interested in outdoor exploring,
no make-up/hairspray, seeks attractive,
children, intellectual pursuits, travel. You
thin, down-t<Hl3rth, activeguy.llikecarT!>miqht be supportive, understanding,
45 Words and
ing, hiking, flea markets, good beer, food
patient and NlS. Ouiet moments and
and road trips. Intslligent & sense of huPersonal CaIlII>
SUMMER'S
ALMOST
OVER,
where
are
hours
to
becetebrated,
not
avoided.
I'm
mor a must. I'm tired of cooking for one,
you? This attractive, professional, absent-minded, gentle, enthusiastic,
gIVe me a call. ..5879 (&'17)
ABSOLurELY FREE
health-conscious, NlS, SWM, 28, would creative, alrrost comical, well-liked,
SWF, 24- ff you're looking for a fun gal
like to meet outgoing, energetic, attrac- cross between HarlY on -Night Court"
33 YEAR OLD SINGLE MOM seeks male with afull-figure, then I'm for yo I!, lIike
it in
tive SWF, 21-35. Interests include: and Jimmy Stewart in -II's a Wonderful
companionship. Preter: Tall NlS beamed to dance, rrovies, long walk and BIG
sports,
dancing,
beach,
working
out
Life".
Pleasewrite.
CBWBoxl04.
"5848
men.
"5927
(!l'08)
man, older than me. likes should include
live music, dining in/oUl rrovies, golf. (8/24)
hiking, carTlJing, boating of any sort, good
FUZZY WUZlY IS THIS BEAR, looking Call for ladies choice night on the town. • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
cooking, wine &full rroon rights on the SWF, 34, ATIRACTlVE, with interests in for Pooh, Care Bear, 1~39 , no grizzlies,
SPIRITUAl. &RJN-Early JOs professional,
beach. My son is 10 mos. old, so if infants the arts, swimming, dancing , nature, that growl. Can be black, brown , or polar "5915 (&'24)
looking for someone to share laughter,
scare you, save us the time and aggrava- traveling, and a healthy mind, body, and bear. .. 5891 (8117)
SPIrit Seeks a single man interested in
drama, nature, cosmic talks, optirrusm,
tion of meelJng. 105908 (&'24)
having a meaOlngful relationship. Sencarrot jUice, fitness, encouragement, inHALF OF lESBIAN COUPLE seeks other SIght and
BRADY BUNCH, R-RATED, charming, sitivity and hurror aptus! "5887 (8117)
tt5884 (8117)
han for friendship, aNection, intimacy,
attractive, cosrropotitan, seeking disand lasting relationship. Let's talk and TRYING AGAIN- WBiM looking for a tall,
tractions: DM, 60s, NlS, avatar, youth- THIS 44, PLEASANT, attractive, 5'3",
explore our similarities as wetl as our haJlY and nolloo handsome man. I'm 33,
ful, likes MozartlWoody Allen. SF, 30s, independent, easygoing lady wants to
differences. "5889 (8117)
clean, discreet, and just want to have a
Into radical funlcuHure. SF, 20s, adores meet af3Ck-ol-all-trades, good temperagood time for the summer. "5896 (8117)
folly/ersatz culture. CBW Box 111. ment SOCiable, witty, intelligent, who
NEWLY EMERGING LESBIAN, 41 , lookcan financially afford to go out and share
"5890 (8117)
ing
for
an
intimate
friendship
with
a
likegood
times
Must
be
over
5'9",
45-55,
-------minded woman. Passonate about all
CASUAL, A WALK IN THE PARK, a kJss Portland area. "5918 (8124)
things spiritual, gardeni ng and the natuIn the dark! No rrountaln cli mbers, no
WOMAN SEEKS MAN TO INDULGE on
ral world. Are you Interested in explorskiers, no SUits & ties. "5936 (8124)
journey of lile. AmUSing, articulate 40
ing your female relationship with me? 31 Y.O. SWM NUDtST looking for a
woman, 30s, who is interested in nudD WOMAN OF SUBSTANCE, 37, seeks y.o. attractive Fwants to meet monoga"5909 (8/24)
Ism. Please call because I am a truly
soul mate to share life's Journey who is rrous beau who likes her and her pasROMANTIC, LONELY GWF, 36, loves to great guy. "5932 (&'24)
intelligent, sensitive, loving, secure, times: Beginner golf, lntermediate phodance, Italian food, quiet times with a
errotionally available. I'm vibrant, intel- tography, advanced ethiCS. Desire man
special lady. Intelligent, attractive, seek- BiM, 30+, wants men wrth sore muscles.
lectual , spiritual , creative, attractive, of substance: good conversabon, better
humor,
best
fri
end.
Please
be
NlS.
Ing
my soul-mate. LeI's meet and talk. Experience "If ·Magic· massage. Call toSOCially/politically conscious, healthy.
Nothlngventured, nothing gained. CBW day. You'l be glad you did. Satisfaction
EnlOY the arts, books, stimulati ng con- "5920 (8/24)
and discretion guaranteed I "5901 (8117)
Box 107. "5876 (8/17)
versation, natu re, outdoor activities,
animals, children, gardening, antiq ues,
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as CBW's "Person
SEEK UNTYPICAL F- Younger, attrac- BiMWM, MID-40s, seeks take chargeGl
(~WOmen
travel, country IIlestyle near city, mUSIC,
01 the Week" and is awarded two frl.e movie rentals, compliments of
tive BiF looking for younger (18-30s), Bi prof, 45~0 for intimate times. Must
dance, Singing, laughter. LeI's let ou r
Video port. All personal ads are entered in the drawing.
sensual, attractive, "femimne" femaleto be healthy, not obese, hedonist, imagilight shine Joyously together! CBW Box 2 NICE SWM, 32130, N/S, looking for
explore
lusty desi res~- yours and mine. native, Portland-Freeport. Discretion
115, "5919(8124)
two mce SFs. Let's go to the beach, have
SWM
,
27,
EASY-GOING,
humorous,
atNo
commitments.
Express yourself! assured and required. "5886 (81171
HAVE WE MET? You 're a SWF, 27-35,
DECISIVE DWF, 31 , delightful, down-to- apicmc and have funl Sound good? savvy, attracti ve, fil, who likes sports, tractive, athletiC, NlS, professional, un- ..5924 (8124)
COUPLE LOOKING FOR FEMALE- We
comfortable with bar scene romance. In
earth.lookingforlOlieln all thewrong places, Give us a call . .. 5888 (8117 )
would like to fuffill our fant3S19S and yours.
rroVles,
the
beach
and
fun'
I'm
an
atSHORT
'N
SWEETMBiF
seeks
slim,
Iloping to rTlleI some great neN laces. One ACADIA NATIONAL PARK- SWM, 28,
search of something meaningful with
tractive SWM, 30, fi t, athletic with var- pretty, college/career SWF, 20-35. Sincere, senSitive, spirited sidekiCk. Mid- ShOUld be35-4S and attractIVe. We will be
cal could do it now. tr5922 (!l'7)
radio iournahsVDJ, lives in Eastern ied Interests. There's lots more to talk "59t 4 (8124)
30s to mid-40s, married, magnetic and discrete & fun. "5925 (&'24)
DWF, 49, PROFESSIONAL,anractive(all . Maine Lovescats,KateBush:Politlcally about. Let's meet! ..5871 (8117)
mirthful a preference. CBW Box 114. COUPLE SOUGHT- Fascinating, imagl5'r IS physically fit), aNectlonate, sen- rrode,ate, senSitive, honesllntethgent.
SWM, 28, 5'10", athletic, NlS, attractive, "'5916 (8124)
nativeSWM, 43, 5'8', 170lwants friendsual, has many Interests (excepl hlgh- Seeking attractive 20s SF for fun-loving HEY YOU ! SWM, 25, anractive, phYSI- former collage/military, now profesship, sensual joy, safety and fantasy w/
cally tit, seeKs anracllve, phySically fit Sional In Southern Maine. Enjoy workrisk li ke sky-dIVing); favoriles are: films, relationship. "5881 (8117)
nice pair, over 30 please. Petite Fa plus.
SWF, 21 -31. Must be warm, friendly & ing out,comedy movies, dancing, sports,
Plays, singing, reading, camping, hik- ACTIVESWM 26 NlSseeksN/Sf aI
No pain. "5934 (8124)
(~men
lng, x-country skiing, canoeslkayaks
.
"
em e into quiet ti mes as well as Wild time. camping, beach partying . Seeking comgarden, the ocean... Seeking PhYSlcal ~ who enJOysseasonal outdoor activities "5882 (8117)
fortable relaoonshlp with happy, ,active,
DISCREETPAMPERING- SWM, 32, tal,
fi~SWM Wllh good communication and and QUiet limes. We are both caring,
outgoing, attractive, N/S SWF, 21-35, AMBITIOUS, WASPY BiWM, 35, 170, slender, seeks bored MF for no-compeopleskllls, likes hiS chosen work, can honest and happy. "5883 (8117)
I'M LOOKING FOR ... YOU- A very bold enough to answer a personal ad. looker, secure financially, straight-act- mitment pampering and pleasing, AM
play,hurrorous, environmentally aware,
friendly, outgoing, affeclionate, shapely Don't be shy! "5751 (813)
Ing. Into golf, biking, skiing, beaching, or PM. Love to cuddle, and meet your
ARE
~OU
A
SlDF,
35-44,
lall,
attractive,
Interested 10 own personal development
figure, brunette, clean, beautiful hair
travelllng.SeekssirTlllar. Boxholder, P.O.
needs and desires. "5897 (8117)
eclectically
conversanl,
and
errotlonand wanting rro nogamous relationship.
and srrule. You might be Irish-Italian? SWM, 34, 5'10', 160lbs., athletiC, blond Box 9715-134 , Portland, ME, 04104.
sane
intellectual
who
enjoys
golf,
ally
hair,
blue
eyes,
N/S,
NID,
professional,
No addictive behaViors. CBW Box 112.
FIND YOURSELF- BI-male(rrostly men)
travet, culture, and the spice 01 life. ThiS About 5'3-1/2"? .. ME? DWM, m d-4Os, looking lor a college educated, profes- ..5875 (8117)
..5744 (8117)
seeking BI/GM for friends and rrore.
whlttKollar, handsome, profesSIonal, easygolOO, NlS, active, fun, fit We like Sional SWF, 28-35, forpleasantconversa- BiM, 26, In Brunswick area, seeks Me: 30s; you: 16-40, any race. Let's
DWF, LOOKS YOUNGER than her democrat wants to meet you! CBW Box beach, dancing, mUSIC, coastal, scemc tion, friendship/possible relaoonship, younger straight-acting GlBiWM for explore. (8/17)
Interests, country fairs . ..5921 (&'24)
40s0mething, is quiel not shy, open- 109. "5895 (8118)
candlelight dinners, dancing and shanng fnendship and outdoor aclivities. CBW
minded, wants SlDWM , 37-45, over
HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!
LIFE IS TOO SHORT to live it alone. invarious outdooractivltes. Scarboroug IV Box 117 . ..5928 (8124)
CLASSICAL
GUtTAR
PLA
YER27,
6',
never
5'10·, With sense of hurror, financially
Portland area. "5843 (&'24)
Wanted
:
Intelligent,
athletic,
young
lady
married,
blonde,
friendly,
sellSltive,outgcr
stable, can smoke. "5917 (8124)
BiWM, 5'9", 185#- Help, needs play- OTHERS MASSAGE- Learning the art of
ing, seeks friendship/possible relationship for arronogarrous relationship. ~ i nter THE GOOD L1FE- Fun, 32 yr. old male mate, affection, intimacy, lust & safe massage?Leamon nne-Mseeks M, 22-35
DWF, NlS, NIO, professional looking lor sharing music, danCing, biking, outdoors, ested call the romantic, handsome, ath- seeks open- mi nded chick for occasional sex. Any GWM, 25~0. Love lite bond- to give full-body massage at my coastal
letic NlS SWM, 33, 5'9" at "5900 (8117) H-D puns, beer, rock-n-roll, good srroke,
simlar SIDWM , 30-45. I'm 36, flesty, whatever ISfun! 105935 (&'24)
age, games, massage. Give me a call, home. Please call 105931 (8124)
working on self-actualization. Must enromance. No strings, just good times w/ Will answer all. "5911 (&'24)
SWM, 36, HEALTHY AND SAINE- Looking
joy Children. Friendship first, romance DWM, 37, NlS , 5'8', 1601bs., no depen- OUTDOORS & MUSIC LOVER seeks good people. "5912 (8/24)
posSible. CBW Box 113. ..5906 (&'24) dents, not unattractive, would like to woman who likes life's slrTlJle pleasures.
CUTE GUY WANTED- I'm honest, car- lor that special MWF or SWF to fulfill "If
meet SlDWF to climb MI. Katahdin this Commuricatlon and honesty a must Are THE REAL THING- That's what I'm lOOkIng, secure (mentallylfinancially), fun- masterful fantasies. ff you're submssive,
DWF, PROFESSIONAL, 41 , 5'6'. Inter- fall, ride the carnage trails of Bar Harbor you 26-36? Let's talk. 58gj (8117)
ing for. Th is DWM, 29, profesSIOnal loving and straight in appearance/ac- you're mne. HeaHhy & discretion deests include theater, walking, camping, thiS summer, and maybe spend a lifftoffers Intelligence, honesty and spontamanded. No pro's. tr5880 (8117)
movies, etc. Looking for SlDWM, 41- time together. II000e rrotorcycles, ski- READY FOR LOVE- Handsome DWM, neity. Likes include thearts, quiett/mes, tion. Anyone out thele who's the same
and
25-35
with
weight
in
proportion
to
THREE IS RIGHT- BiWM, 45: tall, ath50. You have si milar interests and are inO, biking,ammals, the beach anddanc- 40, professional, generous, romantic, and the outdoors. Seeking that special
letic, looking for couple to explore. Hehonest sensitive and errotlonally avail- ing, although I'm not Into the harscene. dependable, athletiC man, loves kids someone, 21-35, who shares the same height? ..5929 (&'24)
able. "5930 (!l'08)
I'malso rnto body-building, so no wimps and the concept of family- seeks lOVing, interests and IS willi ng to pursue a seri- GWM,27, 5'11', 165Ibs.,clean-shaven, donistiC adventure for ladies or men.
"5933 (8124)
or slugs, please. Write Westbrook, ME, attractive, sensitive, emotionally avail- ous, monogarrous relationship. I know straight-acting, NlS, not into bar scene.
DWF- RELOCATING EVENTUALLY to 04098-1001. 105877 (8117)
able, young -at-heart NlS woman, 28- you're out there! Call or write CBW Box Seeks Similar guy for friendship and
Maine, presently seeking correspondence
110. "5899 (8117)
rrore. "5923 (8124)
leadi no to meaningful relationship. Young- DWM, 41 , 6', 172/, nice looking, roman- 36, poSSibly single rrom, to share Iiles
lOOking 41. Enjoy ceramics, movies, lis- tic, honest. caring, gives flowers, cute joys and oPPOrtunities lor growth. Must THERIGHTDNE,BABY-SWM,6', 175lbs.,
tening to music (especially folk &Dylan), poems. Enjoys ocean, kids, walks, candle- have positive atti tude, love animals and blue, brown, 38, good-looking. Would like RESTLEss ENERGETIC MAN wants to
swimming, carTlJing. Christian (non-fun- lig ht sports. Enjoysdanicing, music, sense children, enjoy outdoor activities, will- to meetslenderfemalefor beaches, travel, meet zany young men from all over. BE MY MOM!! Substituterromwa-nted'
Ing to seek new adventures and long- sumnnerfun, etc. Must like sports cars, be Shallow blal<-blah does not interest me, t'm24. Bethemom I never had. LeI's pal
damentalist), seeki ngsame.CBWBox 108. of hurror, but shy. 105907 (&'24)
but close encounters of all kinds do. around together. t'm home all Q.ay.
term commitment. 105894 (8117)
"5893 (8117)
21 -35. ..5878 (8117)
"5913 (8124)
"5910 (&'24)

women .. men

STARTED A NEW CAREER, bought a new
car, S8archingfornewreiationship Intelligent attractive WM seeks physICally fit
SWf, 35-45, with pretty face for movies
cookouts, beach, concerts, you narre ~
we'll tlY it! SUmrre(s going fast, call me
before it's gone! tt5873 (8117)

FAX FREE
THURSDAY!

When You FAX

775-1615
m

WOMAN SEEKS MAN TO INDULGE on
journey of life, Amusing, articulate 40 y,o.
attractive F wants to meet monogamous beau
who likes her and her pastimes: Beginner golf,
intermediate photography, advanced ethics,
I Desire man of substance: good conversation,
better humor, best friend. Please be N/S.
1r5920 (8/24)

others

men

1, Write your 25-word classified ad.
2, Have your Visa or MasterCard ready,
3. Call THESURESEUHOTLINE at 775-1234,
4, Get ready to answer your phone
as the results come ringing in!
From Bath to Sebago Lake to Kennebunk,
over 100,000 readers...
Nowtbat's

REACH!

Tr

t

e Sure Sel : 77 -1234

our Personal Ad now!

First 25 words free!

Free Headline: (IS-Character limit)

o Yes, I agree to record my voice greeting

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

upon recieving

Free 25-word Personal Ad:

my Personal Call Code.

category:
Owomen ... men

o men'" men

Omen ... women

o others
o companions

o women'" women

Confidential Information:
rNe coonot print your ad without it.)
phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

To place a FREE ad with Personal Calt~, fill out the coupon and mati
or FAX it (775-1615) to us. (H faxing, please photocopy the coupon first
and then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce weH.) The deadline for
receiving personal ads is Monday at noon. FREE ads are 25 words or less
and run for two weeks. No free ads will be accepted oyer the phone. Ads
with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per additional Word. We'll send you a
four-digit ,. number (to be printed in your ad) and a six -digit security code
for exdusive access to your responses through an 8OO-line at no cost to
the you.
caw Box Ms and P.O. Box *s cost $2() per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with Visa or MasterCard, or local check or cash.

name: ______________________________

address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
city: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
state: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ zip: _ _ _ __

How to use your Personal call® mailbOx:

First 25 words & headline:

Guidelines:

caw

(Calls cost l.4g/min, Must be 18 or over. TOt...Ch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234)

.

Placing your classified ad
before over 100,000 readers
in the Greater Portland area
is as easy as 1 - 2 - 3 - 4

How to place your personal ad:

After you recieYe your ,. number and private security code, you may
record your personal introduction. Use your introduction to tell more
about yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but OONT give
your last name, phone nurnberor address. Make sureyouask your callers
to leave their names, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All
introductions <we reviewed by CBW and go on line within 24 hours.

",

'.

WITH THE SURE SEll

Inlo/C.c:stmembership
Whu~wind , Inc.

Touch-tone phone. only.
Ca.co Bay Weekly,

First 25 words free!

'~

.

person 01 the week

HOT, LIVE & WILD,JUSTYOU & ME, 1702-871-4103. Over 21 only, very discreet billing .

LOCAL WOMEN- With phone numbers!
1-900-884-DATE, ext. 428 .. S31min.,
18+. (TV., Fort Myers, FL., tt.)

DIVORCED BLACK FEMALE CATwiliing
to try love again. tnterested? Call the
Animal Reluge League, 854-9771.

..,... .

--~------------

WANTEO: COMPETITIORS TO FISH IN
Scarborough Kiwanis 5th Annual Blue
Fish Tournament, August 8th and 9th,
Pine Point Co-op. Adults $25, kids under 15 SS.

Laud., FL. tnfo: 305-525-5433 (x9122).

animals

~
'-"' t
~

"

HEAR TALKING PERSONALS- 1-900884-8500, S2Imin. (18+) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.99r'
L-________________________________--' min. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft.

boats

c

women .. women

DROWN IN THE ECSTASY! 1-800-72ERICA, Sweet Agony! Adu~s, $2.9!W
mn. Visa/M .C. Do it! No credit card? 1900-77-ERICA.Alegend! S2Imin. (E.P.S.
708-882-7873)

changes are 55 . No refunds.
Private party only.
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Cong ress St.. Portland, ME 04 I 0 I

.

'5 ' -

~

adult services

fvj

Q
,~
,.,.<-,
l
'
.

.t·. .~,
- r

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
rrore information call us at 1-800-4280734 or 775-2367.

Classifleds 775-1234

.,;::..

>
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-

,

c:oP

¢

FRfI

add'i words @ .50 each: _ _ _ __

_"_xu.

Personal ada are available for single p«Jple aeeking reIation"'i~. Ad. aaeking 10 buy or
08IVices will be refuoed. No full nan-, stieet a d d _ or phone numbers will be published. I>Cs
contllining expltcit MXUaJ or Anatomical language will not be pubHehed. W. r...rve the right to edit,
refuee or recalegorize ony ad. Advert_", mua1 be over 18 yern of age.

Personal Call®: _---"FIH==-_

caw Box or P,O, Box (add $20): _ _ _ __
Total: _ _ _ __

men

companions

,
• FIORIWARE • MONROE SALT WORKS • BUNZLAUER • FRIENDSHIP POTTERY •
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• CAMDEN POTTERY • BENNINGTON POTTERS • MAINE MADE FOODS •

"Beautiful Pottery & Glassware, most at 500/0 to 800/0 off retail!'

,

POTTERY OUTLET
49 Main Street,
FREEPORT

3 GREAT LOCATIONS!
384 Fore Street,

PORTLAND

Route One
ROCKLAND

(between L.L. Bean and The Gap)

(in the Old Port)

(Nautica, Reebok/ Izod Outlet)

865-1144

773-7977

596-0730

OPEN 9·9

VisalMCI AMEX/Discover

OPEN 9·9

OPEN 10·6

Checks Welcome

